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PREFACE 

The first .International Conference 011 Hot Dip Galvanizing was 
held under the auspices of the /fot Dip Galvanizers Association 
during July 1950, when more than 80 galvanizing experts from 
many paNs. of Europe met in Copenhagen to discuss the hot dip 
galvanizing process a1'?d the properties and uses of g(llvanized 
coatings .. 
. The Hot Dip Galvanizers Association was founded early if! 
1949 by a group. of U.K. general galvanizers as a non-trading 
organization affiliated to the Zinc Development Association, the 
well-known technical information bureau on all the uses of zinc. 
Membership grew rapidly, and at the time oj'the Conference 
comprised some 90 firms in the U.K. The new Association had 
the twinaims of increasing the use of hot dip galvanized coatings 
by the sp.read of information about their properties and uses, and 
of improving technical efficiency and· working conditions 
throughout the industry, inCluding work on reducing galvanizing 
costs. It was clear that the free exchange of technical informa
tion for the common good would be the best method of achieving 
these aims; and this has been the basic policy of the Association 
and its'Members. Much work has already been done in this 
spirit, noiably by "'technical surveys oJ the {ndustry and the issue 
of technical publications. The.principalobject of the Association 
may perhaps be summed up as that of making its Members the 
b~s! informed in the world. Its Council believes that this can . 
only be' done by creating a pool of knowledge to which all 
M ember.s have already generously contributed. , 

'Great inter.est in the work of the Hot Dip Galvanizers Associa
tion was shown by many friends of the Zinc Development 
Association in various parts of Europe and in the U.S., and it 
was the widespread desire to share in it by the exchange of 
information on galvanizing .techniques which led the Hot Dip 
Galvanizers Association to call the Conference .. 

The organization of the Conference and all the arrangements 
connected with it were carried out by the Zinc Development 
Association which sent three representatives. The following two 
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PREFACE 

pages contain a full list of those who were present; and this list 
would have been considerably longer if travel difJicultiesor 
urgent affairs had not prevented the attendance of several people 
at the last moment. 

Copenhagen was chosen for the meeting, not only as a conven
ient centre well provided with hotel accommodation, but because 
it was: a city where the Zinc Development Association already 
had many friends among the Danish galvanizers. Special thanks 
are due to their hospitality and kindness in opening their works 
to the Conference 'members, as well as to the Institution of 
Danish Civil Engineers for putting its modern headquarters at 
the disposal of the Conference. 

The Technical Sessions were held on four successive mprnings 
in the beautifully appointed conference room of the Engineers 
House. Authors were given ten minutes in which to introduce 
themselves to the meeting and to review the main points in their 
papers likely to lead to discussion. One of the most noteworthy 
features of the Conference was the full attendance at all the 
Technical Sessions, and the liveliness and pertinence of the 
discussions. The success of the Conference is'not, however, to be 
attributed solely to the quality of the papers or the discussions, 
although these have clearly contributed much to the store of 
information available to practical galvanizers and those working 
on related problems. A powerful factor was the meeting together 
of international experts in a friendly atmosphere which was of the 
greatest advantage not only to the Association but to all those 
who came to Copenhagen. 

For the reader's convenience,: and to make this Report a 
reference book of some permanent value, the account of the 
proceedings has been rearranged to fall into six chapters, each 
of which is divided into sections. The Contents pages show the 
general grouping of the subject matter, details of which are given 
in the Index: Afew minor alterations have been made in the text 
of the papers, while that of the discussions has been carefully 
checked by the. speakers themselves. Some contributions since 
made in writing have alsf) been included, and where wprk already 
published was mentioned, the full reference has been added to the 
text. 
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HOT DIP 
GALVANIZING 

Chapter I 

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS 
OF HOT DIP GALVANIZING 

Many remarkable improvements in the century-old galvanizing process have 
been introduced during the last ten years or so as a result of the fundamental 
research which has led t9 a fuller understanding of the proces~. It seemed 
therefore fitting that the first T~chnical Ses~ion should be devoted to con
sideration of the two research papers presented. Mr. F. C. Braby, Chairman 
of the Hot Dip Galvanizers Association, took the chair during the discussions 
which were mainly concerned with the effect of aluminium and other alloying 
elements in the molten zinc on the quality of the coating. Steel compositions 
were also considered in relation to the coating and to pot life. 

Author's IntrODuction 
MR. D. N. FAGG, of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Associa
tion, introduced the paper 'Twenty Years of Research for the Galvanizing 
Industry' by describing the close relationships which his Association had 
maintained with the galvanizing industry for the last 20 years, during which it 
had been continuously engaged in fundamental work on the mechanism of 
the reactions occurring in the galvanizing process. He thought that this work 
had made a substantial contribution towards the elucidation of galvanizing 
problems, and had establisQed the relationships between many of the variables 
involved in galvanizing. From this fundamental background it had been 
possible to mak~ recommendations which had led to substantial improve
ments in galvanizing practice. 

Turning to the work described in the paper, he underlined some of the more' 
important practical points which emerged from it. It was evident. he said, 
that the temperature of galvanizing was the most important single factor in 
determining pot life under the conditions usually met with in practice. Every 
effort should be made to ensure that at no place in the pot did the temperature 
exceed 480°C. 

The paper also emphasized the importance of removmg adhering iron salts 
from the surface of the work before immersion in the galvanizing bath, since 
for each part of iron carried into the bath in this way, approximately 25 parts 
of zinc were ultimately removed in the form of dross. The danger of iron 
salts being carried over from the pickling tanks was, he thought, fairly widely 
appreciated nowadays but there was not the same awareness that the drying 
operation which followed prefluxing could also be a serious source of iron 
salts if the drying temperature were not carefully controlled. Obviously there 
was little point in washing the work after pickling if large quantities of iron 
salts were produced by reaction between the flux and the steel during the 
drying of the flux coating. 

In practice therefore the maximum drying temperature wasdetermined npt 
so much by the quality of the galvanized coatin~ - since good coatings could 
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FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF HOT D11' GALVANIZING 

be produced even after drying at relatively hig~ temperatures - but by the 
amount of iron salts produced. The temperature above which iron-salt 
formation became excessive, which was about lSO"'C. for a zinc ammonium 
chloride preftux, shoulinnerefofeoe fegarded-aS-themaximuIfCperriiissible -
drying temperature. 

TWENTY YEARS OF RESEARCH FOR THE 
GALVANIZING INDUSTRY 

by w. L. HALL,* B.SC., A.R.S.M., A.R.I.C., and D. ~. FAGG,* B.Met., A.I.M. 

Introduction 
Twenty years ago, at the suggestion. of a few British galvanizers, research on 
problems of the production and use of galvanized coatings was started by the 
British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association. In the intervening years, 
much useful work has been completed and an increasing number of British 
galvanizers have joined the Research Association to support its efforts to 
increase our knowledge of galvanizing and galvanized coatings until, at the 
present time, among the 500 members there are some 65 firms directly 
interested in the production of galvanized coatings. It is these firms who 
have borne the main cost of the research aided by supplementary grants from 
the British Government. 

Mr. F. C. Braby, the Chairman of the Hot'Dip Galvanizers Association, 
was the chairman of the Association's first advisory committee for work on 
galvanizing and has maintai~ed an active interest in all the efforts of the 
Association to improve our knowledge of the galvanizing process. The work 
reviewed in this paper owes much to Mr. Braby's interest and encouragement. 

The research results of the B.N.F.M.R.A. are in the first place com
municated to members in the form of confidential research reports but, after 

• an appropriate period of confidential release, the results are subsequently 
published in the scientific and technical journals. In what follows, the main 
published results of the Association's work on the galvanizing process and 
on the resistance to corrosion of galvanized coatings are briefly summarized. 
It will be apparent that many of the clianges ingalvariiiiitg practice which 
have taken place in the last ten or fifteen years are the direct outcome of the 
pioneer research carried out by the B.N.F.M.R.A. 

An Appendix to 'the paper lists the references to published papers which 
should be consulted if more detailed information regarding the research 
work is desired. 

Growing competition from 'new coating processes coupl~ with high 
running costs compared with pre-war condition.s have compelled many 
galvanizers to seek ways of bringing the process under closer control, not 
only to reduce zinc losses, which frequently exceed 40 and 50 per cent of the 
total zinc consumption, but also to produce galvanized coatings with a 
combination of properties best suited to any particular service condition. 

For example, according to the nature of the work., preference ma..y be given 
to a coating having maximum corrosion resistance, or flexibility, or a bright; 
surface appearance with perhaps a pronounced spangle. 

The coating characteristics are decided by 1:be galvanizing technique and 
the composition of the materials used, and a great deal of the work described 
in the publisbed literature has been devoted to establishing the exact relation 

* British Non·Ferrous Metals Resear.:.~ -\ssociation. 
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TWENTY YEARS OF Rt.s;"ARCH 1'011 TilE GALVANIZING INDUSTRY 

between the many variaDIt'~ 'involved. The conclusions drawn from much of 
this work, however, particularly on the effect of compositional variations, are 
contradictory; failure to t~ke all the existing variables into consideration 
is no doubt responsible fQf many of the apparent ~nomalies. 

The need was apparent therefore for an investigation of a fundamental 
nature to establish the exact effect of the variables, both individually and 
collectively, and it was ~ith this broad objective that the work described 
below was undertaken bJ' the B.N.F.M.R.A. 

1. Reaction between the Zinc and Steel 

The Effect of Temperature (1) 
Specimens of mild steel sheet were stripped after galvanizing at various 
temperatures and the loss in weight determined. , ' 

The rate of loss in weight decreased progressively with the t4n,e provided 
that the temperature was below 480°C., the weight removed being roughly 
proportional to the square root of the time of immersion. Further increments 
in temperature brought about a marked change in the relationship, the rate 
of loss at 500°C. being substantially constant, so that the, weight of steel 
dissolved was directly proportional to the time of immersion. The results 
are shown graphically in Fig. 1. 

~I~----------~----~--------~ 

1100 60 VO 100 120 

T....a - 11~ 

F19. 1. Rate of attack of mild steel by molten zinc at 
different temperatures 

It is interesting to observe what these results mean in terms of kettle 
wastage. At 500°C. the steel would be dissolved to a depth of to in. in two 
days, whereas at 477°C. the same amount of ~ttack would necessitate seven 
years use.' Witll suClia- diaStlC change 'fiicOenaVioufjii-at~mperature range 
of about 20°C., the wide differences in pot life obtained in practice are 
scarcely surprising. To avoid premature pot failure, therefore, 480°C. may 
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FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF HOT DIP GALVANIZING 

be regarded as the maximum permissible temperature both locally and in the 
bath as a whole. Electrical beating or indirect heating by the products of 
solid or gaseous fuelcombustion·aI'e'preferable-in·this·respect-~o·direct-coke- . 
firing where hot spots are difficult to avoid. 

As might be expected. the change in rate of attack is reflected in the 
microstructure of the coatings; the alloy layer has a uniform adherent 
structure when formed at "temperatures below 480"C. but tends to break up 
into discontinuous non-adherent ff3::,oments when the temperature exceeds 
500°C. The rate of attack on the steel in the first case is controlled by the 
speed at which the reacting ions diffuse across the alloy barrier, whereas in 
the second case; the zinc has free access to the basis steel and the reaction 
can proceed uninluoited. Between 480° and 500:C., the alloy layers are 
probably in a transition stage, and the rate of attack is observed to be 
greater than would be expected. if the alloy layers were continuous. 

The Effect of Immersion Tune and Rate of Withdrawal (2) 
The total thickness of a coating and the amount of alloy layer present may 
be varied by adjusting the galvanizing conditions such as the temperature Qf 
the bath, the time of immersion and the rate of·withdrawal. 

The relationship between these factors ·was studied for three differen~ 
temperatures, 435°, 455.° and 475°C., with dipping times ranging from 0.5 
to ·10 minutes, and rates ofwithdrawaI from 25 to 50 ft./min. The galvanizing 
bath was charged with high grade zinc to which approximately 1 per cent lead 
was added to simulate commercial practice. Variations in the weight of 
~ating at temperatures of 4350 and 475°G are shown graphically in F:ig. 2 
The curves for 455°C. were i~termediate. The specimens were 24 S.W.G. 
steel sheet. 

:.: 8 H-t-t------i--------t-H-t-t----t------: 
g 

OLL~~ ____ 4_ ______ -L~~~ __ ~~ ________ ~ 

o}2. 2 5 roO~1 2 5 100 
Dlf'PmG Tn.IE m IINUT(S 

FIG. 2. Effect of galvanizing conditions on weight of coating 

The thickest coating of 8.2 oz./sq. fL (total of both sides of the sh~tj 
waS obtained at 475°C. with a dipping time of'lOminutes, and a withdraW a! 
speed of 50 ft./fI!in.; the thinnest coating was t.!' 'lz./sq. fL,;uter ~pping fOf 
t minute at 435°C. and withdrawing at 2.S ft.lmin. 
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TWENTY YEARS OF RESEARCH FOR THE GALVANIZING INDUSTRY 

It will be seen that increasing the bath tempera!ure, the rate of withdrawal 
and the dipping time all tend to produce heavier coatings. Within the range 

__ Qf jmII).~~i9n tj.Jll~ tlOIYPally :us~<i in, practice, there is cons~derable scope for 
varying the coating thickriess by adjusting the other two conditions. 

FIG. 3. Effect of galvanizing conditions on thickness of outer zinc layer 
and alloy layer 

A micrographic determination of the amount of alloy layer present in the 
coatings indicated that increasing the galvanizing temperature makes it 
increasingly difficult to produce coatings containing less than 50 per cent 
alloy layer. This point is illustrated in Pig. 3 which shows that at 475°C. 
this condition cannot be met if the dipping time exceeds 2 minutes. On the 
.other hand much greater latitude is gained by reducing the temperature to 
435°C., the effect of long immersion times being more readily counteracted 
by increasing the rate of withdrawal. 

Another important result found in this examination is that the thickness 
of the outer layer of a galvanized coating is, for a bath of given composition, 
almost entirely a function of the rate of with~rawal, the effect of dipping 
time and temperature being relatively slight. 

The Effect of Additions to the Galvanizing Bath (2) 
Certain elements dissolved in the galvanizing bath exert a considerable 
influence on the characteristics of the coating. 

Clearly no effective control of the galvanizing process is possible without 
knowing the exact effect of these elements, whether they are present as 
deliberate additions to the zinc or merely as incidental constituents of impure 
metal. . 

The effect of additions of aluminium, tin, antimony and cadmium, both 
singly and in combination with one another, have been studied. Throughout 
this work the galvanizing temperature was 460°C. and the dipping times were 
varied between t and 10 minutes. 

Aluminium. The effect of aluminiuII). on the properties of the coating and 
the attack on the basis steel was examined for additions of from 0.02 per cent 
to 2.5 per cent. 

Attack on the steel, as indicated by the loss in weight of mild steel sheet 
specimens, decreased prowessively with increasing aluminium contents .for 
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FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF HOT DIP GALVANIZING -

short time immersion up to about 2 minutes. bonger dipping time caused a 
marked increase in the rate of dissolution as is evident from the curves shown 
in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4. Effect of aluminium on the attack on the steel base 

Although these results suggest that aluminium is detrimental to the life 
of galvanizing pots, it should be remembered that the range of aluminium 
contents investigated in this work far exceeds that normally encountered 
in practice. Hence, any shortening of pot life from this cause is likely to 
be very slight. 

The relationship. between'the a:Iuminium content and the thickness of both 
coating and alloy layer is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 

~ 
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FIG. 5. Effect of aluminium on weight of coating 
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FIG. 6. Effect of aluminium on thickness of alloy layer 

Aluminium' additions up to 0.06 per cent produced a progressive reduction 
in coating thickness for short time immersion up to 2 minutes. Prolonging 
the time beyond 2 minutes, however, increased the thickness owing to the 
greater rate of attack on the steel referred to previously. The marked effect 
of larger aluminium additions between approximately 0.05 and 0.8 per cent 
even for comparatively short dipping times, is evident from the graphs. 

. . The steep negative gradient of the curves at approximately 0.6 per ~nt 
aluininium marks a ·radical change in the structure of the alloy layer. The 
absence of a corresponding reduction in the rate of dissolution of the steel 
at this point suggests that the iron/zinc compounds continue to be produced 
but in a form which is readily detached from the surface of the work. Micro
graphic examination of the coatings supported this theory. 

The minimum thickness of alloy layer was obtained with 1 per cent 
aluminium, the coating consisting of a thin compact layer of zinc with an 
almost imperceptible layer of alloy adjacent to the steel. 

The aluminium concentrations required to produce the changes in coating 
structure described above may be modified by the presence of other elements 
in the galvanizing bath. The apparent discrepancies between this work and 
that carried out on the effect of aluminium additions by the British Iron and 
Steel Research Association and by other workers are probably explicable 
on this basis. Further experimental work is in progress to examine this point. 

In' practice the difficulty of galvanizing by the normal techniques in baths 
of high aluminium content precludes the use of as much as I per cent. The 
upper limit is normally decided by one 9f two considerations. In the first 
place a mere, trace of aluminium of -the order of 0.005 per ceht may be added 
to, enhance the smoothness and lustre of the coating without significantly 
affecting its structure and other properties. On the other hand, further 
additions up to 0.05 per cent aluminium may be used to reduce the thickness 
of the coating and the alloy layer. These aluminium concentrations, however, 
can only be worked successfully with special techniques. Galvanizing by the 
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wet process (with a molten flux cover on the bath) is impracticable if the 
aluminium exceeds about 0.01 per cent, due to a reaction between the chloride 
flux and the aluminium present in the zinc which reduces the efficiency of 
the flux and also removes the aluminium from the bath as volatile aluminium 
chloride. The alternative is to galvanize by the dry process involving pre
fluxing in a flux wash. By exercising reasonable care, it is possible by these 
.means to produce satisfactory coatings with up to about 0.05 per cent 
aluminium in the bath, but above this concentration the coatings tend to 
develop black uncoated spots. 

Tin. Tin is frequently a constituent of the bath when coatings with a 
pronounced spangle are required. 

Up to 3 per cent tin was found to have little effect on the weight of coating 
except for the longer immersion times. A marked reduction in the flexibility 
of the coating was observe<;l which was attributed to the embrittlement of the 
zinc layer by the tin and a slight increase in the thickness of the alloy layer. 
It was concluded, however, that the effect was not significant if the effective 
dipping time was kept below 1 minute. 

Aluminium and Tin Together. The likelihood of improving the appearance 
of galvanized coatings by simultaneous additions of tin and aluminium 
suggested that an investigation of their combined effect on the properties of 
the coating would be of interest. . 

It was found that tin tended to counte.ract the effects previously observed 
for aluminium alone; thus the reduction in weight of coating produced by 
0.05 per cent aluminium after short immersion times was neutralized by the 
addition of 1 per cent tin, smaller additions having a proportionate effect. 

However, the presence of tin had little effect on the detachment of the 
alloy layer in the critical region of approximately 0.6 percent aluminium, 
or for that mat~er, on the rate of attack on the steel base. 

In short, tin may usefully be added to baths containing up to approximately 
0.1 per cent aluminium in order to reduce the danger of heavy rough coatings 
that would otherwise form after long immersion times and to improve the 
appearance of the work. 

Antinlony. Antimony additions up to 1 per cent had no appreciable effect 
on the thickness of coating or rate of attack on the steel, but caused a marked 
reduction in the flexibility of the coatings, particularly after long dipping 
times. 

Spangling was very pronounced with more than 0.25 per cent antimony, 
but the coatings developed a yellow stain, due presumably to oxidation, 
when the antimony exceeded 0.05 per cent. 

Antimony with Aluminium and Tin. Antimony, like tin, had a neutralizing 
effect on aluminium additions, 1 per cent antimony sufficing to counteract 
0.05 per cent aluminium. The adverse effect of antimony on the flexibility of 
the coating persisted even in the presence of aluminium, although the yellow 
surface staining was eradicated. A combination of 0.01 per cent antimony 
and 0,03 per cent aluminium yielded coatings having bright, well-defined 
spangles, and these coatings were further improved by -the addition·of.1 .. per~~~· 
cent of tin. Further increments in the antimony and aluminium, however, had 
no ~ignificant effect on the appearance. 
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The addition of antimony to the zinc when other elements are absent is 
not recommended, therefore, because ~f the danger of stained coatings. A 
suitable combination of antimony, tin and aluminium, as mentioned above, 
would benefit' Hie appearance, but would also necessitate short dipping 
times to obviate excessive embrittlement of the coating by the antimony. 

Cadmium. The addition of cadmium up to about 1 per cent was virtually 
Without effect on the weight of coating and rate of attack on the basis steel, 
but both were considerably increased by further additions, a maximum 
occurring in the range of2.5-2.8 per cent cadmium see (Figs. 7 and 8). Longer 
dipping times served to accentuate this effect. 
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Variations in the flexibility of the coatings followed the same trend as the 
attack on the steel; there was no effect for cadmium additi(;ms up to 1 per cent, 
but a reduction in the flexibility occurred in the range of 2.5-2.8 per cent due 
to the presence of increased alloy layer. 

Spangling was evident i!l coatings produced in baths containing between' 
0.1 and 0.5 per cent cadmium, out with cadmiu~ contents in the region of 
maximum attack the coatings became very dull and rough. 

Cadmium, with Aluminium, Antimony and Tin. The influence of cadmium 
in the presence of aluminiu~ was very similar to that already described for 
tin and antimony. 0.5 per cent cadmium appeared to neutralize the effect of 
0.05 per cent aluminium, the two together producing smooth, very bright 
coatings with a sharp well-defined spangle. A further addition of 0.5 per 
cent tin caused no further improvement in the appearance of the coatings. 
There were indications that cadmium prevented the staining of coatings 
prepared in baths containing 0.25 per cent antimony. 

The Effect of the Basis Steel (2) 
To complete the work on variations in the composition of the working 
materials, a brief study was made of the influence of various types of com
mercial iron and steel sheet on the weight of coating picked up and the rate 
of attack by the zinc. Five grades of cold rolled and close annealed sheet 
were investigated, having the analyses shown in Table I. 

TABLE 1 

Composition of Materials Used in Investigating the Effect of the' Basis Metal 

I Material Carbon I Silicon Sulphur Phos- Manganese Copper 

I I 
phoros 

% % % % % % 
I 

!Wrought iron 0.025 0.132 0.024 0.266 0.044 0.062 
IIngotiron 0.030 trace 0.032 0.012 0.033 0.040 
\Rimmed basic open 

hearth steel 0.050 trace 0.034 0.008 0.297 0.154 
'Balanced basic open I hearth steel 0.080 0.038 0.042 0.011 0.440 0.142 
(opper-bearing balanced 

basic open hearth steel 0.090 0.038 0.037 0.012 0.033 0.372 

Briefly, no significant differences were observed, in either the properties 
of the coatings or the rate of attack on the steel, which could not be explained 
by variations in the surface roughness of the original specimens. 

These conclusions, however, are only applicable to materials having 
compositions within the range covered by the table. It is known for instance 
that the silicon content of the steel is very critical; 0.25 per cent has been 
found to give coatings more than twice the weight of those picked up by a 
normal steel under the same galvanizing conditions. 

n. Dross Formation 

Dross or hard zinc consists essentially of zinG-ir~o~n, !lll()y.LfQ!:m~g eiJh~er ~C~ 
from direct. att~ck by the molten zinc on the work and on the walls of the 
galvanizing pot, or from iron salts produced in the pickling and/or fluxing 
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operations (see below) and carried into the bath on the surface of the work. 
The zinc-iron alloys are solid at the galvanizing temperature and carry with 
them a large amount of mechanically entangled zinc when removed from the 
galvanizing bath. Apart from the economic disadvantages of dross forma
tion, there is also the'danger that, with a galvanizing bath high in iron, the 
quality of the work will be impaired by dross entrapped in the coating. 

It is evident from the previous results that provided the temperature of the 
bath is controlled below 480°C., the amount of dross formed from direct 
attack by the zinc on the work and pot is small, since the 'alloy layers 
formed on the surface of the steel are strongly'adherent. . 

The more probable sources of dross in practice are the iron salts carried 
into the bath on the surface of the work since these decompose in the presence 
of the zinc to form zinc/iron compounds. , 

By heating small quantities of zinc, zinc' chloride and iron chloride together 
in a dosed system at a temperature of 475°C., it was possible to show by 
chemical analysis of the products that some of the iron had been displaced 
from the chloride. and alloyed with the zinc. Micro-examination of this 
alloy revealed the presence of well defined crystals of zinc/iron compounds 
embedded in a matrLx of zinc. 
, The rapidity of the zinc/iron chloride reaction was demonstrated by an 

experiment in which molten zinc ammonium chloride ZnClz.2NH4CI was 
pouredionto the surface ofa sheet steel specimen carrying a globule of molten 
zinc. Under the action of the flux the drop spread out over a wide area with 
great rapidity and then remained, steady. A microsection taken through the 
specimen after it had been cooled and washed showed, in addition to the 
normal alloy layers adjacent to the basis steel, ,an outer layer of compara
tively pure zinc containing a large number of zinc/iron crystals. These were 
attributed to the reduction by metallic zinc of the iron chloride formed in the 
flux, the -large number of .crystals produced in such a. short time indicating 
the rapidity of the decomposition. 

Iron Salts formed as Pickling Products (3) . 
In practice, considerable quantities of iron salts are often carried into the 
bath ,as dragout from the pickle t.~nks. The seriousness of this problem was 
demonstrated by some simple tests in which sheet specimens were pickled in 
a typical worl<;s, pic::lding tank containing ~bout 85 g./I. of iron and 130 g./I. 
of free hydrochloric acid, dried, and the adhering iron salts washed off and 
estimated chemically. The equivalent iroI;! co~tent was found to be sufficient 
to r~move about one part of zinc ,as Jlross for every six parts usefully employed 
in coating the work.. 

Dross losses of this type may be minimized by washing the work after 
pickling and the efficiency of different washing treatments has been compared 
after pickling in hydrochloric acid and sulphuric acid solutions of various 
iron cont~!1ts .. The main results are summarized in Table H. Washing for 
1 minute in running water removed almost all the iron salts remaining after 
hydrochlOI:ic acid pickling but was insufficient to remove more than a small 
proportion. of those carried over from the sulphuric acid pickle, due, no 
doubt, to the smaller solubility of the sulphate, Thus with, suJphuric acid 

.... pickling-it-is-essential to-w~sh-offjn.hoLwater. _ , __ ,- ~__ .. 
The beneficial effect of efficient washing in reducing the weight of iron 

carried into the galvanizing bath as pickling salts is evident in both cases. 
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TABLE Il 

Iron remaining on Surface as Sails after l'arious Pkkling and Washing Trealmellls 

I 
----~ .-

Pickling Treatment Washing Treatment Iron washed off as salts after pick-
ling in acid solutions with following 

I iron contents. gm/in2 sheet surface 

I I 
0% . 5 0 / I I I /e 10% 15% 

15 mins. in 20% HCl : 'None' 0.07 0.13 . - 0.43 ! 
plus x% iron as! (Momentary dip in I I 
FeCI: at 60-70°C. 1 cold water) ! 

I 'Normal' 0.02 om - 0.02 . 
i (1 min. in beaker of : 

I 

: running water) I 

• I I 10 mins. boiling water om ! 0.02 - 0.02 
I . 
I 3 mins. in boiling 5 % ! 'None' i - 0.90 ! - -i HZS04 plus x% iron 'Normal' I 0.03 I 0.09 0.13 0.15 

as FeSO, 10 mins. boiling water I 0.02 I - I 0.01 -
, Scrubbed under tap - ! 0.03 - -

Dross Formation from the Action of the Flux (3) 
Despite efficient cleansing of the work by pickling, a thin surface oxide 
film reforms on the work on subsequent exposure to the atmosphere, espe
cially during the short preheating which accompanies immersion into the 
molten zinc. It is by removing this film, together with the oxide present on 
the surface of the zinc bath, that the galvanizing flux performs its main 
function. In practice, the flux may also be required to rectify the results of 
careless pickling, or to rid the work of surface contamination which has 
proved insoluble in the acid solution. Hence the flux should be freely molten 
and also attain its maximum activity at the temperature of galvanizing so that 
efficient cleansing is achieved at· the point where the work enters the bath. 

A substantial proportion of the Association's early work on galvanizing 
was therefore devoted to a study of the reactions occurring between the flxu 
and the metallic components of the system. 

Reactions Occurring ill the Moltell Flux. In 'wet' galvanizing the pickled and 
washed articles are passed into the zinc bath through a layer of molten flux, 
built up, as a rule, by additions of ammonium chloride. Under galvanizing 
conditions, however, ammonium chloride is unstable and reacts with the zinc 
to form a zinc/ammonium chloride compound. 

A. me,asu,re of the efficiency of various molten fluxes was conveniently 
obtained by determining their solvent action on iron oxide, small quantities 
of ferric oxide and flux being heated together at 47S=C., and the percentage of 
iron dissolved after various times determined. The reaction products were in 
some cases partially lost by evaporation. 

As ammonium chloride is added to zinc chloride, the solvent power for 
iron oxide is increased until the composition corresponding to the double 
chloride ZnCI2.2NH.CI is reached. The results are illustrated by Table III 
in which the superiority of the double chloride is readily apparent. Under the 
experimental conditions both the double chloride and zinc chloride give rise 
to free hydrochloric acid, the first by dccomp~)$ition of the ammonium 
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TABLE 1II 

Solution of Ferric Oxide in Flux at 475°C. 
~~ ~ -~ 

I 
I Time of 

I 
Percentage of added Fe converted to chloride 

I 
1 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

heating 
-- (iriihs.) ZnCI2·2NH.Cl I Commercial ZnCI2 I Dried ZnCI2 * 

5 89.7 

I 
- -

15 88.7 2.3 -
45 95.3 - -
90 98.2 1.4 -

220 - 3.2 -
7100 -~ - 0.05 

* Drying consisted of 70 hours at ISO-210°C. in a stream of air dried by passage through 
CaCl2 an~ P20 S' 

chloride, and the second by reaction with the water it contains; much 'the 
greater amount is produced by the zinc ammonium chloride. It would 
appear, therefore, that the ~ctivity of the flux depends on the amount of 
liberated hydrochloric acid, hence, dry zinc chloride and iron oxide would'be 
expected to have little tendency to react together. This view is supported by 
the results in column three, which indicate that even after prolonged exposure 
the oxide was almost insoluble' in zinc chloride that had been given 
a preliminary drying treatment at 150° to 210°C. 

Apart from dissolving iron oxide, the molten flux also attacks the basis 
steel at a rate which is much greater for zinc ammonium chloride than for 
zinc chloride alone. Moreover, increasing the ammonium chloride content 
of zinc ammonium chloride from approximately 5 to 17 per cent increased 
the rate of attack on steel at 475°C. from about 3 to 40 times that of zinc 
at the same temperature. 

The reaction products between the molten flux and the iron oxides and 
steel are chlorides of iron which, as already described, decompose in the zinc 
bath to form dross. 

Pre-Fluxing. In the 'dry' galvanizing process there is no flux blanket on the 
zinc bath, but by a preliminary dipping treatment the work is coated with a 
thin layer of flux. The pickled and washed work is immersed in an aqueous 
solution of flux and dried in an. oven or over the galvanizing bath. The flux 
coating sor fomed is required to fulfil two purposes, firstly to protect the sur
face of the steel from contact with the atmosphere and further oxidation, 
secondly to ensure that sufficient active flux is carried over to the galvanizing 
bath to rid the zinc of oxide at the point of entry into the bath and effect any 
final cleaning of the work that may be necessary. 

The extent to which these objects are achieved with a given flux depends 
to a considerable extent on the temperature at which the work is dried. 

During the drying operation a rea.ction occurs between the flux and steel 
base, giving rise to iron chloride or, if the temperature is too high or the 
treatment· ~ufficien tly prolonged, to oxides of iron. The re-formation of 
oxide is accompanied by a progressive reduction in the amount of flux left 
to remove it on immersion in the bath. For these reasons there is a maximum 
tern perature at which a given flux may be 'dried off' consistent with a perfect 
coating. 
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TABLE IV 

Formation of Iron Salts during drying of Zinc Ammonium Chloride Flux (ZnCI:.2NH,CI) 
(Reported as g. Fe per square metre of sheet surface) 

Time 
Drying Temperature QC. 

(mins.) 150 I 200 I . 250 I 300 

2 - - - 1.16 
4 - - - 3.87 
5 0.17 0.65 0.67 -

10 0.25 - 2.15 4.39 
20 0.40 0.97 1.31* - I 40 0.44 0.97 0.99* -

* Decrease due to increasing formation of iron oxide 

The drying temperature is further limited by the necessity to prevent the 
formation of excessive quantities of iron salts which react to produce qross 
when the work is subsequently immersed in the galvanizing bath. Table IV 
shows the amount of iron salts remove4 from specimens prefluxed in a zinc 
ammonium chloride solution and dried under various conditions of time and 
temperature. There is a marked increase in the amount produced when the 
temperature is increased above approximately 150°c' 

Recommendations to Limit Dross Formation 
As described above, dross may be produced in two ~ays: 

(a) By direct reaction between the molten zinc and the work or galvanizing 
kettle. . 

(b) By decomposition of the iron salts either carried into the bath on the 
surface of the work from the pickling or flux drying operations, or pro
duced at the moment of galvanizing by direct attack of the molten flux on 
the work. 

Provided that the temperature of the galvanizing bath is maintained below 
480°C., the amount of dross produced in the first category is small. In the 
second category, the production of a certain amount of dross during galvaniz
ing, due to the fluxing reaction, is inherent in both 'wet' and 'dry' galvanizing 
processes and therefore unavoidable, but it is evident that the dross produced 
from iron salts carried over from the earlier operations may be reduced to a 
minimum by- suitable pre-treatments. After pickling, the work should be rid 
of adhering pickling products by washing in water; cold running water is 
adequate after hydrochloric acid pickling, but hot water is recommended 
after pickling in sulphuric acid. Where the work is prefluxed, care must be 
taken in the subsequent drying treatment to prevent excessive reaction 
between the flux and work with the formation of iron salts; the temperature 
should be as low as possible consistent with a drying rate fast enough to 
maintain production. 

Ill. Corrosion Resistance of Galvanized_ CQart~g~ '.' > ,_ 

Concurrently with the work on the hot dip galvanizing process, an extensive 
investigation was made into the ,behaviour of --galvanize d .. steel. coatings-on 
exposure to various corrosive environments, with particular reference to the 
conditions existing in hot and cold water systems. 
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Since the corrosion of galvanized coatings ~s to be discussed by Mr. E. F. 
P~llowe in a separate paper to this conference only a brief summary will be 
given here of the main results emerging from the work done by the 
B.N.F.M.R.A. 

Testing of Zinc Coatings 
The normal chemical methods for C?valuating the quality of galvanized coat
ings in terms of coating thickness suffer from certain limitations which 
prompted the Association to develop a new test (4) for the purpose. This was a 
stripping test to measure the weight of coating by dissolving it off in an 
electrolytic cell. By suitable adjustment of the test procedure information 
can also be gained about the proportion of alloy layer in the coating. Subse
quently a comprehensive review (5) was made of the existing methods for 
testing zinc coatings. ' 

Corrosion of Galvanized, Coatings by Water 
Water Containing Free Carbon Dioxide (6). Corrosion of galvanized steel by 
hot and cold water is generally increased by increasing the original free carbon 
dioxide content of the water owing to the formation of corrosion products of 
increasing solubilitY: In cold water containing free carbon dioxide the zinc 
was found to dissolve at a uniform rate. It is recommended that in practice 
the cold sl,lpply water should be maintained with a reasonable degree of hard
ness and a free carbon dioxide content as low as possible (preferably below 
5 parts/million). , 

In hot water, corrosion is usually of the' pitting type, the severity of which 
is increased by the presence of free carbon dioxide and reaches a maximum 
at a concentration of, approximately 5.5 parts/million. 

Hot Waters (7). One of the advantages of galvanizing over other types of pro
tective treatment for steel is that under normal conditions of exposure the zinc 
is anodic to the steel and tends to give sacrificial protection for a time at any 
discontinuities in the coating. It is known, however, that under certain 
conditions, e.g. on immersion in hot supply waters, the polarity of the zinc 
and steel can be reversed; this is usually accompanied by a severe and highly 
localized pitting type of corrosion. 

The electrochemical relationship between the steel and the zinc and 
alloy layers of the coating was studied for immersion in a number of aqueous 
media at various temperatures. The results have enabled a general theory for 
the hot-water corrosion of zinc coatings to be developed. 

The change in polarity of the zinc and steel occurred in distilled water and 
in a number of solutions including a hard supply water, provided that 
sufficient dissolved oxygen was present. In most cases, it was also necessary 
for the temperature to be higher than about 60°C., although it was shown 
that under certain conditions the reversal could occur at lower temperatures. 
The reversal was attributed more to the ennoblement of the zinc than to any 
change in the potential of the steel and was associated with a change in the 
composition of the surface film from zinc hydroxide to zinc oxide. 

Pitting corrosion is due to attack being concentrated at small anodic 
_. area~,p-Iy~I}Un _uelati~ly.J!!!"g~, cathodic sur:[~_~n soft supply waters 

this is likely to lead to rapid penetration of the galvanized coating and, 
because of the change in polarity, to severe attack on the underlying steel 
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leading to complete penetration. In hard supply waters the attack may be 
stifled by the deposition of a protective scale rrom the mineral constituents 
of the water although continued exposure to"high temperatures in the early 
stages of immersion fuay causefalIUfe,..9f' thegalva~niwrsfeeJ. before" the~ 
scale has been built up. It was shown that by moderating the heating con
ditions at first to allow a scale coating to develop, the corrosion resistance of 
galvanized coatings is considerably enhanced on subsequent continuous 
immersion at high temperatures. 

The potential of the alloy layer of the coating is intermediate between 
zinc and steel on initial immersion but becomes more cathodic as time goes 
on, the change being especially rapid if the water is heated. The alloy layer 
remains cathodic to steel in aerated supply water whether hot or cold and is 
also much more cathodic than zinc under similar conditions. 

Water containing Dissolved Copper (8). Although" water systems containing 
both galvanized steel fittings and cOppet pipes or cylinders frequently give 
satisfactory service, a number of cases have been reported from various parts 
of England in which the galvanized fittings in such systems have failed pre
maturely; some of the failures have been investigated in detail by the 
B.N.F.M.R.A. 

It was found that the deciding factor in these failures was the cuprosolvency 
of the water, a minute amount of copper being taken into solution and 
subsequently deposited on the surface of the galvanized steel, so setting up a 
number of short circuited electrochemical cells which caused accelerated 
corrosion of the zinc. As little as 0.1 parts copper/million parts water may 
be sufficient to cause rapid attack. 

Thus the use of systems containing both galvanized steel and copper is only 
advisable with waters having a 10'Y degree of cuprosolvency. The amount of 
copper dissolved increases with the free carbon dioxide content of the water but 
decreases with the temporary hardness, and the cuprosolvency of a given 
water may therefore be considerably reduced where necessary by suitable 
treatment; e.g. for hard waters aeration is recommended to reduce the free 
'carbon dioxide, while for soft waters lime additions serve the double purpose 
of increasing the temporary hardness and abso~bing the free carbon dioxide. 

Atmospheric Corrosion of Galvanized Coatings 
Effect of Additions to the Galvanizing Bath. Tests on specimens galvanized in 
baths c,ontaining various addition elements and subsequently exposed to an 
industrial atmosphere have shown that, under these conditi<;ms, the incorpor
ation of one or more of the metals lead, tin, antimony, aluminium and 
cadmium i}l the coating, has in general very little effect on the life; Additions 
of up to 3 per cent AI, 3 per cent Sn, 1 per cent Sb and 10 per cent Cd were 
investigated, thereby providing a correlation with the work previously 
described on the effect of these elements on the structure of hot dipped 
coatings. 

White Rmt Formation. Recent work by -the B.N.F.M.R.A. has. established 
the conditions which promote white rusting including the effect of impurities 
in the environment, and recommendations are made for a simple and cheap 
dipping treatment to obviate the occurrence of white rusting during storage. 
Full details of his work will be published in the near future. 
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IV. Current Research 

Another paper to be discussed during this cQnference makes reference to the 
efforts which the British galvanizing industry is making at the present time 
to improve the efficiency of its operations. Investigations now in progress at 
the B.N.F.M.R.A. are largely along lines designed to support this move of 
the industry. As always, the Association is offering to its members help in 
the application of existing knowledge and is studying, both in the laboratory 
and on a production scale, the factors affecting the formation of ash and 
dross in galvanizing. ~1ethods for the treatment of zinc ash have been 
studied and as a result of laboratory experiments, .supplemented by trials on 
an industrial scale, a method ha,s been developed by which zinc can be 
economically reclaimed from galvanizer's ash using a minimum of equip
ment. About 75 per cent of the metallic zinc in the ash can be recovered and 
the monetary value of the ash is increased by about 150 per'cent*, excluding 
the cost of running the process. 

As indicated above, a further examination of some of the effects of adding 
aluminium to the galvanizing bath is in hand. The effect of aluminium 
and iron on the struct!Jre of galvanized coatings is being studied and gal
vanizing trials under production conditions have been made of techniques 
by which it is possible tQ. galvanize with up to 0.05 per cent aluminium in the 
galvanizing bath. The rate of removal of aluminiu)ll from the galvanizing 
bath by oxidation and by fluxing is also being investigated and further work 
is in hand to develop gal,,~anizing fluxes having improved properties. 

In all this work, close contact is )llaintained with. the technical committee 
of the H.D.G.A. and wi~h investigations onp~rallellines in progress in the 
laboratories of the British Iron and Steel Research Association. 

* Based on prices in June, 1950 
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Author's IQtroduction 

MR. M. L. HUG H ES ,'of-the 'British~ Iron·,·an& Steel·Research ~Association; . 
then introduced his paper on the Influence of Aluminium on the Alloying 
Action in Hot Dip Galvanizing. The literature on hot dip galvanizing, he 
said, had grown appreciably in recent years, although there were still some 
obvious gaps, some uncerta,inty and not a few contradictions in it. He hoped 
that his short paper would help to fill a gap or to dispel some uncertainty. 

As an example of what he meant by a gap he pointed to the small amount 
of experimental work on galvanizing which hag been done with immersion 
times of less than 30 seconds. There was quite a lot of work at times up to one 
hour but, in sheet galvanizing at least, it was more important to know what 
happened during the first 5 to 15 seconds. This was particularly true when 
aluminium additions were considered, as Table I of the paper showed. This 
summarized experimental results on the effect of time and temperature. 

The amount of aluminium required to eliminate alloy formation was one 
of the uncertain features referred to above, and was indeed a source of con
tradiction. The operating conditions were so important that it was difficult to 
accept a categorical statement that '.2 or .3 per cent aluminium prevents 
alloying' - or .8 per cent as someone else might recommend. Fig. 3 in the 
paper showed a coating with no alloy layer after 15 seconds immersion in a 
bath containing only 0.10 per cent aluminium at a rather favourable tem
perature, whilst Figs. 4 and 5 showed the bending properties of this-coating. 

Mr. Hughes then asked whether it was necessary to eliminate the alloy 
layer completely. Fig. 6 in the paper showed that the presence of a narrow 
band of alloy, the result of small aluminium additions, was not particularly 
injurious and had the advantage that it helped to increase the coating thick
ness which was very low in the absence of an alloy layer. He said he realized 
that 430°C. was a low temperature for industrial operation, but on the other 
hand the time of immersion might be much less than 15 seconds in industrial 
sheet galvanizing. . 

Turning to the oth,e.r extreme of aluminium additions, viz. amounts of the 
order of 0.75 to 1.5 per cent, structures were found,which helped to explain 
the remarkable effect of aluminium additions. After discussing the current 
explanations for the action of aluminium, his paper showed, in effect, that 
alloying in the ordinary sense was not so much eliminated as obstructed by 
the formation of a new type of inwardly-diffusing alloy. There was nothing 
strange, or even new, in this idea; in view of the known properties of alum in
ium, such an alloy could be expected, and the existence of an Fe-AI alloy had 
been suggested before. . 

In the present paper concrete evidence was given of the formation of such a 
layer. Its composition was indicated and its exceedingly good adhesion 
demonstrated. Fig. 10 showed a thick coating with excellent adhesion, a very 
happy state of affairs, but, alas, there was evidence that the layer was not 
resistant to' hot water. It might, however, be only the outer layer of the 
coating which was really at fault. The way in· which, this coating tended to 
break up, promoted by its expansion during formation, explained the 
occurrence of loose crystals in coatings high in aluminium, as shown in 
Figs. 8 and 9; and its composition, given in Table 11, obviously explained the 
enrichment of the coating in aluminium which was always found when the 
composition of the coating and the bath were compare? 
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THE INFLUENCE OF ALUMINIUM ON THE 
ALLOYING ACTION IN HOT DIP GALVANIZING 

by M. L. HUGHES,* M.Se., F.R.I.C., F.I.M. 

Introduction 
The influence of additions of aluminium to the zinc bath on the results 
obtained by hot dip galvanizing has been the subject of numerous scientific 
papers. The literature OD.-this subject is reviewed in the first part of a paper 
shortly to be published by the Iron and Steel Institute. 

The most striking effect of aluminium additions js the change in the" 
structure of the coating which may be produced, with a corresponding change 
in the bending properties. The usual alloy layers may completely disappear, 
yielding a coating which is much thinner but which has far superior bending 
properties. Opinions regarding the amount of aluminium needed to produce 
this result vary considerably; 0.2 per cent to 0.3 per cent is frequently quoted 
but recommendations range up to 0.8 per cent or even more. . 

The explanations offered for this prop.ounced effect of aluminium in the 
zinc can only be described as unsatisfactory. These will be discussed later" 
and experiments described w.hich disprove two of them. An alternative 
explanation for the action of aluminium is put forward, based on the.forma
tion of a ternary Fe-Zn-Al phase which has properties qufte different from 
the usual delta and zeta alloy layers. A number of peculiarities associated 
with the use of aluminium are explained by the formation of this ternary 
phase. 

Experimental Work 
The work described in this .paper was undertaken with two main objects 
in view. These were, first, to determine the minimum amount of aluminium 
needed to prevent the usual alloying action, and secondly to examine the 
existing explanations for its action. 

The requirements of sheet galvanizing were chiefly in mind and the experi
mental conditions were chosen accordingly. The influence on bending 
behaviour is thus of importance .aI).d was examined throughout. 

Four types of material have been galvanized: 
Ca) 'Armco Iron' - an approximation to pure iron. 
Cb) Commercial low-carbon, cold-reduced sheet of rimming quality. 
(c) Steel cbntaining 0.10 per cent carbon, kjlled, i.e. deoxidized but con

taining only traces of silicon. 
Cd) Steel containing 0.22 per cepl carbpn and 0.10 per cent silicon. 
Times of immersion ranged from 5 seconds to <?O seconds, with some 

supplementary tests at 2 minutes; the. temperatures used varied from 430°C. 
to 490°C. and the aluminium additibn~ frorn 0:05 per cent to 3 per cent. 

Results 
Baths containing 0.18 per cent mid 0.33 percent aluminium. Table 1 sum
marizes some of the results ol?tained with 0.18 percent AI. It is clear that 
with steels (a), (b) and Cd), 0.I8 pet cent Al suffices to produce coatings free 

J"roIIL.normaL.aJ.loying_at..temperatures up .toA60~.C.,_ and times up to 30 
seconds. At 490°C. some alloy formed but an increase inAI to 0.33 per cent . 

• British Iron and Steel Research Association 
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served to counteract this. It would appear that the amount of aluminium 
recommended is frequently excessive, especially for ,steels low in carbon and 
silicon. . ' 

TAfJLE I 

Influence of Steel Base, Temperature and Time of Immersion on Alloying Behaviour in a 
. Bath Containing 0.18% Aluminium _ 

i : 430°C. 460°C. I 490°C. I 
'St~IBa~: '-------1-------~!-------
1 __________ .:1 __ 1_5_Secs ___ • I 30 secs. , IS secs. ! 30 secs, I IS secs. 30 secs. 

I(a) Annco ,. Generally I Greater I Some Increased • Uniform, 
I Iron no alloy; tendency local local thin, I slight to local alloying alloYing duplex 

As for 
15 secs. 

I loca! I alloying only layer of 
formation' alloy 

I---------~-----;·------!------~~------l-------I-------l I No alloy No alloy I No alloy (b) Cold
reduced 

• st~l 
sheet I ' 

Local 
alloying 

of 
abnormal 
character 

As 460°C" 
15 secs. 

Irregular 
alloying 

of an 
abnormal 
character 

I I ,----------'-------:--------:·-----:------'-------:-----1 
(c) Killed I Little or Increased I Definite 
I 0.10% C. 1\ no alloy. alloy alloy i st~1 _ Very formation. I layers. . I little local Many I Some 

,(d) {0.22 % C. 
0,10% Si. 

alloying alloy-free alloy-free 
I areas spots 
I 

No alloy 
visible 

Almost Negligible 
entirely alloy 
alloy-fr~ formation 

! 
I i 

I 
I 

I 

As 
IS secs. 

A few 
local 

growths. 
Elsewhere 

a few 
crystals 

only 

Uniform 
duplex 
layerot 

alloy 

Uniform 
duplex 
all<?y 
layer, 

,rather 
thicker 

than with 
(a) and (c) 

As for 
15 secs. 

but 
occasional 

local 
thickening 

Uniform 
duplex' 
alloy 
layer, 

consider
, ably 
thicker 

than with 
(a) and (c); 

Local 
areas free 
from alloy 

A striking result was the discovery that steel (d) formed less alloy at the 
two lower temperatures despite its higher carbon and the presence of 
0.10% Si. It was later discovered that Bablik (9) had observed this property of 
silicon of apparently enhancing the effect of aluminium. It is known that 
silicon has a similar modifying action in oth~r coating processes. 
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the remarks made above. 

Baths containing 0.05 per cent and 0.10 per cent aluminium. Under favourable 
conditions, viz. using silicon-free steel with a very low carbon content at the 
surface, a low galvanizing temperature (e.g. 43Q~C.) and short immersion 
times, it is possible that smaller amounts of aluminium may suffice. It is not 
essential to eliminate~all all()y in order to obtain adequate bending properties 
and ? relatively small amount of aluminium may then be suffi~ient. 
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Fig. 1. 460cC.. J minute, 0.33% Al. Cold-reduced steel sheet. (X500). 

Fig. 2. 460°C., 15 seconds, 0.18% Al. Steel containing 0.22% c., 0.10% Si. (X500). 

Fig. 3., 430°C.. 15 seconds, 0.10% Al. Pack-rolled steel sheet. (X500). 
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,,1(. ,.,15 seconds, O.JO'i~ Al. Cold-reduced steel sheet; after 22 bends in alternating 
• bend tester. (X 125). 

" 'lIds, O. /O~ ~ Al. Co/d-rl'dl/('/'t/ \'/ed ,<"'('N. after 18 belltl~. Stcel 
.!i'lIctuml, (.\'115,. 
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It was. found that, under these conditions, coatings from a bath containing 
0.10 per cent Al showed no alloy after 15 seconds immersion and only a 
sprinkling of crystals after 30 seconds. When the aluminium content was 
reduced to 0.05 per cent, alloy was formed but in reduced amount. The 
bending properties were very good witl1 both cold-reduced and pack-rolled 
steel base. 

Figs. 3 to 6 illustrate the structures of these coatings and the behaviour 
after bending in a 'Jenkins.' Alternating Bend Tester. 

Baths containing 0.75 per cent and 1.5 per cent aluminium. Heavier additions 
of aluminium were made in order to investigate a metallographic struc.ture 
frequently observed with samples galvanized in baths containing aluminium. 

Samples apparently free from alloY show under the microscope a pecu
liarly roughened steel surface below the coating proper. The disruption of 
the surface generally increased with time of immersion and this zone etched 
in an abnormal manner. 

When the amount of aluminium, the time of immersion and the tempera
ture are raised there is progressive growth of a layer which is quite unlike the 
normal layer. of delta and zeta phases. It is a pale blui.sh-grey colour, struc
tureless (except for fissures, etc.), and its inner boundary is often difficult to 
detect, if the meta\lographic preparation is sufficiently good. It was later 
found that this occurred with much less aluminium provided the time and 
temperature were suitable. Its presence may be observed by dark-field 
illumination. Examples of this appearance are given in Figs. 7a and 7b. 

This result has an obvious bearing on the theory of the action of aluminium 
in galvanizing. The present unsatisfactory explanations for its action will 
first be reviewed. 

Current Theories Regarding the Influence of Aluminium on Alloy Formation 
The 'Membrane' theory depends upon the supposed existence of a film or 
'membrane' of alumina over the surface of the- sample which prevents 
alloyin'g. The film is said to form by interaction of the aluminium in the bath 
with a film of oxide, or moisture, on the sample. Its chief attraction is that is 
serves to explain the formation of isolated nodules of alloy which are sup
posed to form at breaks in the membrane. On the other hand it is difficult 
to understand why, by this theory, an increase in time or temperature of 
immersion can promote alloying; or to understand why such a film does not 
form in hot-dipping in aluminium. 

The theory is contradicted by the following experiments, suggested to the 
writer by Mr. W. C. F. Hessenberg. 

(a) When a strip of steel was broken under the surface of a zinc bath contain
ing aluminium, no alloy formed on the virgin surface produced by the 
fracture. It is difficult to see how any membrane could form on this 
surface. 

(b) The ,surface of an immersed sample was vigorously scratched by a toothed 
piece of steel. This should have caused brea~s in the 'membrane' with 
10caLgrowth of alloy. These were not found. 
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Fig. '6 •. 430°C., 15 seconds, 0.05% Al. Pack-rolled steel sheet; after alternating bend test. 
, Steelfractured. (XI25). 

Fig. 7a. 490°c', 15 seconds, Jt% Al. Penetration of allo), alld disruption of steel surface. 
(X500). 

. . 
...' . '" -- .' 

'.' 

Fig. 7b. 490°C., 30 seconds, I! % Al. As 7a. Uniform pC'lIC'tration. (X500). 
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490°C, 1 minute, 0.33% Al. Local alloying with loose crystals adjacent. (X250). 

Flj;':8b. 490'C., 1 minute, 0.33% AI. As 8a but at JOOOX. Note" depth relatil'e to surface 
elsewhere. 
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The 'non-adherent alloy' theory suggests that aluminium does not 
prevent alloying but rather makes the alloy extremely non-adherent so~that 

. it is lost almost immediately. Unlike the membrane theory, this explanation 
has the merit that it is based upon experimental observations, such as the 
frequent presence of trapped, loose crystals in the coating when the zinc 
contains aluminium. An immediate difficulty with this theory is that the use 
of aluminium in industrial galvanizing should lead to a considerable increase 
in dross formation due to the detached alloy. This does not occur and the 
amount of dross is often appreciably less. 

The theory is contradicted by the following experiments: 

(a) A flat steel strip galvanized horizontally in a bath containing 0.3 per cent 
AI; with no agitation, showed no alloy on either face. An extremely non
adherent alloy might conceivably have fallen away from the under face 
but could not, under these conditions, have been lost from the upper face. 

(b) If galvanized coatings, made with and without aluminium, are heated 
beloll' the melting point of the coating, the alloy layers in the pure zinc 
sample can be made to grow considerably thicker. The s.ame treatment 
with the coating containing aluminium causes little or no alloy formation. 
This shows that the process of formation of alloy is ~ffected by aluminium 
and not merely its adhesion. 

The loose crystals found in the coating after galvanizing in the presence of 
aluminium, and thought to be trapped crystals of non-adherent zeta or delta, 
may be shown by Rowl~nd 's reagent (10) to be neither. Furthermore they occur 
usually in the immediate vicinity of an alloy layer and not where alloy is 
lacking (Figs. 8a and 8b). The true nature of these crystals is discussed 
later aI\d an explanation is put forward for their detachment and for the 
presence of the adjacent alloy (dark in Figs; 8). 

The 'inhibitor' explanation, suggested by Bablik (11), likens the effect of 
aluminium in zinc to that of an 'inhibitor' in an acid solution or to the 
induction period often observed in the action of acids on metals. This view 
agrees with the observed effect of increased time and temperature, but is 
somewhat vague and is not supported by any experimental evidence. It is 
perhaps descriptive rather than explanatory. The statement that 'Aluminium 
~tops all alloying action' is considered to be erroneous. 

The Alloying Process in the Presence of Aluminium 
It has already been stated that galvanizing in baths containing aluminium 
produced, under suitable conditions, a layer which was quite unlike the 
ordinary duplex alloy layer. It has no apparent structure and advances into 
the steel on a comparatively regular front. Its behaviour is thus. different 
from the inward diffusion of alloy in the hot dipping process for aluminium 
coatings, which proceeds rapidly and on an extremely irregular front. 

In order to determine the nature of this layer it was isolated for analysis, 
by controlled anodic "attack on the outer ·layer. The inner layer was then 
removed and analysed in the ordinary way. A number of analyses are given 
in Table H. 
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·TABLEIl 

Compositio!l Of Alloy Layer Formed ill Gall'anizing Bath 
Containing 1.5 % AI 

1--
0

- i 490°, 1 min \ 460°, 1 min I 4900, 1 min. . 
% ----------------------I ° I (I) I (2) i (3) ! (4) i (5) , (6) i (7) I (8) ,(9) tlO) tin 

'I~- 44.6 146.5 44.3 i 40.0 :4l.2i43.lI'4Q.5 36.8'4l.2 35.0 40.3· 
Al 29.4

1 

39.8 39.7. 37.5 . 33.5 I 37.3 39.0 36.9* 33.7 34.S 39.8*1 
Zn 26.3 11.9 16.9: 20.6 i 26.9 19.6*/ 21.8 26.3: 25.9 30.5 20.9 

*~y difference 

It is seen that the ratio of Al to Zn fluctuates but that the iron content is 
comparatively uniform at about 40 per cent. 

The layer is thus seen to be a ternary alloy and potential studies indicate 
the presence of a concentration gradient. It does not seem possible for the 
whole of the alloy shown in the photomicrographs to be of the above 
composition; the aluminium content of the whole coating is insufficient for 
this. Further work is proceeding on this question. 

Samples of the ternary alloy have been examined by X-rays by the writer's 
colleagues in the Physics Section, B.I.S.R.A. Laboratories, Swansea. This 
work shows that the aluminium in this layer is present as the theta Fe-AI 
phase (FeAI3)' 

The existence of this alloy" layer explains a number of peculiarities 
associated with the use of aluminium additions. 

The Presence of Loose Crystals in Coatings containing Aluminium 
The loose crystals, referred to earlier, were considered to be crystals of the. 
ternary alloy but an explanation was needed for their detachment. It was 
later found that a second, darker, alloy layer may form beneath the ternary 
layer. The growth of this new layer, frequently accompanied by a narrow 
white zone, causes the ternary layer to be pushed upwards and ultimately 
to break away. Figs. 9 a, b;c and'd show four stages in this process. ' 

An explanation is now needed for the formation of a second and even a 
third layer in this way, Since the initial layer has ruptures or fissures, reaching 
down through its Whole thickness in many places, it is possible that the 
liquid layer immediately adjacent to the outer alloy surface can penetrate 
these crevices. This liquid is likely to be depleted in aluminium by the forma
~ion of the AI-rich alloy and may be capable of reacting with the underlying 
steel to form the normal alloys. These grow outwards and by so doing force 
up the initial alloy layer as shown. A difficulty arises, however, because the 
secondary alloy layer is so much darker than zeta when ~tched in I per cent 
nitric acid in amyl alcohol. More evidence is needed to establish the identity 
of this secondary alloy. 

The Enrichment of the Coating in Aluminium 
It is frequently found that a coating from a bath containing aluminium is 
richer in Al than the bath itself. This is sometimes attributed t9 the presence 
of an immiscible layer rich in aluminium which floats on the b~ a film of 
which is drawn out on the article. However, this enrichment of the coating 
in aluminium is greater as the time of immersion is increa~ed, which con
tradicts the above theory. 
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It is now clear that the enrichment is due to the progressive formation of the 
AI-rich ternary layer. 

It is interesting to recall that Britton, during his work on the controlled 
anodic dissolution of zinc coatings, concluded that the Al in the coating was 
preferentially associated in some way with the aIIoy. 

Bending Properties 
Examples have been given of the exceIIent bending properties of aIIoy-free 
coatings and of those containing less aIIoy than usual as a result of the 
addition of smaII amounts of aluminium. ' 

It has been found that with heavier additions of aluminium a thick layer 
of the ternary aIIoy may be present without the occurrence of any flaking on 
bending. Fig. 10 shows that its behaviour on bending is different from that 
of the usual alloy layers. It should be noted that the thickness of the coating 
in Fig. 10 is equivalent to about 2.9 oz./sq. ft. of sheet (about 0.0024 in. 
thickness) which is more than is normaIIy found on galvanized sheet. 

Since these coatings are highly lustrous it appears to be possible in this 
way to produce thick coatings of good appearance and with excellent bending 
properties - a very desirable state of affairs. The disadvantage attached to 
the use of aluminium, that bending properties are obtained only at the 
expense of coating thickness due to the absence of alloy, appears at first sight 
to be overcome. 

Unfortunately, some doubt arises concerning the corrosion resistance of 
such coatings when produced from commercial baths containing the cus
tomary amounts of lead. 

Corrosion Resistance of Coatings High in Aluminium 
It has been stated (12) that the simultaneous presence of appreciable amounts 
of aluminium and lead in a zinc coating makes it very liable to attack by hot 
water and steam. 

Laboratory samples prepared at two temperatures from baths c~mtaining 
0.3 per cent, 0.75 per cent and 1.5 per cent AI, together with 0.5 per cent Pb 
in each case, were therefore subjected to the action of hot water and water 
vapour at 84°C. 

It was found that the attack was considerable in some cases, particularly 
at list edges, some of which disintegrated in less than a week. A considerable 
amount of (red) rust formed .within a few weeks although some samples 

. merely darkened. When the test was discontinued after 105 days a marked 
loss of coating was found to have occurred in most of the samples. Two 
comparison' panels, coated in baths containing 0.3 per cent and 1.5 per cent 
Al, but without lead, developed no rust though white rust was quite marked, 
as would be exp~ted. 

The Mode of Growth of the, Alloy Containing Aluminium 
In some cases, the inward diffusion of the alloy, referred to earlier, occurs 
very slowly at some points in the steel surface. This fact has made it possible 
to demonstrate the mode of growth of the aIIoy in such cases. . 

Fig. 11 a shows the beginning of the process with the original steel'surface 
visible at several points. At Fig. 11 b, by further inward and lateral growth 
of the alloy, the gaps have been closed except at one point. '~At·Fig. 'llC'is
seen y;hat is probably the last stage in the lateral spread of tije alloy at that 
point. 
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a 

c 

Fig. 9a, b, c, d. 4;O°C., 1 minute, 1!-% AI. Secondary alloying causing detachment of 
ternary alloy layer anc/loose crystals., (X500). 
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Fig: 10. 490'C., 30 seconds, It~~ AI .. BI!haviour oJ alloy in alternating bend test. (X250). 

Fig. 11a. 490'C., 15 seconds, It % AI. Initial penetration oJ nodules oJ alloy. (X500). 

Fig. 12. Olltll'ardgroll'th (JJIIOtlll[,.'.~ "J alloy. (.\"500). 
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The inward growth of the nodules in Fig. lla should be contrasted with 
tne ~out\vara growifi of the ncicfiifcs In Fig. T1. ~. 

Conclusions . 
1 Under favourable conditions, 0.10 per cent Al is sufficient to produce 

coatings free from the usual alloy layers and 0.05 per cent AI is suffiCient I 

to promote good bending properties. , 
2 Under average conditions 0.18 per cent Al prevents normal alloying. 
3 The presence of silicon in the steel enhances the effect of aluminium. 
4 Heavier additions of aluminium can cause tpe formation of appreciable 

amounts of alloy different from the usual delta and zeta alloys in appear
ance; composition, properties and mechanism of formation. It is of 
ternary composition and the aluminium present is in the form of 
FeAI 3 • . 

5 The presence of an alloy of this composition explains'peculiar results 
sometimes obtained when aluI11inium additions are made. 

6 Evidence has been given to show that the action of small amounts of 
aluminium, in preventing visible f?rmation of alloy, cannot be explained 
by the 'membrane' or 'non-adherent alloy' the()ries. It is concluded 
that in ?uch cases the aluminium acts by the initial formation 9f a very 
thin layer of .the alloy referreq to in para. 4. 

7 A secondary alloying process which occurs under the 'ternary' alloy 
causes the latter to break away and form loose crystals in the coating . 

. The occurrence of this secondary alloying is erratic and more informa
tion is needed about it. 

8 The bending properties of the 'ternary' alloy are excellent, no tendency 
to flaking having been observed. 

9 The simultaneous presence of much aluminium and lead in the coatings. 
makes ·th!!m liable to severe attack by hot water and steam. 
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DISCUSSION 

Use of Aluminium 
MR. A. H. T HO MPS 0 N (General Galvanizers Ltd.) opened the discussion 
by asking about the black spots which occurred when galvanizing in a bath 
containing more than .05 per cent aluminium, and whether these were flux 
inclusions or discontinuith:s in the coating. MR. FAGG said that these black 
spots were discontinuities in the coating, and that his Association was work
ing on different flux compositions to overcome this disadvantage of alumin
ium bearing baths. Of more than 50 different fluxes examined, however, no 
better flux had been found than zinc ammonium chloride. MR.' HUGHES 
added that one way suggested in the literature for overcoming the black 
spot difficulty was the use of ammonium chloride vapour before galvanizing. 
This is said to permit the use of 0.10 per cent aluminium (13). 

In reply to MR. C. P. H. WEDGE (B. E. Wedge Ltd.) who asked what was 
the best aluminium content for the general galvanizer, MR. FAGG said that it 
depended on what the aluminium was intended to 00. For enhancing the 
brightness of the work, .005 per cent was sufficient, but if it was intended to 
reduce alloy formation, the optimum aluminium was greater than the practical 
galvanizer could at present use. With the dry process, recent work had shown 
that about 0.06 per cent Al was the maximum for a rolled window section, 
and about 0.1 pe'r cent for sheet materials. 

MR. M. G. BURROWS (Metal treat Ltd.) then asked how the galvanizer 
could measure the aluminium content of his bath. MR. HUGHES agreed that it 
was important to know how much aluminium was in the bath, but pointed out 
out that if the bath were analysed it would fx:equently be found that there 
actually was less aluminium present than was expected. He said that it was 
difficult to carry out this analysis accurately without a skilled analyst and the 
right equipment, but suggested that metallographical examiriation might 
provide an ,alternath:e method which would show whether the quantity of 
aluminium being added was having the desired effect on alloy formation. He 
referred to a colorimetric method used in his laboratory for aluminium 
estimation. This depends upon the separation of other elements in the 
solution from the Al by means of a mercury cathode electrolysis. The Al 
remaining is determined, in 11 suitably buffered solution; by the colour 
reagent 'Aluminon'. The colour comparison with suitable standards is 
made in a Hilger 'Spekker'. 

MR. FAGG agreed that the analyti9al technique for aluminium was 
difficult, but said his Association would be pleased to supply details of the 
methods (14) used in their laboratories for this purposek Later in the discus
sion MR. D. S. BURWOOD (Imperial Smelting Corp. Ltd.) added that 
some other work his Company had done on the chemical estimation of 
aluminium in zinc and zinc alloys might prove useful to Members and help 
them to overcome these very real difficulties. He added that spectrographic 
methods were more convenient. 

MR. BURROWS then asked whether the aluminium concentrated in the 
surface layers of the bath; and MR. FAGG replied that the segregation of alumin
ium was not very great. Some tests they ha~ done suggested that the upper 
layers of the bath did contain somewhat more aluminium than the rest of the 
bath, as for example in one industrial bath where the top 6 in. contained 20 
per cent more aluminium than samples from the rest of the bath. 
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MR. HUGHES thought there was n'ot much evidence that the aluminium 
c~mcentrated in the top layers of the bath when the aluminium or aluminium 
alloywa"S properly introduced; i.e. by means of a spoon plunged well below 
the surface. 

MR. W. MONTGOMER Y (Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.) complimented 
Mr. Hughes on the work he had accomplished, and suggested that the new 
thoughts put forward would be of the utmost value to the galvanizing 
industry. Mr. Hughes's theory on the behaviour of aluminium was supported 

- by experimental results and nQt by theoretical reasoni~g alone, and he felt 
sure that the new ground which had been broken would prove very fruitful 
in leading to further advances. The experiments described were simple and 
very convincing. Turning to the illustrations in Mr. Hughes's paper, he asked 
how it was that in Fig. 8 the coating was, thinnest when the alloy layer was 
present, and thickest when there was no alloying. 

MR. HUGHES admitted that the illustration was rather misleading. The 
explanation was really quite simple. It was the normal practice to examine 
coatings down the length of the specimen and the additional thickness at the • 
points indicated in the photograph was due to drainage. 

MR. MONTGOMERY then referred to a major difficulty when using 
aluminium additions in sheet galvanizing, i.e. the flux sticking to the exit rolls. 
He asked' how this could be overcome. In, reply, MR. HUGHES said that sheet 
galvanizers had tried making simple aluminium additions to the zinc and also 
the use of the-Aplataer process, and had finally given up the use of aluminium 
in despair. He had a small experimental sheet galvanizing unit in Swansea 
which should, at a later date,give some information about the problem of 
suitable fluxes. 

Turning to the general problem of obtaining a flexible coating on gal
vanized steel, Mr. Hughes said that there were at least two ways in which 
the problem could be approached. Firstly the use of aluminium in the 
zinc would eliminate -or reduce the thickness of the alloy layer and give a 
flexible coating. This could be operated in conjunction with a doped flux 
as in the Liban process. The-second alternative was to do away with the flux 
altogether, as when the Sendzimir process was used; and he mentioned some 
laboratory experiments: in which a glass hood had been used at the point of 
entry. This hood contained a protective atmosphere and was externally 
heated. Previously 'bhied' sheet samples were deoxidized and preheated to 
various temperatures while suspended over the bath. They were then 
galvanized for varying lengths of time. In this way the special features of 
the Sendzimir process were simulated. The glass hood allowed the behaviour 
of the oxide film to be observed during the redu9ingand preheating period. 
As a third alternative there was also the possibility of aUoying the steel base 
so as to reduce the rate of alloy formation. 

MR. H. T. EATWELL (G. A. Harvey& Co. (London) Ltd.) thought that 
sheet galvanizing was very different from general.galvanizing with respect to 
aluminium additions. Sheet galvanizers frequently needed a flexible coating 
with a thin alloy ,layer, whereas general galvanizers were less concerned with 
good bending properties, than with .uniform, smooth and: heavy coatings giv
ing good corrosion resistance. He emphasized that reducing the thickness of 
the coating curtailed its life. 

MR. E. M. WILS'ON (Henry Hope & Sons Ltd.) said that the mechanism 
of adding aluminium alloys to galvanizing baths was stilI not really under
stood. The makers of al~!TIinium all,oys for this purpose recommended ~n 
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aluminium addition of .01 to .02 per cent on the zinc. as sufficient. He used 
the dry process of galvanizing, and had tried to follow these instructions, but 
although analysis of his baths had shown considerable variations through the 
shift, he had never found as much aluininium as .005 per cent. MR. FAGG 
thought that it should be possible when using the dry process to maintain 
aluminium contents of up to .05 per cent fairly easily. 

MR. J. ROUFF (Etablissements Schmid) agreed with Mr. Wilson that 
g~lvanizers needed a lead in the practical use of aluminium. How should it be 
added, he asked, and should the quantity of aluminium be considered in 
relation to the area of the bath? How frequently should the aluminium 
additions be made? 

MR. HUGHES replied that the surfa~e area of the bath must' be considered 
because of oxidation. He was in favour of adding the aluminium frequently, 
as additions made once a shift were not so good as those made hourly. 

MR. BUR WOOD then rose to thank the Association's Council for the 
invitation which they had extended to his Company to be present, a!ld to 
congratulate Mr. Hugh\!s on the excellence of his photomicrographs. He 
thought that the amount of aluminium should be related to the speed and 
type of work passing. through the bath, and that the aluminiu.m additions 
should be-related to the amount of zinc consumed, i.e. the zinc additions to 

. the bath. . 
MR. R. S. BROWN (Rylands Bros. Ltd.) said that in wire galvanizing 

pntctice ,the pots were frequently worked hotter than in ordinary galvanizing, 
and he had found that, when aluminium additions were made, there was a 
strong tendency for the dross to rise to the surface and form a semi-solid layer 
through which it was diffic'ultto work. He would be glad "to know more about 
this effect and whether it had been observed by other operators. 

MR. HUGHES said that ternary aluminium-zinc-iron alloys might rise to 
the surface of the bath as they were a little less dense than zinc. Any free 
FeAI3 crystals would rise to the surface very easily and could be recognized 
by their dark colour. 

Effect of Tin Additions and Galvanizing Temperature 
MR. THOMPSON asked whether the addition of tin to t~e zinc helped 
galvanizers to obtain a thinner coating by allowing the use of a lower tem
perature, and whether the spangle obtained by its use was good or bad. He 
added that galvanizers usually used higher temperatures when galvanizing 
light-gauge work, as it was thought this would give a thinner coating, but he 
wondered whether, in the light of Mr. Fagg's work, the higher temperature 
would not really give a heavier coating. 

In reply MR. FAGG said there was no evidence that tin had a beneficial 
effect on the life of a zinc coating, and that the presence or not of the well
defined spangle which could be obtained by its use was a matter of personal 
taste and aesthetics. On the question of galvanizing temperature, he thought 
ihat galvanizers were misled in thinking that higher galvanizing temperatures 
gave thinner coatings because they increased the fluidity of the zinc. Any 
increase in fluidity would be balanced by the effect of high temperatures in 
favouring thicker alloy layers. His Association's work had. shown that for a 
given immersion tHne and rate of withdrawal, tllinnercoatings were obtained 
with lower galvanizing temperatures. MR: HUGHEs said'ihal aoClifionsonrfi' ~ 
gave other effects ~han good appearance, as such coatings often showed small 
cracks but less flaki.ng than those free from tin. 
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The Effect of Lead in Galvanizing 
MR. BROWN said he was very interested in the effect of lead, and was dis
appointed that lead received so little mention in the papers before the Con
ference. In his opinion, lead was a most important constituent of hot dip 
galvanizing baths, and in the absence of lead, great difficulty was experienced 
in obtaining satisfactory finishes. His works, which hot galvanized 400 to 500 
tons of wire and wire products each week, had had some rather peculiar 
experiences with lead additions. In the well-known method of galvanizing 
nails by tumbling in heated barrels with granulated zinc, it was at one time 
essential to add 2 per cent of tin to the electrolytic zinc in order to obtain a 
galvanized coating. Recently it had been discovered that if zinc containing 
1 per cent of lead was used, galvanizing was just as effective. In the absence of 
lead, galvanizing did not occur at all. 

Difficulty had also been experienced in galvanizing wire netting when using 
pure zinc. Rough coatings and scummy deposits seemed to form very readily, 
and not until lead was added to the extent of about 1 per cent were clean run
ning conditions obtained. He would be interested to know whether other 
galvanizers had had similar experiences. He thought that more attention 
should be given to the role of lead in galvanizing, and that an examination of 
hs effects would be worth while. 

MR. HUGHES said that sheet galvanizers were familiar with the effect of 
lead which they described as making the work go more easily. He did not yet 
know the reason for this. Experiments beginning with 99.99 per cent zinc had 
shown that the effect of tin on spangle was very much less when lead was 
absent, and he thought this might indicate something of the way lead worked, 
viz. by its effect on the freezing range. He sta ted that lead appeared to improve 
the distribution of the coating over sheets, possibly by helping the metal 
to flow over the surface. 

MR. W. WALKER (The Whiteinch Galvanizing Co. Ltd.) said that some 
two months ago he had added 20 tons oflead to two of his baths and had been 
amazed to find that the amount of dross made in the baths had fallen. He 
could, not explain this, but thought the meeting would be interested in his 
findings. He added that the lead had been added simply because he had been 
able to buy it more cheaply than zinc. 

MR. FAGG said that he had been very interested to read in Imhoff's paper 
that the presence of lead had been found to produce a marked effect in reduc
ing the amount of dross formed in galvanizing baths, and the implication that 
this was because it reduced the rate at which zinc attacked the steel. This view 
was not supported by"the work of E. J. Daniels on 'The Attack on Mild Steel 
in Hot Galvanizing' (1), In this investigation Daniels had measured the rate 
at which mild steel was attacked by.different brands of zinc and had found 
very little difference in the rates of attack by the various zinc samples, even. 
though their lead content varied from .002 per cent to 1.35 per cent. In view 
of the evidence from two separate sources which had been laid before the 
Conference he now thought that there was scope for further work on this 
question. 

MR. H. CORBETT (Wm. Corbett & Co.) wondered whether zinc coatings 
containing lead would be ~ufficiently good to pass Admiralty tests and other 
specifications. 

MR. HUGHES then pointed out that lead was usually present in hot dip 
galvanized coatings to an extent depending on its solubility in molten zinc. 
Sometimes galvanized coatings when examined micrographicaIly showed 
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minute gloQules of Ie~d. This did' not come from mechanical entrainment 
of the lead but was due to the separating out of"lea:d held in solution in tire _. c, 

zinc as the coating cooled and solidified. 
MR. H. BUSCH-JENSEN (J. Chr. Jensens Galvaniserings EtabIissement) 

agreed with this view, as in his experience lead never got on to the. 
articles being dipped. 

MR. F. C. BRABY (Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.}-thought that some misunder
standing might have arisen from the survey considered in Bailey's second 
paper where a number of baths w~re described as having no lead layer. This 
applied to some of those in his own factories. Although no speciaJ lead 
additions were made, the degra~ed zinc used contained I per cent of lead~ 
some of which accumulated at the bottom and facilitated drossing. 

MR. BAILEY replied that only when galvanizing baths were running on 
zinc containing 1 'Per cent of lead or more, did a lead layer remain auto-' 
matically in the bath. Where electrolytic zinc was used the lead layer would 
gradually dissolve and disappear. Only when G.O.B. or Prime Western zinc 
with more lead was used, or when lead was deliberately added, would the lead 
layer remain in the bottom of the bath. . 

MR. BUR WOOD confirmed this statement and said that; if new baths 
were run entirely on debased eIectrolytic zinc with under 1 per cent lead, no 
lead would settle ouLat,the operating temperature of the galvanizing baths. 
The use ofG.O.B. or P.W. zinc with more than 1 per cent lead would result 
in the formation of a lead layer. 

MR. EATWELL said that in over 20 years' experience.of galvanizing he 
had never emptied a bath which had no lead layer at the bottom. 

MR. BUR WOOD added that before the war when it was easier for smelting 
companies to know who bought the different grades of zinc, it was found 
that a brand with a very Iow lead content was not much in favour with 
galvanizers, who preferred zinc with a higher lead content. No very clear 
explanation of this was available at the time. There was no price difference, 
thus the reason was technical rather than commercial. 

Steel Compositions 
MR. THOMPSON commented on the fact that in'Mr. Fagg's paper no 

. significant differences were observed in the rate of attack of zinc on different 
qualities of steel, provided that the silicon content was normal. In future he 
did not see that galvanizers could complain to bath manufacturers that the 
steel from wliich their baths were made was the cause of their burning out 
quickly. 

MR. FAG G agreed that steel composition was not the main cause of 
galvanizing baths burning out. In those case~ which had been investigated by 
his Association, it had usually been found that overheating was the cause of 
the failure. He said that silicon wa~ certainly the most dangerous element, 
and that it should be kept below 0.07 per cent in the steel used for making 
galvanizing baths. . 

MR. HUGHES said that steel composition was also very important in the 
exit rolls used in sheet galvanizing. These rolls had to remain covered with 
zinc all the time, and should contain practically no silicon and have a very Iow 
carbon content. 

MR. BROWN ~hen referred to the composition of the steel being galvan
ized, and said that the wire industry, owing to the short times of immersion 
usually involved, was probably more conscious than other: galvanizers of the. 
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effects of slight cha~ges in steel composition, particularly with regard to 
sQicon. The effect exercised on 'killing' steel by even a small amount of 
silicon was most pronoun<;ed. and steel of this· nature was manipulated in 
cOhsiaera6le- quantities· iii order -to o15tain tight, flexible coatings. Where 
'silicon-killed' steels could not be used for various reasons, the surface of the 
wire was treated by immersion in a carburizjng salt which produced the same 
effect, and it was noteworthy that no difficulty whatever was experienced in 
galvanizing high-carbon steel unless the surface had for some reason become 
decarburized. . 

These effects were well known and were an essential part of the technique 
of wire galvanizing. Abundant evidence was available that the effect of 
silicon additions was to bring the carbon in the steel to the surface where its 
effect was similar to that obtained by the treatment in a moJten carburizing 
salt. 

MR. HUGHES then mentioned the effect of carbon present as pearlite at 
the steel surface in silicon-killed steel and referred to experiments carried out 
after moist hydrogen decarburization. He said that his results showed clearly 
that the presence of silicon in the steel enhanced the effect of aluminium in 
preventing normal alloy growth. By eliminating the carbon from the steel it 
was shown that silicon had a distinct effect on alloying, apart from its effect 
on carbon distribution. 

MR. MONTGOMERY asked whether titanium and other elements of the 
fourth period chemically related to silicon showed similar effects when present 
in the steel. MR. BROWNthought that as titanium was, like silicon, a power
ful 'killing' agent, it might be expected that its effect would be the same. 
MR, HUGHES', however, doubted whether titariium would act like silicon, as 
titanium fixed carbon as titanium carbide. Experimental work in his labora
toryhad shown that titanium affected alloying; but the industrial application 
of steels containing titanium was difficult, as it involved a changeover to 
'killed' steels, and furthermore, titanium was lost from the surface when the 
sheets were oxidized. 

THE CHAIRMAN then closed the discussion, and in his summing up 
paid a tribute to the work carried out by Daniels, Britton, Kenworthy, Hall, 
Gilbert and other members .of the staff of the B.N.F.M.R.A., and by Vernon, 
Hud~on, Hughes and their predecessors and colleagues of B.I.S.R.A. This 
work was the result of research sponsored on a co-operative basis which he 
believed was unparalleled elsewhere. He thanked the authors for their 
valuable papers and the members present fot their useful contributions to 
the discussion. 
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Chapter II 

THE :aBATING OF GALVANIZING 
'BATHS AND EQUIPMENT 

The heating of galvanizing baths and equipment is a very wide field and the 
paper presented to the Conference under this heading covered only a small 
section of it, being confined ,to fun.damental thermal 9onsiderations. The 
discussion, however, was not circumscribed on that account and covered a 
wide range of heating problems of importance to general galvanizers, includ
ing th~ d~sign and heating of drying ovens. This chapter describes the pro
c~edings at the second Tec;hnical Sessiol) of the Conference, under the 
Cb~irmanshjp of Mr. H. T. Eatwell. ' 

Author's Introduction 
Introducing his paper on Thermal ConsIderations- in Galvanizing Bath 
Heating, MR. BAILEY said that it should not be read as a blueprint for 
furnace design, although he hoped it woulo s~rve the purpose of helping the 
practical galvanizer who intended installing new equipment to weigh up the 
rival merits of the many different heating systems with which his.good friends 
the plant manufacturers would no doubt try to b~guile him. The plant 
manufacturer, he suggested, gave the galvanizer what he asked for, and he 
hoped that some of the considerations in his paper might lead a galvanizer to 
modify his demands. For example, since the loss of heat from the surface of a 
dry process galvanizing bath was some 5000 B.Th.U. per sq. ft. per hour, and 
it was shown that the average heat input. through the pot walls should not 
exceed this figure, it was important that pots should be made deep enough to 
allow this heat to be brought in easily with something to spare. In the case of 
a pot 3 ft, deep and 5 ft. wide, obviously the heating engineer was beaten 
before he. began to design his setting. 

He then dealt briefly with the question of costs, and suggested th~t the 
saving in zinc lost by dross alone might well cover the i.nstallation costs and 
increased running costs of a modern efficient heating system. He thought that 
heating costs should be considered in relation to the other costs of galvaniz
ing, nearly all of which were very much greater. It was difficult to assess the 
economic advantage Qf the better work which could be obtained from clean 
baths freer from dross, and the value of the thermostatic control which the 
newer systems allowed. ' 

Finally, he referred to an even more important advantage and suggested 
that the new methods of heating had contributed much to a new outlook on 
galvanizing, stating it as his belief that the introduction of new bath heating 
systems in a plant had often been the first stage in transforming hot dip 
galvanizing from a traditional art to a scientifically controlled process. This 
change in outlook, for which the Hot Dip Galvanizers Association stood, 
could not be achieved while the old coke fired pots were used. The new 
systems allowed temperature contrbl'=:qhe first step'to tlfe-control\)f"a:Il-th-e-
other variables - and clean galvanizing shops which could attract a better 
type of labour. He thought that it was not too much to say that, thanks to the 
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pioneer work on bath heating, their industry was now taking its place along
side other industries where controlled metallurgical operations were done. 

SOME THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE 
HEATING OF GALVANIZING BATHS 

by R. W. BAILEY,* M.A., B.SC., F.I.M. 

perhaps the main advance in general galvanizing during the last ten or fifteen 
y,~ars has been in improvements in the methods of heating galvanizing baths. 
The advances have been due to a better understanding of the underlying 
principles, and a willingness to apply knowledge' from other branches of 
lpdustry to the problem. The new methods of galvanizing bath heatIng have 
f~sulted in economy in fuel and zinc, in longer .pot life, in cleaner baths freer 
(tom dross and in better coatings. ' . 

This paper is an attempt to set down the main principles involved in heating 
~ galvanizing bath, and to evaluate the extent to which different systems fulfil 
the requirements of galvanizing bath heating. Questions of furnace construc
tion, the design of burners, controlling mechanisms for thermostatic control, 
t~mperature measurement and instrumentation are not discussed. 

1. General Principles 
!jot dip galvanizing consists in the dipping of prepared steel into molten 
~lnc. With the exception of some experimental units mentioned later, the 
wolten zinc is always held in steel pots or kettles. Zinc attacks ~teel to form 
!iross, a suspension of zinc-iron alloys in a matrix of zinc.' The post are 
tberefore steadily attacked by zinc throughout the whole of their working life. 
:No steel completely resistant to molten zinc ~as been found, although the 
rate of attack does depend to some extent on the quality of the steel, and those 
with less than 0.07 per cent silicon have been found to give the best perform
~u~ce. 

The rate of attack on the steel is, however, greatly influenced by tempera
lure, and perhaps the first clear statement of this effect was given by Daniels 
in 1931 (1) when he published a table showing the expected life of a pot 
wall 1.5 in. thick at va~ious temperatures. The figures given were as follows: 

Temperature cC. 
432 
477 
500 
540 

Life 
2,410 years 
1,487 years 
28.1 days 
19.6 days 

DaIiiels attributed the very big change in the expected life between 480° and 
500°C. to a marked change in the adherence of the iron-zinc alloy layer. Below 
480°C. this layer protected !he steel pot walls, but above 500°C. it became 
non-adherent and flaked away, exposing the steel to further attack. Although 
these 'figures may perhaps give an exaggerated picture of the importance of 
steel temperature, experience since then has shown that temperature is the 
main factor in controlling the attack of zinc on the steel pot, and that the 
rate of attack increases very rapidly at~emperatures above 480° to 490°C. 
The normal temperature in general galvanizing for the molten zinc is 4500 to 
455°C., and. since'the heat needed to keep the bath up to temperature has to 

* Zinc Development Association 
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be supplied through the steel walls, it will be seen that there is little margin in 
the working temperature difference between the steel and the zinc which 
controls the heat input, if the safe maximum temperature of 480°C. for the 
steelwork is not to be exceeded. If rapid attack by the zinc o~ the walls is to 
be avoided, the maximum heating area must therefore be utilized, and the 
heat input be very evenly distributed. 

When a galvanizing bath is working, the biggest heat loss is from the top 
surface of the zinc. The other main heat requir~ment is that necessary to 
heat up the work as it is immersed through the top layers of the bath. Since 
the heat in both cases is taken from the top of the bath, the main heat input 
should be through the top part of the pot walls. 

There is another important reason why the heat input should be mainly 
confined to the upper parts of the pot walls. Imhoff has given in the paper 
he has p.resented to this Conference the reasons why it is practically impos
sible to galvanize without forming dross. The zinc-iron alloys ofwbich dross 
is formed are solid at the galvanizing temperature, and being somewhat 
heavier than the zinc, settle if the bath is relatively quiet and undisturbed to a 
porridge of solid suspended in molten zinc in the lower strata of the bath. 
Where a lead layer is used this semi-solid dross s~spension resis in the layer 
immediately above it. Good galvanizing can only be obtained if this dross 
remains undisturbed at the bottom, which is.one of the reasons for t~e deeper 
galvanizing pots now being installed in many works. It is therefore of the 
greatest importance that no attempt should pe made to. heat the bath below 
the dross line, for any heat below this level will tend to cause convection 
c~rrents in the bath which will carry the dross upwards to contamin~te the 
bath and the work treated in it. 

From the standpoint of bath heating there is anothe.r reason fgr confining 
the heat input to an area above the dross line. The dross layer is too sluggi~h 
to allow efficient heat dissipation, and any attempt to heat the steel walls 
below the dross line is bound to lead to overheating o( the steel in this area 
and so to early failure of the pot. , 

These considerations lead to the following conclusions. The pot should 
reSt on a bed of insulating material carried up above the high~t probable 
dross line, so that no heat is introduced through the steelwork below this 
line. The greatest heat input should be at the top ~here the heat is mainly 
needed, but all the available surface area should be used for heating the 
pot. The heat should be very evenly distributed round the kettle, and no 
part of the available heating area should be called upon to do more than its 
fair share of work. No hot spots can be tolerated, as these are bound to lead 
to pr~mature failure of the pot. ' . 

The Heat Requirements of the Galvanizing Bath 
Before discussing individual systems in detail, it will be helpful to set down 
some figures for the heat requirements of a galvanizing bath so that the 
various factors involved may be kept in their right perspective. The heat 
required to maintain the temperature of a galvanizing bath is used in the 
following ways:,' 

(a) To make good the heat lost-by radiation-and<convectionfromthe.surface...
of the bath. 

(b) To raise the temperature of the steelwork being dipped to the temperature 
of the bath. 
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(c) To heat and melt the fresh zinc added to the bath. 
(d) To make good insulation losses. , . 
(e) Through stack losses. 

As will be shown below, stack losses are always a heavy item, unless electric 
heating is used, and should really be placed much higher in the list. Stack 
losses do, however, depend on all the other heat factors, being directly 
proportional to them, and they l).ave therefore to be calculated last. 

A Typical Galvanizing Bath 
Consideration of these questions will be helped by reference to a typical bath 
and tabulation of its heat requirements. The bath we will choose will be of 
medium. size, 8 ft. long by 6 ft. wide and 4 ft. 6 in. deep, holding approxi
mately 40 tons of molten zinc. We will assurrie that it is handling a good 
tonnage of steel and has a throughput of one ton of steel per hour. This 
steelwork picks up 10 per cent of its weight of zinc,. and allowing for zinc 
losses at 33 per cent the bath therefore needs 3 cwt. of zinc per hour. Assum
ing the bath is operating on the dry process, at a moltel! zinc temperature of 
455°C., the surface heat loss will be around 5000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. The-
other figure,s are calculated from the latent heat of zinc and the specific heat ~--... 
of zinc and steel, and the insulation losses are estimated on the assumption 
that the setting is reasonably well lagged. The heat requirements then appear 
as in the following table: 

Heat Requirements for a .Dry Bath 8 ft. x 6 ft. and 4 ft. 6 in. Deep at 455°C. 
Surface losses 240,000 B.Th.U./Hr. 
To raise steelwork to galvanizing temperature 220,000 B.Th.U./Hr. 
To heat and melt zinc . 35,000 B.Th.U./Hr. 
To make good insulation losses 60,000 B.Th.U./Hr. 

Total 555,000 B.Th.U./Hr. 

To find the fuel r(!quirements, the stack losses must be added. The stack 
loss where a fuel is being burnt is that proportion of the total heat of com
bustion which is wasted in the hot flue gases going to the stack. Heat may, 
of course, be recovered from these gases by using them to do other work. 
in the galvanizing department, but this heat must irr the first instance be 
charged against the galvanizing bilth heating. To consider. a simple example, 
we will assume that producer gas is being burnt to give a flue gas containing 
12 per cent CO2• Unless the furnace is of a very special design, it is unlikely 
that a higher CO2 figure than this will be ~chieved. Tn many instances the 
use of larger quantities of excess air may actually give: rise to a lower CO2 

content and even higher stack losses, for the more air that is heated, the more 
hea~ is wasted in the stack. The following table gives the percentage stack 
losses at 12 arid 16 per cent CO2 as a percentage ofthe.total heat produced 
by combustion. 

Temp,erature 
600°C. 
550°C. 
500°C. 
450°C . 

Stdck Losses 
12% CO2 

51% 
47% 
43% 
39% 

16% CO2 

40% 
37% 
33% 
30%. 

. As .the pot-walls have.to.,be . .heated,.it is unlikely that the temperature of 
the flue: gas at the point where it leaves the pot waIIs: will be much b~low 
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·SOO°C., and an all-round stack loss of 43 per cent may not therefore be con
sidered excessive in a typical galvanizing bath heating furnace. Very. similar 
considerations apply where other types of fuel are being used, and it would 
therefore seem that the heat requirements for this bath coating one ton of 
steel per hour will be around one million B.Th.U./Hr. 

Heat Input through Pot Walls 
In view of the considerations mentioned earlier, it will be inadvisable to heat 
the bottom 6 in. of the walls of our imaginary pot 4 ft. 6 in. deep. Practical 
considerations in constructing the furnace will preclude the heating of the 
top 6 in. of the pot walls, leaving an available depth of 3.S ft. for heating. 
If the sides and ends of the bath are all heated, the a,vailable area becomes 
28 X 3.S sq. ft.=98 sq. ft. In the above table, all the heat with the exception 
of the insulation losses will have to be transmitted through the steel walls, 
i.e. 49S,000 B.Th.U./Hr. This gives an overall rate of heat input of SOSO 
B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. which is practically the SOOO B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. often 
quoted as the safe limit for the o'(1erall heat input for galvanizing baths. 

Before discussing whether this figure has been correctly assessed, further 
consideration must be given to the flow of heat from the pot to the zinc. 
Assuming the steel walls of the pot to have a thi~kness of I! in., the 
calculated temperature gradient between the outer and inner surfaces of 
the steel is 13°e. No information seems to have been published about the 
film coefficients for heat transfer between steel and molten zinc, if the term 
'film coefficient' can be applied to th~ transmission ·of heat through the 
zinc-iron layer on the inside of a galvanizing pot. Observations made on 
the temperature difference between the lead jacket and the molten zinc in 
the special lead-jacketed galvanizing bath recently patented (I S, 16) do however 
give some useful information about the temperature gradients to be expected 
between the steel and the zinc. In this case a temperature difference of 
about 20cC. between the lead jacket imd the galvanizing bath gave a calculated 
heat transfer of 3000 B.Th. U./sq. ft./Hr. At this rate of heal transfer the 
temperature drop through the steel walls would be approximately 7°C., 
giving say a lOoC. temperature ,drop between the steel and the zinc, the 
balance being the drop between the lead and the steel. More definite in
formation on temperature differences between steel and zinc would clearly 
be of the greatest advantage in fixing firmly the limits of heat input which a 
pot can safely take, but these figures suggest that the inside of the pot walls 
will run at a temperature of around 16°C .. above the average temperature 
of the zinc bath for every SOOO B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. of heat input. With a 
galvanizing temperature of 4SSoC., heat inputs in excess of 10,000 B.Th.U./ 
sq. ft./Hr. will therefore bring the pot walls dangerously near the temperature 
at which very rapid dissolution of the steel will occur. It will be shown later 
that, except in very special heating systems, it is difficult to maintain an 
overall heat input of SOOO B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. without rising to 10,000 
B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. over parts of the bath wall surface, and the indications 
therefore are that this overall figure ofSooo B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. is a reasonable 
and safe overall maximum for the designer. 

Heat Transfer from Furnace to Pot Walls 
The following table gives the results of somecalcuiations which··have been
made on the expected rate of heat transfer from a furnace to the pot walls 
at different furnace temperatures. The walls have been taken at 470°C. oh 
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their outer surface, and calculations are made on the basis of published 
information (17), on the heat transfer by convection from hot gas to steel, 
and hy radiation following the Stefan-BoItzmann law and assuming an 
emissivity factor of 0.75. In practice a higher figure than this may be achieved, 
but the figures obtained on these assumptions give a guide to the expected 
'rates of heat transfer which are not far removed from those actually found. 
The figures are not intended to be usS!.d to check up on the performance of 
existing heating systems, but rather to show the relative effects of different 
flue t~mperatures on heat input. Allowances will also have to be made in the 
case of solid fuel fired furnaces for the build up. on the outside of the pot of 
flue dust which will act as an insulator. 

Expected Heat Transmission, Furnace to. Bath Walls at 470°C. in B.T/!. U./sq. ft/Hr. 
570~C. 670'C. 770°C. 870°C. 970°C. 

Convection 320 650 950 1250 1550 
Radiation 2520 6180 11300 17950 26750 

Total 284D 6830 12250 19200 28300 

These figures are expressed graphically in Figure I, from which it will bes een 
that the calculations lead to an expected heat transfer of 5000 B.Th. U./ 
sq. ft./Hr. at a flue temperature of 630cC., and 10,000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. 
at a temperature of 735"C. It should be noted that at higher temperatures 
the heat input increases more rapidly, reaching 20,000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. 
at a flue temperature of approximately 880°C. The graph will be referred to 
again when the effect of flue temperature, on heat input is condensed in 
connection with special systems of bath heating. 
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FIG. I. Expe.:ted heat ~ransmission, furnace to bath walls at 470°C. 

----,-Before-proeeeding-to-examine-individuahheating-systerns, the requirements 
of a heating system for a galvanizing bath may be summarized under the 
following headings arranged roughly in their order of importance: 
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L An adequate heat input. 
2 Even heating over all the available wall surface. 
3 High thermal efficiency.fot:.fueLeconomy~JY.here.solid_iueIs_ar~ buni4 thiS 

necessitates working to a high CO2 content in the flue gas, and allowing 
sufficient time for contact between the hot gases and the galvanizing pot 
for the gas temperature to be reduced as nearly as possible to the teniper~ 
ature of the molten zinc at the point where the gases leave the furnace. fn, 
considering fuel economy, 'soft flames' should be viewed with suspicion if' 
these low-temperature flames are obtained by the introduction of large 
quantities of air. Where 'soft flames' or their equivalent are obtained by 
the recirculation of flue gas, there is, of course, no loss in efficiency. 

4 The system must lend itself to thermostatic control. This is usually arranged 
on the on/off principle so that, except where solid fuel is in contact with the
pot walls, no real difficulty-arises with most systems. It is of the greatest 
importance from the standpoint of fuel efficiency that the air/fuel ratio
should remain constant whether the furnace is operating in the maximum: 
(on) position or the minimum (off) position. This requirement has caused 
difficulties, but unless the fuel/air ratio is kept in step all the time the CO2 

content of the flue gas will fall sharply in one or other stage of the cycle 
with a consequent increase in stack losses. 

5 Simplicity, affecting first cost and maintenance. 
6 Low heat content of furnace for flexibility. Some calculations later will 

show the effect of large masses of hot firebrick in preventing a thermo
statically controlled bath adjustiQg itself quickly to considerable changes 
in load. A furnace of high heat content practically precludes the use of 
insulating bath covers during standby periods beca,use of the dangers of the 
zinc temperature rising excessively before the furnace has cooled. 

There are also two important points affecting working condition!;: 
7 The heating system should not contaminate the atmosphere in the galvan

izing shop. 
S When the bath is above floor level, as it always is in the U.K., the setting 

must be compact enough to allow e~sy. acce.~s to the bath. 

11. Heating Systems 

Coke Firing 
The traditional method of heating galvanizing baths for well over 100 years in 
the U.K. has been the simple provision of coke fires built againstthe walls of 
the pot itself. This type of furnace was simple to build, used a cheap fuel and 
gave plenty of heat for galvanizing. But the control of the coke fires to giv~ a 
steady zinc temperature depended entirely on the skill and attention of the 
workers, and although very good results have been and are being obtained by 
the use of coke firing, the ~act remains that no real advance in hot dip galvan
izing could be made while such a primitive system of firing ~as in use. 
Draughts from open doorways could easily cause the fires on one side of the 
bath to burn fiercely and overheat the kettle on that side, but even when care
fully controlled, coke fires.s..till only heat the baths in patches, thereby shorten
ing the pot life. Ther~static control is, of course, quite out of the question. 

Coke fired baths were ofren overheated, as for example at the end of a shift, 
\"hen the furnaces would be recharged by the me" b~fore leaving the shop. 
\':cr raking, the fires would tend to burn up and supply more heat to the 
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bath, although in fact IesS';neat would: Be needed when: th~,dipping of cold 
wO'rJ(;' had stopped, and the' as~ left on the batIi 'surface would act as an 
insufa:ting, 1?1;mket. C()ke fired: potS; therefore had~ ustially but a short life. 
An' important indirect consiq)1ence- of coke: nridg was the: impossibility of 
achievirig a clean galvanizing: shop' in, Keepfng' with: modern.ideas of factory 
laydut~ Until the procesS' coufd:ll&cfosefy conttoll~(ffn: good;clean shops, no 
real advance in technique coufd be' expectecr~ 

Th~' U's'e: of a Furnace extern'at to the Galvanizing Bath- boming Gas, Oil, 
O~: soli&Fuel 
The sirii'ple settings of this type. were usually coaL heated and consisted of 
an extethal furnace from whicl1 the-· products of' combustion: passed round 
and 'along the sides of the galvanizing oath, sometimes: returniI1g through a 
true under the bath but insulated fr9m it;. ot'in' theodbublepass- type, with 
two sets' of flues placed one above the: other,. tne' hot gaSes, travelled first 
along the, top of the bath and their back along; the bath walls, midway up 
the sfdes. The main difficulty with this type of' heating'. is; the: very high 

- tertlperatute, I20QoC. or more, of thehotgasescomih~fi:omahe'furnace. To 
reduce.the:,temperature of these gases' by draWing:irrexcessrair'only: lowers the 
thern'lat efficiency of the heating systemoy greatly irtcreasingtfle! stack loss, 
an:dfftabHk{18) points out that the heating'effidenC)'ofthese,s~tting~'was often 
as~16w as· tS or 20 per cent. 

To'ovecea'ine the harmful effect ofthe'fiightemp'eratute'.on'lfie:bath, a wall 
was>usualf:y'b~ilt between the flue and thecbaththrotlgh:whicIrthe:heat had to 
bir.tra:nsmitt'ea~ this wall extending round the sides of the hatrr;untiI'a point 
wi{S':reac~eo\vbere the flue gases would no longeroverheanhe:p0l:walls. This 
mt!<l'nt: tliat' petlia ps two-thirds of the total heat. inpilt was. trari:smitte&through' 
fi'recfaY;6f. refractory, and the high heat content of this{iIrnace;:.wotK: made the 
he-a'trng.S)isten'f very inflexible, for it can be shown that this- protective-refract
ory wilfstore-as'muth as one hour's heat supply to,the:-ga("anitirtg:oatftwhen 
operatiIfg at maximum load. The system, however, hadi tft~'advantage that 
Iilany different sorts of relatively cheap fuel could be uS-ea, and was, an: im
provement over coke firing. 

lIe4tmg. System~' using External Fwnaces in wliicll trie FJile G'ases'are: re
circUlated: 
This< metlforr or galvanizing bath heating represente<f;.$ very big, advance' on 
the"~~stein&'deScribed above. It made use of a pnricfple:'weltestabllsnedl in 
i~austriaI!~"eatIng.1'a)ld was first introduced into thisCOliritrybj'a<memOerof 
tfie Ns~d~iatfiftfit!nder the name of the Williams system. TIrb'1l1etnod'conslsts 
es~entianyfn'fedtiC:ihg,the high flame temperature, ineVita:bf~wflete'f'i.lels;are 
ournt efficie'iiUy,. oy diluting wjth flue gas which is recIl'culafed. In:ptacrlce, 
ai:i>ext¥tiIitl ftirila&fpurning either gas, oil or solid fueHs pi'ovidedj; ITom 
WHicfHieatca-rtbe' dra.wn.into the system as it is needed. In';1'riiboffi'C'atlorr,6f 
tf{f~'syste~{f.9) the' flh'e gas· after circulating round the batfHi;:drilWnthtough'ra 
(urrtilce fn~ wfiicIi pfoclucergasjair mixtures are burnt. the system aims. at 
maintaIning- as':ntd~ difference as possible between the maximum and mini
Dltt'ijt' flue tempefattil'es~ 

The op'eratfil'gconditions may best be illustrated by considerfrigourtypfcal
bat~ anditefetting to the graph:iil Figure 1. If it is decided that not' more' than: 
100°C. difference .is to be allowed between the maximum. and rilin.imunr 
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temperatures of the flues, then to give an overall heat input of 5000 B.Th.U./ 
sq. ft./Hr. the mixed gases will have to enter the heating flues at 680°C. and 
leave them at 580"C .. If producer gas is being burnt efficiently at a flame 
temperature of 1200°C., it will need diluting with five times its volume of 
returning flue gas at 580°C. in order to re-enter the system at 680°C. 

In the case of the bath we are considering, some 7700 cubic feet of producer 
gas will be needed each hour, and will give at 12 per cent CO: in the waste gas 
some 21,600 cubic feet (at N.T.P.) of gas at 1200°C. for introduction into 
the system. An equivalent volume of waste gas will, of course, be bled 
off to the stack from the coolest part of the flue. The recirculation of 
five times this volume of waste gas to maintain flue temperatures in the 
range 680° to 580°C. involves therefore the circulation of 130,000 cu. ft./Hr. 
of gas and demands very generous flues. A further point to be remembered 
is that the high velocity of the recirculated gas necessary to maintain these 
temperatures involves the gas leaving the system for the stlJ,ck ~t the relatively 
high temperature of 580~C., with a high stack loss in consequence. This 
disadvantage may be unimportant if the waste heat can be used elsewhere in 
the plant. 

A further margin might, however, be allowed between the maximum and 
minimum flue temperatures. If the maximum heat inputfrom the top flue 
is allowed to rise to 10,000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. 'then, from the graph, it can 
be seen that the temperature of the inlet gas to the kettle heating flue can be 
allowed to rise to 735"C., and the outlet temperature to fall tQ 500°C. whilst 

. still maintaining an overall heat input of 5000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. These 
conditions only involve the recirculation of two volumes of flue gas for every 
one volume of freshly burnt producer gas/air mixture, and reduce the speed 
of recirculation to 63,000 cu. ft./Hr. The decrease in minimum temperature 
allows the stack loss to drop from 50 to 43 per cent at 12 ,per cent CO2 , 

Although this system of bath heating has a good reserve of heat, it does not 
rely on a mass of hot brickwork close to the pot to supply it, but on the 
external furnace and the large volume of circulating gas. The bath can 
therefore accommodate itself to rapid changes in load, as the following 
calculation shows. 

Suppose that at the end of a shift, when the bath had been operating at an 
average overall heat input of 5000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr., insulating covers are 
placed in position which reduce the total heat requirements to one-third. 
Then, from the graph and the above figures, it wiII be seen that the necessary 
average drop in the temperature of the brickwork setting wiII be IOO°C. 
Assuming 4 in. of brickwork all round the bath is involved in this temperature 
change; that the specific gravity of the brick is 1.9; and that its specific heat is 
0.2, then the brickwork will carry approximately 20 minutes heat reserve, 
i.e. it could continue giving heat at 5000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. for 20 minutes 
before its temperature had dropped to accommodate the necessary low heat 
input conditions. On the bath we are considering the 40 tons of zinc might, 
therefore, rise in temperature by 13 to 14°C. This temperature increase would 
not, however, be sufficiently great to cause any damage to the bath. 

Variations on the Williams system in which the gases are recirculated by a 
fan are still today among the best methods of heating galvanizing baths. 
The system can be adapted to different kinds of fuels, and can burn them 
efficiently. It is very suitable for thermostatic~control:-'Although'not'low;n
first cost, the design is straightforward and presents no special difficulties 
in construction or operation. The system is flexible, and the very even heating 
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of the pot walls which it achieves leads. to long pot life and low dross pro
duction. 

Recuperative Types of Setting 
The term 'recuperative' is used here to describe those types of galvanizing 
bath heating in which heat is transferred through firebrick walls both to heat 
the bath by radiation and to maintain the temperature of the flue gases as they 
impart heat to the pot. The settings aim at maintaining an even flue temper
ature without the complication of recirculation in the type of heating con
sidered in the last section. 

There are two important modifications of this system which may be 
termed the vertical and horizontal modifications. In the vertical modification 
the burners are placed at the bottom and' on the outside of a vertical wall 
spaced away from the bath. The flue system is arranged so that the flames 
heat this vertical wall as they are drawn up on the outside of it, and then 
having dropped to a temperature of 600° to 700°C. pass over the wall and 
down the side of the bath to heat it by direct contact. This design is particu
larly suitable for multiple gas burners and perhaps for oil burners, and various 
~odi{ications of it have been proposed. 

In the horizontal modification an external furnace is used in which prac
tically any type of fuel may be burnt. Double flues are provided round the 
bath, the hot flames from the furnace first passing along the ~)Uter flue and 
then returning in contact with the bath walls along the inner flue. A second 
set of flues below the top flues may also be used. Heat transfer takes place 
from the flames in the outer flue through a thin firebrick wall to the gases in 
the inner flue, so that the bath is evenly heated by these gases and by radia
tion. A fan may be needed to assist the natural draught from the stack if 
the bath is large and the,flues are long. 

Both the horizontal and vertical modifications rely on considerable heat 
transfer through furnace walls, and call for careful furnace construction. The 
following figures show the extent to which heat wiII pass through walls made 
either of fireclay brick or magnesite brick in terms of the necessary tempera
ture gradient for a transmission of 5000 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. Fireclay brick 
under these conditions needs, a temperature gradient of 450°C. per inch, 
whilst magnesite brick, more suitable for withstanding higher temperatures, 
has a higher heat conductivity and needs only a temperature gradient of 
135°C. per inch for the same heat transmission. AsslJming the radiating wall 
to be 1!- in. thick and to have an interIJal temperature of 600°C., the outer 
temperature would need to be 1275°C. in the case of fireclay brick or 800°C. 
when magnesite brick is used. Good results should therefore b<? possible 
with a heating system using this principle in which the materials of construc
tion are carefully chosen. 

Either the vertical or horizontal modification of the recuperative system is 
well adapted to thermostatic control, but where a number of individual 
burners are used as on the vertical system, it is very important that both the 
gas and the air supply to all the burners should be regulated together to keep 
the thermal efficiency high and the stack losses low at each part of the 
operating cycle . 

. Radiant Heating-using-Gas-as.th~F~e1-.-.. -.~ -- __ ._ 
Heating systems of this type have attracted designers of galvanizing bath 
settings as a means of securing very even heat input to the pot, and special 
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alloy tube radiants have been described for this purpose in the American 
literature (20). Radiant tubes are well known as a method of industrial heating. 
They operate by the internal compustion Q( gas/air mixtures, secondary air 
being admitted through a concentric inner tube at different points along the 
tube to control the heat distribution or to keep the whole tube radiating at a 
steady temperature. Radiant tube heating is particularly valuable for furnaces 
which have to operate with a clean and controlled atmosphere] but it is doubt
ful whether the high first cost of the installation can be justified on the grounds 
of even heat input alone in view of the other satisfactory solutions of this 
problem. There is also the question of fuel efficiency. To some extent the 
radiant tubes used for industrial he!lting in the U.K. are recuperative in that 
the secondary air can be preheated (21), but the method when applied to gal
vanizing baths suffers from the disadvantage, fundamental to heating systems 
other than electric, that where the heat is being supplied at a relatively high 
temperature the stack losses from the combustion products are likely to be 
very great. 

An alternative type of radiant gas heating has also been proposed, and 
some trials are being made with a system employing radiants similar to those 
used in domestic gas fires to provide the source of heat. It is hoped that some 
information about this application may later be published elsewhere. 

Radiant Heating using Electric Elements 
The electrical heating of galvanizing baths using ordinary resistance elements 
is a well-tried and excellent method where electricity can be supplied at a price 
competItive with other fuels. If the heating can be done economically, there 
can be no doubt that this method of heating galvanizing baths is ideal. An 
electrically heated setting is clean, the heat .can be very evenly applied exactly 
where it is wanted, it is simple to design, easy to operate, flexible and suited to 
thermostatic control. Electric furnaces operate at high efficiency and unless 
the insulation is poor 80 per cent of the electrical energy should be transmitted 
through the walls to the zinc. 

The electrical heating elements are usually arranged round the bath in 
layers, one above the other, three layers being commonly chosen. The top 
bank of heaters will operate most of the time and the lower banks will come 
into operation when the thermostatic controlling mechanism calls for extra 
power. Mention should perhaps be made of a special electrical bath setting 
designed in Australia (22) where the furnace can be wheeled. away from the 
bath in two halves to allow for inspection or replacement of the elements 
or the pot. 

Gas Immersion Heaters 
Although engineers have often considered the use of immersion heaters in the 
molten zinc bath as a simple and straigl)tforward method of heating, this 
application has not yet been realized because no material which is unattacked 
by the molten zinc has been found for making the heaters. High rates of heat 
transfer would be called for, and the use of steel is obviously out of the 
question. Experiments with ceramic coatings, such a.~ fused enamel, have not 
yet produced an enamel which will withstand the ng~rous conditions de
manded by a tube immersion heater. In this connection mention should be 
made of the small experimental bath carrying a ceramic lining and heated 
externally which was used by Imhoff with some success. Efforts to extend the 
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use of this ceramic lining to industrial galvanizing baths resulted, however, in 
failure, and the steel pot with a ceramic lining which lasts indefinitely is still a 
dream of the future. 

A successful application of immersion heaters to galvanizing bath heating 
1}as, however, been described recently (15, 16). Here the tubes are heat€?d with 
towns' gas and are immersed not in the molten zinc but in molten lead. 
Lead does not, of course, attack the steel tubes, and methods such as this 
for heating lead are well-established in other industries. In this new heating 
system the lead is contained in pockets welded to the walls of the galvanizing 
pot and covering practically the whole available heating area. Published 
information shows that at heat transmission rates of around 3000 B.Th.V./ 
sq. ft./Hr., the lead bath may be cqntrolled at 465°C. to give the correct 
galvanizing temperature. Apart from the disadvantage of high initial cost 
the method would seem to combine all the main features of an ideal galvaniz
ing bath heating system. The pot walls can never be unevenly heated, and 
the very low heat content of the lead pockets makes the bath very flexible. 
In the. case of the bath we are considering, some 18 ~ons of lead would be 
needed in the pockets. As lead has only about one-third the specific heat 
of zinc - an advantage overlooked in the author's calculations - covering 
the bath witli a good insulating cover at the end of a working shift can only 
<:a~se a 2° or 3°C. change in the zinc temperature. The lead in the pock\!ts is 
never heated to a temperature at which steer would be attacked quickly by 
zinc, and. the pot should therefore have a very long life, and show a corres
pon~ingly low dross production from the walls. 

Low Frequency Electrical Induction Heating 
Information about an 'interesting new development in galvanizing bath heat
ing has come recently from America (23). The well-known Ajax metal melting 
furnace has been adapted to heating a galvanizing bath built entirely of 
<:eramic material, so that the molten zinc never comes in contact with a steel 
pot at all. The low frequency induction' furnace is inclined to the vertical 
alongside and rather below the centre of the zinc bath, and the currents set up 
in the zinc cause a circulation of metal from the furnace to the bath and back 
again. The channels through which the zinc circulates are placed sufficiently 
above the bottom of the bath to allow the dross to settle undisturbed. The 
<:onstant circulation of zinc in the bath is said to have no disadvantage, al
though some adverse effect on ash production might be anticipated. 

ID .. Relative Costs of Fuels 
A straight comparison of the relative cost of coal, towns' gas and electricity, 
to mention three of the fuels dealt with above, would not alone give a fair 
picture of the economic considerations determining the choice of the most 
suitable galvanizing heating system. In the case of coal and gas the efficiency 
with which these fuels are burnt may be the over-riding consideration. Even 
with the more costly f~els, other aspects of the heating system, such as the 
possibility of completely lagging the bath surface at standby periods, or the 
long bath life and low dross production which it achieves, may 'offset the 

._~x!r~ost orth~fue1. In the caSe of the bath considered, during working 
hours the cost of coal at £4 a ton woula6e-3s. ta:~per hour if it were burnt 
efficiently to keep the stack loss at not more than 45 per cent and the total 
heat requirement at one million B.Th.V./Hr. Electricity at ~ penny per unit 
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would cost 7s. 8d. per hour as only 555,000 B.Th.U./Hr. would be needed. 
Gas at lId. a therm in the case of the lead-jacketed immersion heater type 
bath would, on the published informatiQIl_gf a 32..EC:L~~.I!Lg~~k_Jos~d!Iso .~ 
cost 7s. 8d. per hour during worKing periods. Against the higher costs for 
towns' gas and electricity must be set the saving which the use of well-lagged 
covers can provide <;luring standby periods; such covers could, perhaps, only 
be safely used elsewhere in the case of the recirculation type of setting des
cribed in Section 3 above. The use of covers should cut the fuel requirements 
to about one-third, i.e. 2s. 6d. per hour for the towns' gas and electrically 

"heated settings. No estimate can be made here of the economic value of long 
pot life and uninterrupted galvanizing in dross-free zinc, and it is for the 
galvanizer to decide to what extent such considerations as these justify the 
higher first cost and high fuel costs of some of the systems described in this 
paper. 

IV.' Conversion Factors 
1 ft.= .3048 m. 
1 inch=2.54 cm. 
] B.Th.U.=.252 k.cal. 
1 B.Th. U/sq. ft./Hr. = 2.71 k. cal./m2/Hr. 
I Ton= 1016 kg. 
1 Cwt.=50.8 kg. 
1 Unit (Electricity)= 1 kWh. 
1 Therm (Gas)= 100,000 B.Th. U. 
440°C. = 824°F. 
450°C. = 842°F. 
460°C. = 860"F 
470°C=878°F. 
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MR. E. FELLOWS (Thompson Bros. (Bilston) Ltd.)' introduced the dis
cussion by referring to the contribution which the modern fuel-fired and 
temperature-controlled galvanizing bath furnace was making to the advance
ment of, galvanizing technique in replacing the old four-wall coke fired 
furnace. The dipping or processing of the articles or ware was now the 
galvanizing operative's only job, and he was therefore free to concentrate his 
skill and labour upon production. In a correctly designed furnace there was 
no waiting time for the required amount of heat, neither was it necessary to 
attend to fires. All this was done by mechanical means operated automatically. 
With solid fuels the periodical removal of clinker was necessary. The heating 
unit or furnace had now become a mechanical one, and as such needed 
regular maintenance and attention, in much the same way as any other pro-
duction unit. ' 

Although the new galvanizing furnace was quite a complex unit, it was 
simple to maintain and keep working provided the right type of person was 
chosen and that he made himself acquainted with the working of it. By the 
:{j.rm or galvanizer who applied wise management to the changeover (and it 
did mean a considerable change in outlook in the works) the following ad
vantages could be obtained: (a) higher output of processed goods than ever 
before; (b) less worry abQut run-outs; (c) cleaner shops; (d) better working 
condition!> for the operatives, and (e) considerable saving in consumable 
materials and residues. With zinc at its present high price, the design of the 
furnace became all the more important. Starting up must be correctly done 
because all the well-known risks were attendant until the metal was molten, 
with controls and instr1;lments correctly set and balanced. The close' range 
of temperature between the safety and danger limits as well as the high 
density of the metal had to be borne in mind. 

Furnace designers should . primarily ascertain: (a) the size of the articles 
to be treated; (b) the maximum weight of each piece or bundle per immersion; 
(c) the quantity-rate throughput envisaged per hour. In the design, careful 
consideration must be given to zinc capacity, design, shape and size of the 
pot; the provision of adequate stays or supports, and accessibility of flues to 
facilitate cleaning when solid fuels were used. Other important factors 
included the available heating surface for h~at input, the distance between the 
inside of the pot and the outside of the casing where hand dipping was in 
operation, and adequate access to zinc pits. 

Fuels and Fuel Costs 
MR. FELLOWS then turned to the choice of the fuel to be employed" and 
said that this was one of the first considerations when installing a furnace and 
that the decision was one entirely for the user. Points in this connection were 
the availability of the fuel for a few years ahead as revealed by geography 
or mineral yielding capacity, and economic reasons where oil was concerned. 
For guidance, h<;>wever, it was necessary to make some comparison,and he 
would use as a basis the costs ruling in Britain. There was not much appre
ciable difference in the capital cost of the plant for a{ly of these fuels. Un
'questionably coke was the cheapest when burned in the well-known manner 

~-"--agaiiist thewaIIs6rtncpOf,-15urupTb-mepresenfno satisfactory way had 
been found of using the temperature of the zinc to control the heat by 
automatic means, and at the same time obtaining a reasonable life from the 
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furnace. It was, however, possible to control the burning of coke if this were 
done in a separate combustion chamber under the same conditions as any 
other solid fuel. This wasuneconoJDic ,b~~l1.s_e _~OJ1.I is £lt~~R~L th~lILc.Qke. 
when so burned and has a higher calorific value. For comparisons of fuel 
costs, the commonly used fuels could be arranged in the following order of 
increasing costs: coal, coke, oil, gas, electricity. Controlled automatic 
galvanizing furnaces had been built, balanced and set to work utilizing each 
one of these fuels, and their behaviour under varying conditions of production 
was known. 

MR. J. J. S TOR D Y (Stordy Engineering Ltd.) thought that Mr. 
Bailey'~ paper had not brought out fully the big difference between the cost 
of coal which was quoted at £4 a ton, and that'of electricity where iths penny 
per unit was mentioned. Coal in the Midlands was less than £4 per ton, and 
he knew that some members present were paying up to 3d. per unit for their 
electricity, and that electricity was in any case likely to be oyer Id. per unit. 

MR. F. C. BRABY (Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.) then asked whether anyone 
had had experience with producer gas. MR. C. H. FREWER (Boulton & 
Paul Lid.) said he was fortunate in his works in having cheap fuel available 
in the form of 8 tons a day of sawdust and shavings. There were three 
distinct works on the one site, one being woodworking. ror flexibility he 
had installed near the galvanizing department three small producer gas plants 
to use this sawdust, and obtained gas at a pressure of 26 in~ water gauge. As 
a subsidiary source of fuel he bought town gas, boosting the pressure to 
61n. water gauge before use. Water in the producer gas had made thermo
static control somewhat difficult. In addition to this he was fortunate in 
having ample supplies of well water for cooling the gas. 

MR. J. BRA D BUR Y (Incandescent Heat Co. Ltd.) said there were 
two types of producer gas - clean and dirty. The hot, raw gas produced 
from bituminous ·and other fuels was not so easy to apply or to control as 
the clean gas. Clean gas was usually obtained from either anthracite or coke, 
and could be burnt and controlled for temperature and heat input in much 
the same way as town gas. Gas made from anthracite was the better, the 
disadv.antage of making gas from coke usually <being the high and variable 
sulphur content. Gas could be produced from anthracite at approximately 
71d. per therm, but gas could be obtained more cheaply from coke at about 
61d. per therm. 

MR. J. BOSSCHER (N. V. Plaatwerkerij) then rose to thank the Council 
on behalf of Mr. van Kempen and other Dutch galvanizers for the invitation 
they had received to attend the Conference. 

He would like to give the meeting some actual figures for the operation of 
an electrically resistance-heated galvanizing bath of length, 5.5 m., width, 
l.l m., and depth, 1.2 m. It had a zinc content of approximately 50 tons. 
Electricity cost 0.6d. per kilowatt hour. Operation wa~ in three shifts, 
covering 120 hours per week, and the wet process was used for galvanizing 
light 25-22 gauge articles. The total power consumed in six months was 
697,000 kWh . 

. Weight of finished articles produced 
Weight of zinc consumed .. 

Dross produced per hour of heating (5088 hr.) 
Dross produced per hour of operation (3120 hr.) 
No zinc ashes (Liban process) < 
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2886 tons 
497 tons 

11 kg. 
18 kg. 
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MR. BRABY thanked Mr. Bosscher for these figures which \vould be very 
useful for reference purposes, and asked the Chairman whether he could have 
some information about the Ajax Iow-frequency induction heated system, 
and how it behaved in practice. Did the dross really settle down when the 
zinc was circulating all the time? 

MR. D. S. BUR WOOD (Imperial Smelting Corp. Ltd.) said that although 
he had not seen a galvanizing bath. heated in this way, he had some ex
perience with Ajax induction melting furnaces of 300 kVA. capacity used 
for zinc alloying. The circulation and metal flow were considerable, and he 
thought that although dross which reached the bottom of a galvanizing pot 
heated in this way would not be lifted, he wondered whether the suspended 
dross would in fact settle easily. 

MR. BAILEY said that an induction heated bath was now being installed 
in the U.K., and that an invitation had been received for the Amdo-American 
Productivity team to see the bath which was already working in the U.S. 
He asked whether Mr. Bennerstedt could give the meeting some information. 

MR. BENNERSTEDT (A.B. Max Sievert) said his company was now 
building the first galvanizing bath of this type in Sweden, but of course he 
had not yet had any experience of its operation. The bath would be built as a 
60 kW. induction furnace of the new type with straight melting channels, 
and the size of the kettle would be 750 mm. X 750 mm., with a depth of 800 
mm. The furnace consisted of a 60 kW. standard twin coil induction unit and 
a refractory lined pot. It would be used for galvanizing nails. He promised to 
make a full report available later about its operation. 

MR. J. H. GRAHAM .(Galvanizers Ltd.) said all the figures quoted so far 
for the advantages of modern bath heating systems had referred to material 
and power savings. He would like to add that in his experience a major 
saving had been the 20 per cent decrease in wages consequent on the installa
tion of modern bath heating plant. 

Fuel Efficiency and Stack Losses 
MR. STORDY said ihat from the standpoint of the general galvanizer, the 
typical bath described by Mr. Bailey would be more likely to have an output 
of S to 10 cwt per hour than the 1 ton per hour mentioned in the paper, so 
that its efficiency would be, under practical working conditions, 10 per ~ent 
or even as Iow as 5 per cent. Dr. Bablik's figures of IS to 20 per cent, referred 
to as being Iow, were not usually attained in practice in the·works of jobbing 
galvaniz ers. 

MR. BAILEY in reply said that Dr. Bablik's figures referred to fuel 
efficiency defined as the proportion of the total heat of combustion passing 
into the galvanizing bath, whereas he thought Mr. Stordy's figures of 5 to 10 
per cent must refer to the proportion of the total heat supply to the bath 
which was used in galvanizing. In any case he thought that galvanizers 
should not be satisfied with a state of affairs which gave.a working efficiency 
as Iow as S per cent. 

In his introduction he had addressed a few remarks on stack losses to the 
practical galvanizer who might not quite understand this important concept 
- important because much fuel might be lost if stack losses were not kept to 
a minimum. The stack loss, he said, was that proportion; of the heat obtained 
from the fuel which escaped from the system in the hot flue gases. Its extent 
depended on the temperature of the gas, and the amount of excess. air 
drawn in, which was measured by the carbon dioxide content of the flue 
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gas. In keeping stack .losses to a minimum the heating engineer was faced 
with two dilemmas in the case of galvanizing pots. If the maximum amount 
of heat was to be extracted from the flue gases, a comparatively large heating 
area needed to be exposed to the gases after they had lost much of their heat. 
This meant that a relatively smaller heating area was available ·for the 
absorption of the main heat input, and defeated the purpose of even bath 
heating and the avoidance of high rates of heat transfer. The second dilemma 
referred to the amount of excess air used. If the air was kept to a minimum 
consistent with complete combustion, the result was a high flame tempera
ture. Increasing the air s1,1pply to lower the flame temperature and give 'soft 
flames' would mean that there would be high heat losses in the excess air 
which had to be heated. 

MR. FELLOWS said that although with solid fuels at least one-third of 
the heat passed into the outlet flues, some of this could be used for drying, 
hot wash, and flux tanks on its passage to the chimney. The losses through 
the furnace walls and other sources were relatively small. It was known that 
the temperature of the outgoing gases was of th~' Qrder of 500°C. The only 
case where stack losses could be ignored was that of the electric fu~nace 
where there were no 'outgoing gases. This had the highest tl,1ermal"efficiency . 
of all. 

MR. BRADBURY called attention to the statement made in the paper 
that the heat loss from the flue gases tended to be high when the recirculation 
system was used. He agreed that this was so if the gases were simply dis
charged to the atmosphere. It was, however, always possible to utilize a 
good, proportion of the sensible heat in the waste gases for the preheating of 
the air required for combustion, and in this way the stack losses could be 
reduced to a very low figure. The high-flame temperature obtained by the 
use of preheated air was not a disadvantage with full recirculation, since the 
fuel was burnt in a combustion chamber remote from the bath proper and 
dilution was obtained by the recirculated .gases. 

Rate of Heat Input 
MR. FELLOWS thought that more should be said about the rate of heat 
input to galvanizing baths. Much had been written about heat losses and the 
ma~mum temperature of the flues, or the number of B.Th.U. per sq. ft. 
per hour it was permissible to apply to any bath with safety. He feared that 
many of these figures were of the text-book variety and bore little relation to 
the actual, and suggested that there was in fact no hard-and-fast rule which 
would apply to all galvanizing furnaces except that approximately 4000 
B.Th.U. per sq. ft. would be lost by radiation from the top of the bath, 
when the surface was exposed. In some instances this surface loss proved to . 
be 50 per cent of the heat input. Text books and laboratory tests suggested 
that the heat units per sq. ft. per hour on the outside could be related to the 
temperature inside, dependent upon the thickness of plate in the pot wall, 
but this was assuming that constant conditions were prevailing inside, which 
in practice was not the case. Heat was required: (l) to make up the losses 
from the surface of the bath, dependent upon its length ~nd width; (2) to 
heat up work being processed; and (3) for the zinc addition. A bath dipping 
2 tons per hour would obviously require a higher temperature in the flues· 
than one of the same size dipping only 1 ton per hour. There was now in 
the design stage a bath capable of dealing with 7 tons per hour in which it 
might be necessary to have heat input in the region of 10,000 B.Th.U. per 
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sq. ft. per hour. This might involve a shorter pot life, but the degree would 
not be very much. .. 
_It was always desirable for the depth of the bath to exceed the width so 

that adequate heating surface would be available, but even so 8000 B.Th.U. 
per sq. ft. per hour had been proved necessary for a jobbing galvanizer with 
a comparatively small output. 

MR. STORDY agreed that galvanizing baths should. be so designed that 
the depth exceeded the width, and thought that this was now a generally 
accepted principle. He wondered whether the bath mentioned in Mr. 
Bailey's paper was really a typical general galvanizing bath and appealed to 
tlrose present at the Conference for support. He thought it would be better 
to consider a typical bath where the top area was a minimum and the depth 
was a maximum, so that a combination of these two would result in reducing 
the heat needs whilst increasing the available heating area. 

MR. BAILEY replied that this criticism was indeed justified and confessed 
tlvlt the dimensions of the bath in the paper had been specifically chosen 
to illustrate the main points about heat input with which he was concerned. 

MR. BRA DB U R Y said that he was not at all happy about the low figure 
of 5000 B.Th.U. per sq. ft. mentioned in the paper as being the safe limit 
for galvanizing baths, as this c;onflicted with his own experience. On many 
installations with which he had been connected, the heat input was of the 
order of 10,000 to 12,000 B.Th.U. per sq. ft., and in one or two exceptional 
cases as high as 25,000 B.Th.U. was released per sq. ft. Obviously at the 
latter high rates, pot life was shortened, but in view of the continuous 
production obtained from the bath, the reduction in pot life was somewhat of 
a minor factor. 

Secondly, the ratio of zinc in the bath to the weight of work at 40:1 was 
extremely high. In the galvanizing of heavy work, 20: 1 was often encoun
tered, and he was surprised that Mr. Stordy should refer to an output of 5 
cwt. being a more suitable figure for a bath containing 40 tons of metal. 

Various methods of heating were referred to in the paper. His company 
were concentrating 9n full r~circulation-type furnaces using high rates of 
circulation and lower temperatures than had hitherto been the case. The 
rapid convection currents broke down the inert film on the outside surface 
of the bath and allowed high rates of heat input, viz. up to 15,000 B.Th.U. 
per sq. ft. The minimum temperature lead was maintained at all times and 
full automatic temperature and combustion control was applied. 

Reference was made several times in the paper to evenness of heating. This 
was d.esirable for many installations, but there were continuous hot-dip 
processes where this principle did not apply. He referred particularly to wire 
and strip galvanizing, w:p.ere the cold work entered at one end of the bath and 
travelled through tlie molten zinc to the other end before coming again into 
the atmosphere.' Such processing required high rates of heat release at the 
charging end of the bath and low rates at the discharge end, since it was 
necessary to maintain temperature where the cold work entered, and to 
compensate for the effect of the heat carried forward to the discharge end 
by the moving load. 

Reverting to the question of zinc to work ratio, he added that generally in 
wire galvanizing the figures were 25:1, but he was aware of one installation 
on another type of work where the ratio was much lower. A bath 25 ft. 
long, 4 ft. wide and 5 ft. deep .containingapproximately 120 tons of zinc 
had a maximum O\ltput of 18 tons of work per hour, or approximately 7:1 
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zinc to work ratio. He knew that such figures were not usually practicable, 'I 

. but he did consider that much higher work throughput figures could be 
obtained, if, in many cases, handling methods' were mechanized and 11 

modernized to suit the work being processed. 
MR. BAILEY in reply said that Mr. Bradbury's remarks about the high 

rate of working of galvanizing baths on continuous processes illustrated the 
difference between general or jobbing galvanizing and the more specialized 
plants handling large tonnages of repetition work. His other paper to be 
discussed later in the Conference showed that among the general galvanizers 
the figure he had chosen was, if anything, a high one. Only one general 
galvanizer had an hourly output of work as high as 6 per cent of the weight 
of ~inc in the bath, and many of them had an output weight which was less 
than 1 per cent of the weight of zinc. 

MR. STORDY suggested that, in considering the heating of galvanizing 
baths, most of the points raised could be covered by the concept of 'pro
portionate' heating. For example, it was not advisable to heat the areas close 
to the corners at the same rate as the flat side of the bath, and the heat input 
from top to bottom of a bath, or from end to end of a bath treating wire or 
strip, should also be varied proportionately. 

MR. R. STEW ART (Smith & McLean Ltd.) raised the question of 
provision for bath failure with the newer types of heating apparatus. MR. 
FELLOWS replied that means were provided in all well-designed plants to 
prevent zinc coming in contact with gas jets or mechanical stokers. These 
were kept separate and away from the walls. MR. STEWART then pointed 
out that unfortunately the metal did not always run just where it was wanted, 
to which MR. FELLOWS replied that his experience had shown that if the 
temperature of the zinc were limited by pyrometers and the fuel feed regulated 
from this, safe working conditions would result. 

MR. STORDY thought that to regulate the temperature of the zinc in the 
pot was not enough. The safe maximum temperature of the steelwork of the 
pot had been given as 480°C., but it should be realized that this safe steel 
temperllture could be exceeded, even though the bath temperature was 
below 450°C. This could occur if the rate of heat input became excessive, 
when high flue temperatures were used in an endeavour to heat the bath 
contents too rapidly, and he had known of pots failing through frequent 
overheating in this way. Did this not call for control of rate of heating as well, 
and should not this be done in the case of baths heated by flue gases by con
trolling the flue t«mperature as well? Although this wou~d result in some 
limitation of the capacity or throughput of the bath, it safeguarded the pot 
and, in the case Qf recirculation settings, it had the advantage of protecting 
the fan as well. 

MR. E. J. BAR LOW (British Furnaces Ltd.) agreed that this was an 
important point. In addition to the gas and oil heated bath settings which his 
Company had installed, he had built several settings utilizing the re-circulat
ing system of heating. At the moment he was building two such settings 
having baths 12 ft. long X 5 ft. 6 in. wide X 9 ft. deep, each of which would 
have an output of 4 tons of worJ.< per hour. The temperature of the zinc would 
be automatically controlled aQd so would the temperature of the flue gases. 

MR. BAILEY added that the remarks abo!!t the importance of)!!l,e 
temperature control reminded him of an interesting Swiss galvanizing bath 
heated electrically where the thermostat was linked to a thermocouple on 
the outside of the kettle wall. 
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MR. FELLOWS said that the galvanizers' .difficulties were not only those 
of excessive heat input, as some galvanizers had found the greatest difficulty 

- with· too slow a rate of heating. This had become particularly apparent in 
these days of output incentive bonuses when the operatives had sometimes 
found their output restricted on this account. He then referred to pot covers 
which could be used to conserve a large amount of fuel during standby 
periods. He said that care should be exercised in their use because, if a good 
amount of heat had been built up in the flues and they were applied suddenly 
for a lunchtime break, or at finishing time, there was a grave danger that the 
built-up heat in the flues would carry the zinc temperature higher, even 
though the fuel supply was restricted, as Mr. Bailey had already mentioned 
in his paper. 

MR. STORDY agreed that covers on control-fired settings should be used 
with discretion and with due regard to the problems they presented. No 
galvanizing bath firing could be correctly balanced until it was determined 
that. the heat supply with 'covers on' was less than the heat needs of the 
system, and that the heat supply on maximum production was adequate for 
the heat needs. These were very wide limits which, in hi~ opinion, presented 
a genuine problem to the furnace designer who had to bring them within 
automatic control, including control of rate of heating. 

Pot Life 
MR. BOSSCHER raised the question of pot life by referring to his bath 
42 ft. long carrying 100 tons of zinc and made of steel It in. thick. This bath 
was coal fired and had a life of between four and five years doing general 
work on three shifts a day. A very varied range of products was handled, 
and the production rate varied from t ton per hour to 6 tons per hour. 
These baths had formerly been bought in Germany, but a British manu
factnrer whom he had approached seemed only to expect a two-year life. 
He wondered what reason there was for this. MR. BRAD BUR Y said he was 
also interested in pot life and particularly in the life of a pot operating at a 
heat input of 5000 B.Th.U. per sq. ft., and although he appreciated that it was 
somewhat difficult to give a figure for this, he would be interested in any 
information Mr. Bailey could supply. 

MR. BAILEY replied that he would expect a minimum life of five years 
from a well-designed bath heating system operated correctly, and that if the 
heat input were really limited to 5000 B.Th.U. per sq. ft. per hour, the life 
would be very much longer. He knew of many baths which had lives of more 
than seven years. The two-year period Mr .. Bosscher had mentioned pro
bably referred to guarantee. 

MR. FREWER said he wondered whether galvanizing pots were really as 
good today as before the war. He used to get three or four years life from his 
pots but now, although his conditions were similar, he only got two years 
from the modem pots. Was there perhaps some fault in the steel, and what 
were the precautions the pot manufacturers took to control the quality of 
their steel? 

DR. R. HAARMANN (Rheinische Rohrenwerke) then rose to thank the 
Asso~iation 's Council for inviting him to the Conferen~, and said that he 
did -not think it sufficient just to state the life of a pot in years. Surely the 
throughput per hour must also be specified w:Q.en considering pot life. He 
had operated baths of-comparable size to those handling 1 ton per hour of 
steel in general galvanizing at throughputs of as much as 10 tons per hour, 
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and although shorter lives were inevitable with these higher throughputs, it 
did not mean that the operation of these baths was any less economic. 

MR. H. T. EATWELL (G. A. Harvey & Co. (London) Ltd.) said that 
Dr. Haarmann had gone to the root of the problem in considering pot life in 
terms of output. The rate of heat input through the pot walls was the real 
criterion in deciding pot life. High rates of heat input introduced the danger 
of heatirigthe walls above 480°C., a point at which the rates of solution of 
mild steeHn zinc became rapid. 

Drying Ovens 
With the wider introduction of prefluxing techniques, galvanizers have been 
giving more attention to the question of drying ovens. The importance of 
,controlli!lg,!the temperature of these had been stressed by Mr. Fagg in 
:introducinghis paper at an earlier session when he pointed out that con
'siCIerablequantities of iron salts could be re-formed on the'surface of the 
..work if.it was dried ,at too high a temperature. 

'MR.BRABY called attention to the importance of this closely related 
subject by inquiring about the best methods of heating drying ovens. He 
,asked whethedt was best to have a closed oven, or whether a hot plate on the 
·floor did not provide an easier means of drying; and whether the waste heat 
from the galvanizing baths should be used. The old practice of drying work 
on the sides of galvanizing baths, although perhaps inevitable in some plants, 
'caused .loss of time and efficiency. 

MR .. EATwELLsaid that in the past the general practice at his works had 
;,been to dry over the bath, and that in his experience this method was still 
widely used. He now had gas heated ovens with high speed air circulation 
and these saved both time and accidents. In his plant the waste heat from 
,the galvanizing ba,ths was only sufficient to heat his ovens when the baths 
Iwere working under full load, and he bad therefore installed ovens which 
'.were independently gas heated. Frequently his ovens were needed to prepare 
work for.galvanizing before the'baths were in use, and at such times the waste 
heat was insufficient. 

MR. BARLOW said that in those plants with recirculation settings which 
he had installed, all the necessary drying of the work was accomplished in 
:specially constructed drying ovens heated by the spillage gases from the 
settings without the use of any additional heat. 

MR.BRABY said that the problem in general galvanizing was the wide 
variety of work which had to be treated, and that an oven large enough 
to take the biggest jobs would not be economical for small work. For this 
reason it w~s quite common, even in modern plants, to see some jobs dried 
over the baths, and many firms used hot plates. He thought the Conference 
would be interested in some experiments which Mr. Stordy had been carrying 
out for his company, and he asked whether he could describe them. 

MR. STORDY observed that the problem of drying was twofold: (1) the 
drying of articles which had been prefluxed, and (2) the drying of articles 
straight from hydrochloric acid pickle. With the former, air-circulated 
drying ovens were quite satisfactory, whereas with the latter, where there 
might be a lot of acid present even after draining, a simple robust drying plant 
was best without employing recircuJa!i~m, as th~ hydt9~1!!oric ackl. fumes 
would naturally attack the steel work. Experiments had been carried out
:empJoying an old galvanizing ,pot sunk into the floor in the usual way and 
'surrounded by flues leading from the true galvanizing pot so that the hot gases 
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flowed around and underneath this 'drying pit'. Using the same handling 
means as that provided for the bath, it had been found that the capacity of 
the drying pit, which in the experiment was somewhat less in dimensions 
than the galvanizing pot, was more than adequate for drying all the articles 
that could be galvanized. Such a plant was simple and effective and no 
auxiliary heating was required. As a development of this drying pit, another 
drier was now being installed, Which had open ends and an open top leaving 
two sides and a bottom around which the flue gases passed. The work was 
handled on a conveyor, the platform of which was level with the floor. This 
conveyor served to carry the work from .the pickling area to the. galvanizing 
baths. It only moved when required to do so by the leading hand on the pot, 
'and the picklers could only load it as tbe conveyor became vacant at their 
end. A large unwieldy. part could· be handled by a crane. and unusual shapes 
could be accommodated because the drier was open-topped and open
epded. In size it could be the same dimensions as the pot, because what 
could be galvanized in the pot'could be dried in the drier. ' 

MR. EATWELL said that his drying problem was overcome by using 
two ovens, one for small work and one for larger work. There were, he said, 
two ways of drying, either by using a high temperature or by using a large 
volume of warm air. Mr. Fagg's paper had shown that a temperature of 
3QO°F. should not 'be exceeded,and his ov~ns operated' at a maximum 
temperature of 250°F., or well below this maximum. When his ovens were 
first started up he had used higher temperatures, but had found that this 
practice spoiled the flux and prevented good galvanizing from being obtained. 
These troubles disappeared at the lower temperatures. He too had found 
conveyors necessary in handling the work through the ovens. When drying 
prefluxed work he had ,found that the dried fluxed ~ork should be dip'ped 
within one hour of leaving the drying oven, as otherwise the flux seemed to 'go 
stale'. If the work was left in the oven, it did not seem to deteriorate in this way. 

MR. A. H. THOMPSON (General Galvanizers Ltd.) said that old 
galvanizing works usually lacked the space for large ovens. Many of them, 
however, had standby baths, and he would like to ask whether Mr. Stordy 
thought these could be used as ovens by a suitable by-pass flue arrangement. 

MR. S TOR D Y said he would not like to answer Mr. Thompson's 
question without first working out the possibilities on the drawing board. 
He was afraid that leading the heat round the second bath might well be 
found to double the cost of the installation, and that a fan might have to be 
installed to overcome the additional resistance. 

MR. G. R. FAULKS (John Williams & Sons (Cardiff) Ltd.) said he had 
adapted part of an old plant as a drying oven for work straight from the 
hydrochloric acid pickling tank. This oven was made of sheet steel and 
although he realized that it would eventually rust, it had been in use now for 
two y~ars without giving trouble, despite the acid fumes. 

MR. E. W. MULCAHY (John Thompson (Dudley) Ltd.) referred to the 
advantage of. the hot fluxing which he had installed in connection with a 
sulphuric acid pickling plant for treating small fittings, bolts and screws. 
After immersion in hot flux at 80°C., all but 5 per cent of the work dried itself 
without the need for special drying equipment at all. He thought that when 
drying ovens were used" the velocity of the drying air was more important 

lliaints quantify of-temperature-. ----~-. --
MR. EATWELL thought that insufficient attention was often given to the 

humidity of drying o'(en~ and asked for some advice. 
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MR. B A I L E Y said that drying ovens needed rapidly repeated changes of 
air if quick drying was to be achieved at low temperatures. Drying could, of 
course, be done at temperatures.high.enoughto_drive.the water. yapour...ofL 
at high humidity, .but Mr. Fagg's paper showed that under these conditions 
iron salts were formed which it was the very purpose of prefiuxing to prevent. 
He thought it should be emphasized that no drying oven could use the waste 
gases directly for drying work, as these were contaminated with sulphur and 
would spoil the galvanizing. He thought that an open hot-plate type of 
drying oven was very good because it provided the large volume of air at low 
humidity without the necessity of mechanically circulating it. 

MR. M. G. BURROWS (Metaltreat Ltd.) pointed out that Mr. Stordy's 
theory about the size of drying oven necessary was only true if the drying 
could be accomplished in as short a time as that needed for dipping. Other
wise the drying equipment would have to be bigger than the bath. He agreed 
that the introduction of large awkwardly shaped articles into the oven and 
their subsequent removal caused very real handling difficulties; and said he 
was experimenting with a pipe built under the flue of his bath furnace 
through which hot air was blown on to the articles so as to dry them before 
dipping. 

MR. EATWELL thought that Mr. Burrows's system would work well 
if the temperature were carefully regulated. In his ovens, drying time was 
quite short, and at temperatures not exceeding 250°F. it only took ten minutes 
to dry tanks so that they could be dipped without undue spitting. 

MR. STORDY replied that in practice with the open-topped heater even 
large tanks dried quite as quickly as they could be galvanized, and that the 
system he had proposed introduced no difficulties on this account. He 
agreed that Mr. Burrows's system could work well. but thought that this 
would depend on how it was applied. He added that many times, to his 
knowledge, designs for galvanizing equipment, intrinsically good, had failed 
because they had been badly applied. For example, it was important, when 
designing tliese indirectly heated drying ovens, to allow a sufficiently large 
heat exchange area. . 

.MR. EAT WELL said he had handled some large work which took twenty 
minutes to galvanize in a bath 15 ft. by 4 ft. by 5 ft., but which could be 
dried in ten minutes. 

Closure 
MR. EATWELL then closed the session by paying·tributetothehighquality 
of the paper and discussion, and thanked all the speakers. He emphasized 
that the problems which they had discussed were of acute interest to .all 
galvanizers and had been prominent for 100 years. These problems were not 
yet completely solved, but the fact that they had been under study so long 
was a measure of their depth. With improved bath heating, reductions could 
be effected in fuel costs, pot replacements, zinc loss in dross and ash, spoiled 
work, and time lost in firing. There was no doubt that the new heating systems 
were an important factor in r.aising the standard of working conditions in 
general galvanizing shops. 
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Chapter III 

THE RELATIVE MERITS 
OF FLUX GALVANIZING 
AND DRY GALVANIZING 

The two processes most widely used in. general galvanizing are wet, or flux, 
galvanizing on the one hand and the dry process on tne other: In the former 
the pickled articles, which may have been washed, are dipped whilst still wet 
through a substantial flux blanket into the molten zinc bath; whilst in the dry 
process the work is washed after pickling, prefluxed, and then dried before 
dipping into the molten zinc, the surface of which is kept relatively clear of 
flux. 

The first part of the third Technical Session at the Conference was devoted' 
to a comparison of these. two galvanizing processes and was held under the 
chairmanship of Mr. H. Busch-Jensen (J. Chr. Jensens Galvanisedng~) 
Etablissement). The following chapter discusses the mechanism of fluxiirg 
and considers practical aspects of the two processes. 

Author's Introduction 
Introducing his paper 'Wet Galvanizing versus Dry Galvanizing',. DR. 

BABLIK thanked the Council for the opportunity of adding some remarks to 
his paper, and turned to,the characteristics of a good flux described on' page' 
77. He explained that th'eilux discussed there was, of course, the one used, in 
wet galvanizing on the surface of the zinc bath, and emphasized that a good 
flux was one which had a low basicity, whilst a bad flux was one with a high 
basicity. A simple measure of this basicity was the relative zinc and chlorine 
content of the flux. If these were.equal, the flux was good, whereas if the 
chlorine content was much lower than the zinc content - to give an example' 
perhaps only '70 per cent of the zinc - then the flux had a high basicity and 
must be classified as a bad one.· 

Dr .. Bablik then turned to the flux reaction itself, and the importance 
of the special configuration of the salts used in fluxing. The term 'ansolvo
acid' as applied to zinc chloride fluxes in his paper on page 79 might not, 
he said, be familiar to some of those present, and he would like to explain 
how zinc chloride developed the character of an 'ansolvo-acid'. In an 
aqueous solution of ZnCi2 of low concentration, it could be assumed that the 
compound was broken up in the ordinary way into Zn++ and Cl- ions. 
The metallic ion would, of course, be surrounded by an envelope of water so 
that the compound would be Zn(OH2), ++ Cl2 = with a hydrated Zn ion. In 
German this was called Salz-Hydrat-Einlagerungs Verbindung. As the 
ZnCl2 solution became more and more concentrated, the influence of the Cl 
ion was observed in that the affinity of the oxygen for the proton became 
lowered~ as also did the binding forces of ~h~. OH group. Expressed dia
gramatically, these changes were: 
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ZnCI
2
-2HOH 

It was compounds of,this.,c1ass. which had an acidic character in concen
trated solution. which were"termed <ansolvo-acids'. 

'In his paper on page 78 he ,had referred to the high volatility of aluminium 
•. chloride being due to its nature as a fully screened compound. Aluminium 
chloride was 'really a double molecule of formula AlICI .. with the chlorine 

. 'atoms completely enveloping the compound as shown in the diagram below:
:rhelhigh v.olatility was explained in this way. 

/ 
/ 

I 
I 
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Ch 
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DR. BABLIK then turned to the products used in Austria for fluxing. 
The Badische Anilin-und-Sodafabrik in Ludwigshafen supplied products for 
fluxes, and he would mention first those used for wet galvanizing. To form 
the mother cover, i.e. the first flux lay~r ~o be b~iIt up on a «lean zinc sll.rf~~, 
a salt mixture called· Inkrustin Zn 14 was recommended. This had the 
composition 13-14% ZnO, 42-43% ZnClz, and 42-43% NaCI. An explana
tion of this composition was given at the beginning of his paper. To correct 
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the flux cover as it became more basic during use, ammonium chloride was 
added to increase its HCl content. The preference for NH,CI in the form of 
'dog teeth' was probably due to the inclusion of mother liquor in this salt, 
the water in this having the effect of accelerating the reaction. The salts 
recommended for rejuvenating the flux cover were ZnCI2.2NH,CI and 
ZnCI2.3Nll,CI, but as the concentration of ~mmonium chloride in these 
was lower (only 44% and 54% respectively) their use Jor this purpose was 
less effective. ZnCI2.3NH,CI was also used as a flux wash. 

Turning to dry galvanizing, ZnCl2 as a powder of 98-100 per cent purity 
was used for making up the aqueous flux. Proprietary fluxes were Inkrustin 
Flux 11 with a content of 87-88% ZnCl2 and 11-12% NH,CI; and Inkrustin 
Flux 26 with 73-74% ZnCl2 and 26-27% NH,CI. Hachmeister's composition 
melting point diagram t:xplained their composition (24). 
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fhase diagram for zinc chloride - ammonium chloride mixtures, after Hachmeister 

At 27 mol. % NRCI, equal to 12% by weight, there was a eutectic at 232
0 

C.; and a second one occurred at a concentration of 48 mol.%, equivalent to 
28% by weight. The ;lddition of"ammonium chloride was, of course, designed 

_ to 19wer the mel!!PK r~ng~_of the salt so that it wo~!d.~~lt (!asily and quickly. 
This property was of the greatest importance since the fluxing re;lction could 
only take place when mol~en salt was present on· the iron and zinc surface. 
Of the two proprietary s!ilts mentioned, that with the lower content of 
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NH,CI (11-12%) was preferable to the salt of higher NfLCI content (26%), 
ulthough the latter had a still lower melting range. The reason for this was 
thut with the NH,CI ·content as·high.as~26%,. ·the..fluxran·off the· work ·too-
easily. It had "also been suggested that the wetting effect of these salts 
decreased as the NH,CI content increased, and to make up for this lost 
wetting power, special wetting agents were sometimes also added to the 
flux solution. 

Zinc ammonium chloride salts were used for prefluxing at a concentration 
of 40-43%, since only in such concentrations did the character of an 'ansolvo
acid' become effective. The salt mixture melted at 230°C. and the best 
drying temperature was ISO-200°C. At drying temperatures below 150°C., 
there was danger of too much water remaining in the flux cover and causing 
excessive oxidation of the zinc and aluminium in the bath, giving too high 
an ash production. Excessive drying temperatures would cause the flux to 
decompose in the drying oven and increase the attack on the steel so that it 
might even happen that there would be insufficient active flux left on the 
surface of the product. 

Summarizing the advantages of the two processes, Dr. Bablik said that dry 
galvanizing was the more modern way of fluxing, although naturally it could 
not be employed for all types of article. The most modem way of fluxing 
was, however, to dispe!1se with the use of fluxes altogether, as in the case of 
the wonderful Sendzimir process. 

Introduction 

WET GALVANIZING 
VERSUS DRY GALVANIZING 

by H. BABLIK*, DR.-ING. 

The reaction of solid iron with liquid zinc in hot dip galvanizing requires the 
two reactants to have clean, metallic surfaces. The iron base can be wetted 
by liquid zinc only if there is· no layer of oxides on the zinc surface approach
ing the iron base, nor any deposit of metallic compounds or residues on the 
iron base. In fact a reaction between the two metals can take place only if 
the liquid zinc is enabled to wet the iron. surface. 

This final cleaning of the two reacting surfaces immediately before they 
meet is carried out by means of a flux, except in the case where a special 
galvanizing process is employed which obviates this necessity. In principle, 
the flux may be applied in one of two ways, called, according to an external, 
readily seen characteristic, the wet process and the dry process respectively. 
This distinguishing nomenclature has been chosen in view of the fact that in 
the wet process the article is immersed in the zinc bath with its surface wet 
and in the dry process with its surface apparently dry. 

In actual practice the question is often asked - which of these two pro
cesses is more advantageous? However, there is no generally acceptable 
answer to the question in this form; the question should be asked more 
specifically, namely 'more advantageous to what?' and 'more advantageous 
in respect of what?' The qualification 'to what' may mean something like 
'to what kind of galvanizing process, to what kind of article?' and 'in respect 
of what' may be used to refer to economy in the consumption of zinc or 
flux, the quality of the coat produced, the appearance of the galvanized 
article, and the like . 

. * L~turer, Technical University, \~lCllna 
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The Flux Reaction 
To make the answers about to be given more readily acceptable,. we" crave 
permission in this connection to throw some more light on the flux reaction 
proper. The surface is cleaned by the action of molten salts .. partry physically 
by foam formation (similar to soap lather). partly as a result of chemicaI 
reactions. The molten salts employed are nearly always zinc chloride melts. 
prepared either direct from ZnCI~ or by reacting NH~C[ with molten zinc. 
NH,CI must be considered as a molecular compound of the two dipoles 
NH3 and HCI. The conventional flux cover is formed according to the 
following reaction ' 

, i 
! 

If there is already some surplus Zn9h present. it combines with NHa
which would "otherwise escape - to f'Brm ZnCI2.NH3. "NH,Cl gives with 
ZnCI,.. at 380°C. the following reaction: 

ZnCIz+ NH3.HCI=ZnCI2..NHa+HGL 
On being heated ZnCI:.NH3 decomposes to yieldZnCl2: and NH3. Thus 
~he fluxing agent proper, i.e. the active molten salt, is also ZnCI2: in the case 
of a 'sal ammoniac flux'. In this instance NH,Cl is merely the regenerating 
agent which continually adds chlorine ions to the flux - which is turning 
basic through use - and thereby restores its reactivity. The compositions. of a 
flux that is still sufficiently active and of an exhausted one, respectively, are 
shown in the following table: 

: I I I1 acid I 0,. I ! I; in501- 501-! ' water: 
; Zn : Cl I NH3 I u?le uble! I (a~' 

I
'-"--j-'-I- a~~d ~~~ -. l~~-) 

% : mol.' % . mol. % mol. % F';,20 a %" /0 • 

:i---I-·_"_I __ :-'_I~'--· 
,good flux 37.18 "0.568 39.6 1.115 5.23 1°.3071 6.67 ~ 0.28 , 0.17 I 5.14 

iexhau5ted I--:--------I"~--:--:-;--
! flux 50.81 0.777 31.9 0.898 6.51,,0.381 I 5.26 I 0.60 i 5.25" , 

The quality of a'flux may therefore be determined, and the flux graded, by its 
basicity. 

Likewise, ~t is of importance to the progress of the flux reaction for a melt 
to be present in accordance with the dictum of the ancients 'non agunt nisi 
fluid a '. There is only a very poor reaction when powders ofFeO and NH4CI 
"are mixed together, whereas a very vigorous reaction takes place between 
them if they are both added to a melt of ZnCI2 .NHa• Fused ZnCI~ is like~se 
"able to dissolve and hold FeO, and this react!ou takes place with greater 
vigour if NH4Cl is added at the same time. 

Reaction of Aluminium with the Flux 
The question 'wet or dry?' is answered by what follows. Pry galvanizing 
must be used if baths are employed that are alloyed with AI to a higher 
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degree. As is known, such baths are used if the coals to be produced are 
required to have good flexibility. The Al-content of the zinc bath retards 
the-beginning of the reaction between.solid iron.and liquid zinc,so.that with ~. 
a short immersion time and the usual im!Dersion temperature only a very 
light Fe/Zn alloy layer, if any, is formed; but the fact that no alloy layer 
(which is brittle and consists of inter-metallic phases) is formed enhances 
considerably the working properties of the zinc coating which is thus not 
encumbered with an alloy layer. AI-alloyed baths have proved their worth 
also when it is required to galvanize grades of iron that react very readily 
with liquid zinc. Sometimes a structure requires the use of steels of superior 
strength, which is imparted by alloying them with other elements, such as, 
for example, Si, C or Mn. Steels of this nature react very rapidly with zinc 
so that extremely heavy alloy layers, rendering zinc consumption prohibitive, 
would be obtained. It is possible to reduce the velocity of this reaction by 
alloying the zinc bath with AI. In this case, however, it becomes necessary 
as a further consequence to reSort to dry galvanizing. But the AI-content 
of a zinc bath is the reason why no flux melt containing a chloride can exist 
on the surface of such a bath. 

According to their behaviour as salts in aqueous solutions metals may, as 
is knoWn, be arranged in a so-called electrochemical series, leading from the 
base metals ~o the noble. This series is so arranged that in it a lower metal 
will precipitate a higher metal than itself from an aqueous solution of a metal 
Salt, and take its place. In this way one expresses the fact that the linkage of 
the valency electrons varies with th~ individual metals. In the same way we 
~ust assume for salt melts that in them essentially the same heteropolar 
linking forces are active as in aqueous solutions, \\ith the exception that in 
this case there are none of the phenomena associated with the hydration of 
ionS. There is thus a potential series for salt melts, too, and in a similar 

-manner the baser metal displaces a nobler metal from a salt. In this con
Sideration the metals AI. Zn and Fe are of importance, aQd they appear in 
the electrochemical series of melts in that order. Thus, the reactions taking 
pla;ce are 

2Al+3ZnOs=3Zn+2AIOs 
.and 

Zo+FeCls=Fe+ZnClz 
respectively. 

AICIs. as a typical representative of a fully screened compound, is highly 
volatile; it boils at as Iowa temperature as 123°C. Similarly the addition 
compound AICls.NHs, with the remarkably high heat of formation of 40 
caL/mole, boils at the relatively low temperature of 4OO"C. Thus, by reacting 
AI with ZoOz, AI would be removed from the bath itself and, at the same 
time, ZOO: is removed- from the surface of the bath. It is thus impossible 
for AI in the bath to co-exist with ZOO: on the surface of the bath; and· this is 
the ~n why, if AI is to be retained in the bath, flux is applied to the surface 
of the article to be gaIvanized. 

ne DIy Proc:ess 
This is generally performed by first pickling and thoroughly rinsing the 
articles and then takiDg thein through an aqueous solution of ZnCl2 of about 
SO'per cent strength. As, ho\\-ever, in this manner only 50 per cent of the 
active flux. and 50 per cent of water are deposited on -the surface of the article, 
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it is necessary to dry the article immcdiutely after immersion, which is done 
'by exposing it for about 100 seconds lO an oven temperature of 120-200°C. 
In this manner some 10 g. of ZnCI 2 per sq. ~. of surface is deposited on the 
article. However, the drying process proper must not be regarded as con
sisting merely in the evaporation of the water; in fact, it is already part of the 
flux reaction process. The removal of the water is in its initial stage a cQn
centration of the zinc chloride solution on the surface of the article, whereby 
the ZnCI2 solution assumes the character of an ansolvo acid. As soon as 
the initially 6 mol. solution turns by evaporation into a 9-11 mol. solution, the' 
displacement in the proton affinity of oxygen causes the addition of the 
polar compound H 20 in such a manner that compounds of the form 
[ZnCi;!.OH]H, [ZnCI2.(OH)2]H2 or [(ZnCI2)20H]H are formed which have 
marked acid characteristics. The velocity constant of the :;ugar inversion of 
an 11.2 mol. zinc chloride solution, and consequently its acidity, is of the 
same order as that of a 1.0/mol. hydrochloric acid. Alcoholates of these com
pounds, such for example as [ZnCI2.(C2H.9)2] H 2, are known, and it may be 
justly assumed that glycerin (as a trihydric alcohol, CH20H.CHOH.CH20H) 
or glycol (as a dihydric alcohol, CH20H.CH20H) added to the sal ammoniac 
flux are linked in a similar way. In the highly diluted state this acid character 

. is lost, since in this state the zinc chloride is completely ionised and canIJot 
form acidic addition compounds as in concentrated solutions. It seems to be 
important for the action of the flux that during the drying process the ZnCl 2 

solution acts in the manner of an unsolvated acid. If a drop of an 11 mol. 
solution of ZnCl2 is allowed to dry on a pickled sheet of metal which is then 
rinsed, it is found that the underlying area has metallic brightness. The effect 
of an 11 mol. solution of ZnCl2 a1 170°C acting for 1 hour on a pickled sheet 
is to cause an iron loss of 0.5 g./IOO sq'. cm. of surface. In this connection it 
may be pointed out that all of the organic fluxing agents used in tin plating, 
such as palm oil, resins, etc., contain considerable quantities of free organic 
acids, and the effect of the popular metal polishes is attributable to the oxide
dissolving action of free organic acids, such for example as oleic acid 
CH3(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2).COOH. Consequently, an essential portion of the 
cleaning action of the flux will take place during drying in the oven. The 
quantity of flux deposited on the surface seems to, depend on the concentra
tion of the solution, whereas the drying temperature and drying time deter
miny the progress of the flux reaction proper. It is necessary for as much of 
the flux to be used up as appears appropriate for the removal of the superficial 
impurities, and the flux reaction must not be carried by temperature and 
duration to a point where the flux is exhausted completely. On entering the 
zinc bath there must be a sufficient quantity of fresh flux left for the cleaning 
of the zinc bath surface, and the flux must, at the moment of immersion, be 
of such a nature that it is readily detached from the article at the bath surface. 
In the wet process there is a salt melt present on the zinc bath from the start. 
In the dry process the flux cover must haye, on leaving the drying oven, such 
a composition that its rapid m~lting is ensured. The addition of NH.Cl to 
the solution, as is sometim~s practised,promotes the flux reaction as such, 
and must be so regulated that it does not impede the desirable. rapid melting 
off of the flux cover. E. J. Daniels has published the most satisfactory work
ing methods appropriate to different sets of conditions .. (3) 

. "Even thou@. thearticleleaviiig'fli.e· dfying 'Oven may appear to have a 
perfectly dry surface, the salt coat still contains 'so much absorbed water that 
it causes oXidation of the zinc, and to an even higher degree the oxidation of 
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the Al contained in the bath, at the place where the articles enter the zinc 
bath. Oxidation at the feed-in end thus causes a diminution of the Al
content of the bath, the Al freed from it going into the ashes collecting at that 
end. Such ashes may contain, .for example, 15.2 per cent AlzO" and in 
addition 1.2 per cent Pb and lA per cent Fe. The ashes have been fouQd to 
have a content of matter insoluble in acids of 24.3 per cent, of which 61.5 
per cent was Al:O" and 34.2 per cent ZnO. This AI-oxidation - which is 
quite considerable in some cases - and the formation of Al.O.t, require on 
the other hand further additions offlux, because the presence of AI.O" on the 
surface of the zinc bath would impede the wetting of iron by liquid zinc. 
These ashes are characterized by their high contents of Fe; on 5 consecutive 
working days.it was found to be 1.55, 1.81, 1.75, 2.03 and 1.11 per cent 
respectively and once, when the AI-cont~nt of the zinc bath were particularly 
high, even 2.5 per cent Fe. By contrast, the Fe-content of a 'sal ammoniac 
flux cover' as used in wet galvanizing is never in excess of a few tenths of 
l' per cent. This striking difference is due to the fact that the removal of iron 
from the flux cover takes place only by way of the reaction Zn+FeCI.= 
Fe+ZnCI., which does not occur unless there isa salt melt present. That is 
the casein wet galvanizing, whereas in dry galvanizing there.is no such salt 
melt present. In the dry process, too, the Fe-salt carried on the surface of 
the article does pass, mainly during drying, into the flux. However, in this 
case it is not converted into metallic iron before entering the zinc bath, 
because there is no chance of the formation ofa salt melt that can stay on the 
zinc bath surface. In view of the fact that the bulk of the dross, formed is 
attributable to, the residues of iron salts on the iron surface, dross formation 
can be materially reduced not only by thoroughly washing the iron surface 
and thus removing the bulk of iron salt residues from it, but also, in dry 
galvanizing, by preventing the formation of a salt melt in which the reaction 
Zn+FeCl.=ZnCl.+Fe might take place. 

Comparison of Wet and DIY Processes 
Zinc consumption in the dry process is thus "lower, but this is not due 
primarily to this particular way of flux application, but rather to the fact 
that this .process can be worked with AI-alloyed baths. Likewise, dross 
formation in the dry process is less than that in the wet process. Another 

, characteristic of the dry process, welcome in most cases, is that its application 
does not as a rule leave quite so much flux residue on the article. In the wet 
process it is ~ecessary for each article'to be taken through the flux melt, and 
in this operation it is possible for some solid residue of flux, that cannot be 
melted, off, to remain behind in angles, corners or fillets. Such residues 
subsequently deliquesce in moist air, and give the article an unsightly appear
ance. For this reason galvanized articles such as pails, tanks, etc., are 
generally dry-galvanized, to obviate this shortcoming. Strictly speaking, the 
dry process has only one disadvantage - it is mote troublesome than the 
wet process. It requires the article to be immersed ,in ZnCl. solution "and 
subsequently dried, and in addition the ZnCl. solution must be watched all 
the time. The ZnCl. solution may b~ prepared from zinc ashes and hydro
chloric acid, whiCh is quite simple, but the troublesome part is the necessity 
of periodically removing the iron from the solution. As drying must be 
performed in an oven especially designed for this purpose, dry galvanizing 
can be carried out economically only if a consid~mble nUQlber of uniformly 
shaped articles are to be galvanized for which one, not too large, type of 
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oven suffices. Where articles or' a great variety of sizes and shapes are to be 
galvanized the wet process is preferabl.e by virtue of its great simplicity. 

In comparing the respective costs the following factors have to be taken 
Into consideration: the relatively inexpensive preparation of ZnCl2 from the 
comparatively cheap zinc ashes, and the cost of sal ammoniac; the cost of the 
removal" of iron and, if required, the cost of concentrating the ZnCI. bath; the 
cost of heating the drying oven .. Since the articles already have a somewhat 
raised temperature when they enter the zinc bath, a lesser quantity of heat 
need be supplied to the bath. Considering the low efficiency factor of 
galvanizing pots this saving will not amount to much, though; a very 
considerable saving is effected, on the other hand, by the lesser quantity of 
zinc consumed in the dry process, a much lighter coating being deposited 
and less dross produced. It must further be considered that, according to the 
reaction ZnO+2(NH3.HCI)=ZnCI2.NH3+H20+NH3' .some 65 kg. of zinc 
are withdrawn from the zinc bath for every 108 kg. of sal ammoniac used up. 
It is true that this zinc remains inside the sal ammoniac' layer but it then h as a 
form in which it is of almost no use at all, so that in this way the quantitative 
consumption of zinc as such is about 0.5 per cent higher in the wet process. 

Another advantage of the dry process, of which not many galvanizers seem 
to be conscious yet, is - more especially in the galvanizing of sheet - this: 
It is important for the formation of a. zinc coat of uniform weight and pleasing 
crystalline appearance that the iron base be thoroughly wetted without the 
interference of not readily wettable solid particles, or of occluded gas bubbles 
or gas bubbles just detaching themselves from the surfa«e. In the manufac
.t~re of tinplate it is usual to heat the sheets for some length of time in a palm 
oil bath after pickling and befo're immersing them in the tin bath. Likewise, 

• it is customary in the mechanized wet-galvanizing process to keep the sheets ' 
immersed in clean water for some length of time. Both operations serve to 
remove any hydrogen that may have been absorbed in pickling, before the 
sheets enter the molten metal. The underlying purpose is to ensure that the 
hydr9gen is removed before the sheets enter the metal bath, as otherwise the 
escape of hydrog~njnsi~e .thy bath would disturb the formation of the zinc 
coat and produce what is called the 'grey sheet' appearance. In the dry pro
cess'this removal of hydrogen is not only carried out at a greater speed as a 
result of the higher temperature in the drying oven, but it is also made easier 
by the ZnCl2 cover produced. It is obvious that the ZnCl2 present on'the 
iron surface facilitates both the penetration of hydrogen into, and its escape 
from, the iron. Little as the role played by hydrogen in the formation of the 
zinc coat may be appreciated as yet, it is of highly decisive importance in the 
assessment of the respective merits of the wet and the dry processes. Ih point of 
fact it would appear that an increased hydrogen content leads to a deterioration 
of the alloy layer formed and, at the same time, to increased zinc uptake. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion it may be said that the dry process, as a more recent develop
ment, has many advantages over galvanizing by the wet process, insofar as 
zinc consumption and the quality of the coat are concerned. It is, however, 
cumbersome, less uniform in its progress, requires certain basic plant and is, 
above all, practicable only where articles of uniform shape and size are to be 
galvaIlized and the coats produced need not be particula-rly heavy. For the 
galvanizing of articles of a great varie~y of shape and size and 0 f compncated 
contour, on the other hand, the wet process is superior to the dry process. 
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Introduction 

In the unavoidable absence of Mr. Liban, the Chairman then asked Mr. R. 
Stewart (Smith & McLean Ltd.) to introduce the short paper from Mr. Liban 
on the Relative Merits of flux Galvanizing and Dry Galvanizing. 

MR. STEW ART said that he knew members of the Conference would be 
disappointed that Mr. Liban had been prevented from attending the Con
ference at the last minute, as he was sure that many of those present would 
like to have asked him questions about flux galvanizing. He was, however, 
happy to introduce the paper, as he was closely associated with the Liban 
process, which had been used in his works with every success for many years. 
Although he was not free to give detailed information about the process, he 
would be happy to answer such questions arising from the paper as he could. 

SOME NOTES ON THE RELATIVE MERITS OF 
. FLUX GALVANIZING AND DRY GALVANIZING 

by T. LlBAN, * D1PL. ING. 

Galvanizing with Flux on the Zinc Bath Surface 
The molten flux on the surface of a zinc bath during hot dip galvanizing is 
superheated and is therefore strongly reactive. A good flux should contain 
at least 8 per cent of ammonia, for although it is largely the hydrochloric acid 
in the flux which makes it possible for the zinc to cover the dipped article, 
the ammonium chloride is itself important, as it can absorb metal oxides 
such as zinc oxide with the formation of oxychloride, metal chloride and 
ammonia. By the addition of small amounts of glycerine, tallow or similar 
substances, a foam is produced in the flux which facilitates covering. The 
extent to which the bath surface is covered with flux depends on the size and 
form of the articles being zinc coated. The covered part of the bath surface 
is protected from oxidation, and the zinc ash formation with this method oJ 
working averages about 6 per cent of the total zinc used. Where the article 
to be galvanized requires the whole surface of the bath for its immersion, 
the flux covers the whole surface, and is skimmed back for the article to be 
withdrawn from the bath. 
The functions of the flux are as follows: 
(1) It allows wet articles to be introduced into the bath without danger. 
(2) It preheats the articles. 
(3) It completely dries the articles, and so prevents liquid zinc being sprayed 

from the bath by trapped moisture. 
(4) It takes up and dissolves residues and iron salts from the surface of the 

articles, and so prepares a metallically clean surface for galvanizing. 
A flux prepared from ammonium chloride performs these duties perfectly, 

provided that it is sufficiently liquid and of sufficient depth. Massive heavy 
gauge articles do, of course, require a deeper layer of flux; for otherwise 
either the flux will solidify on them and prevent perfect galvanizing being 
attained: or the rate of immersion of the article into the liquid zinc will.haye 

* Galvanizing Consultant. Geneva 
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to be slowed up to such an extent that production is reduced. A .flux layer 
of sufficient depth wiII allow the article to be plunged quickly into the liquid 
zinc! Th(u!,!olten flux also has the advantl!-ge tp-at it can usually deal with 
small pickling faults which have been overlooked. 

All the types of articles whiCh are normally hot dip galvanized can be 
successfully treated by the use of a flux on the zinc bath surface. Where 
only part of the surface of an article is to be galvanized, the remaining surface 
is covered with a protective coating before dipping through the flux which 
protects it against the attack of flux and zinc. For this protective coating, 
slurries of wat~r glass solution with porcelain earth, clay and similar materials 
are preferred. The protective coating is dried hard on to the surface of the 
article before dipping. 

As a result of the reactions occurring during fluxing, basic zinc salts are 
formed which may swim on the surface of the flux as solid bodies, but ~nainly 
collect under the fluid flux on. die bath surface, together with graphite 
particles, sand, etc. taken. up by. the flux from the s.urface of the wor~. 
These deposits make up the flux skimmings which form to the extent of 1.5 
parts for everyone part of ammonium chloride used. The flux skimmings 
are ladled off at short intervals by perforated ladles, and contain on an 
average about 50 per cent of zinc. About half of this will be metallic zinc, 
according to the care with which the flux skimmings are removed. This 
metallic zinc is in the form of shot-like particles containing about 2 per cent 
iron. The remainder of the zinc will be present as chlorides. When ammon
ium chloride is used to produce the flux, the zinc content of the flux skim
mings removed from the bath amounts on the average to about 3 per cent 
of the total zinc used. 

In producing the flux, it is an advantage to use zinc ammonium chloride 
double salt of 22 to 24 per cent zinc content, as the zinc in the flux is then 
obtained without removing it from the bath. Some ammonium chloride 
has still to be used, however. The main argument agains.t using the double 
salt is that its price is too high. 

Since flux skim!Ilings sell at a very low price, it would appear to be more 
economic, even though the zinc chloride were lost altogether, to extract the 
metallic iron-contilining zinc from them. This can be done in a primitive 
fashion and at small cost. More profitable, however, is the simultaneous 
recovery of zinc chloride solutions for prefluxing the articles before dipping 
in the zinc bath. It is not recommended that the entire zinc content of the 
flux skimmings be recovered as zinc ammonium chloride, as the galvanizing 
process can use only a part of this, and for the remainder the possibility of 
disposal is limited. The author recommends the more economic procedure 
of producing (rom the flux skimmings metallic zinc, zinc ash and solid zinc 
ammonium chloride in such quantities as the plant can itself consume. 
After the iron has been removed from the metallic zinc, this and the zinc ash 
are re-introduced into the galvanizing process. The apparatus for this 
treatment is inexpensive and requires little factory space or expenditure on 
labour. In works of average size, the treatment is well worth adopting. 

The iron content of the zinc in the flux skimniings arises from the reaction 
with the molten zinc, of the iron chlorides on the surface of the articles, and 
it should be noted tliat this metallic zinc, a shot-like material, is embedded 
in the flux skimmings and therefore mostly removed from the bath when the 
flux skimmings are la~led out, so that the formation of hard zinc cannot be 
incre?lsed by this iron-containing zinc to any important degree. 
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Galvanizing with Dry Flux on the Surface of the Article 
In this process, the articles are dipped in concentrated zinc chloride solution 
(about 40-45° Be) mixed with ammonium chloride solution, and dried in a 
special oven at about lOO-150°C. The dried articles are then dipped into the 
molten zinc, the surface of which is uncovered. The flux dried on to the 
surface of tM articles melts away and mingles with tqe zinc ash which is 
formed, so that this therefore contains large amounts of chloride. On the 
average 20-35 per cent of the total zinc used is converted to zinc ash in dry 
galvanizing. 

Articles which owing to their size and shape cannot be treate~in the drying 
oven are dried over the surface of the zinc bat~, whereby a part or even the 
whole of the working space of the pot is put out of action for a time. Fur
thermore, dry galvanizing is not without its dangers. Only-smooth articles 
having no rolled edges or borders can be galvanized without zinc splashing, 
as traces of moisture flre always present in the interstices of the seams and 
edges. 

It has been contended that less heat is taken from the bath by the introduc
tion of heated articles than is the case in wet galvanizing, but a more important 
factor is the loss of heat by radiation from the surface of the bath which will 
be'much less in wet galvanizing owing to the-covering of part of the bath 
surface with flux. 

Under the heading of Dry Galvanizing, mention should also be made of 
the primitive method of sprinkling with sal ammoniac. Sometimes wet 
articles from the pickling tank are sprinkled with sal ammoniac powder and 
dried over the bath, or alternatively the sal ammoniac powder is sprinkled 
on the zinc surface as the articles emerge from the zinc bath. So many 
disadvantages are involved in this method of galvanizing that it is carried 
out only in rare cases. 

Summary 
The relative merits of flux galvanizing and dry galvanizing may be sum
marized under the following four headings: 

Zinc Loss in Ash and Flux Skimmings 

a) In flux galvanizing. The zinc in the flux skimmings averages about j per 
cent of the total zinc used, that in the ash being about 3.9 per cent of the 
total zinc. The flux skimmings and zinc ash together account for a 6.9 per 
cent zinc loss. 

(b) In dry galvanizing. The average zinc loss in the zinc ash is 27 per cent of 
the total zinc used. Owing to its chloride content, the ash is much depreciated 
in value, and even after the metallic zinc has· been removed from this ash 
at considerable expense, there stilI remains in it about 11 per cent of the 
total zinc used. 

Hard Zinc Formation is the same in both flux and dry galvanizing, under 
similar conditions of work. 

Drying Oven. Maintenance and service of the drying oven is an expensive 
item in dry galvanizing. <' < .c 

Production Rate. Flux galvanizing allows higher throughput than dry 
galvanizing. 
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DISCUSSION 

Mechanism of Fluxing 
MR. M. L. HUGHES (British Iron and Steel Research Association) opened 
the discussion by commenting on the theoretical explanation for the mechan
ism of fiuxing given in Dr. Bablik's paper. Was not the proposed mechanism 
of fiuxing perhaps needlessly elaborate? Surely fiuxing could be explained 
on the assumption that zinc chloride and ammonium chloride both con
tributed to fluxing by forming hydrochloric acid, the former by hydrolysis 
and the latter by dissociation under heat. The gaseous hydrochloric acid 
acted on the surface of the steel in the same way as it did in gas pickling. He 
agreed that zinc chloride and ammonium chloride assisted one another, the 
zinc chloride· allowing the aminonium chloride to be retained at the tempera
ture of galvanizing. He said that the diagr~m of Hachmeister for zinc and 
ammonium chloride might need modification. Evidence from hot tinning 
supported this simple theory of hydrolysis, i.e. the action of water in releasing 
hydrochloric acid during fluxing .. The tin coating was only one-tenth as thick 
as the galvanized zinc coating, and unless the fluxing were perfect, the tin 
retracted leaving uncoated spots. Zinc chloride was used as the f:lux in 
tinning and to ensure hydrolysis the sheets were sprayed with water. 

Referring to Or. Bablik's parallel between zinc chloride and palm oil as a 
flux, he said that palm oil as a tinning flux was fifty years out of date except 
for certain special orders. Its slow action had delayed the growth of the 
tinplate industry by holding up mechanization. Equivalent fluxing times were 
20 to 30 min. with palm oil, and half-a-setond with zinc chloride. He sug
gest~d that the organic acids were not, therefore, very active fluxes. He asked 
Dr. Bablik why sugar inversion was suggested for the measurement of acidity 
instead of, say, a pH meter using a glass electrode. Measurement in that way 
was. both more accurate and needed less skill. 

DR. BABLIK in reply said he was glad to know about possible modifica
tions in -the' flux-phase diagram. Being somewhat isolated from Western 
sources of information, he was not aware of them. Referring to palm oil, he 
agreed that it was not a good flux, but still suggested that it owed its properties 
to its acid character. Glycerol and other similar addition substances were 
used not so much to improve the activity pfthe flux as to make it more frothy 
and deeper. On the method of measuring acidity he said the method of sugar 
inversion was not his but that of Professor Merwin. 

MR. R. S. BROWN (Rylands Bros. Ltd.) then asked for information 
about the use of lactic acid in fluxes, to. which DR. BABLIK replied that this 
acid was used to replace glycerine and the other more usual addition agents 
when these were in short supply. He thought lactic acid had no special 
virtue. 

MR. D. N. FAGG (British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association) 
then questioned Dr. Bablik's statement that in wet galvanizing with tluxes 
of the zinc ammonium chloride type, zinc chloride was the 'fluxing agent 
proper', and supported Mr. Hughes 's remarks that the fluxing action was best 
attributed to the hydrochloric acid liberated by the flux. Evidence of this 
was obtained by E. J. Daniels (3) who'showed that, when the formation of 
hydrochloric acid fro~ zinc chloride by hydrolysis was prevented -by a 
previous heat treatment to remove all the water, the solvenC-power of 
zinc chloride for iron oxide at 475°C. was almost negligible. 
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Dr. Bablik, he said, had also stated in his paper on page 80 that the 
removal of iron from the flux by zinc could only occur in the presence of a 
salt melt; hence under the conditions existing in the dry process, this reaction 
would not be expected to occur. In contrast to this, however, ·Daniels found 
that even with the dry process the iron salts formed on the surface of the 
work during the drying of the flux coat were definitely reduced by the zinc 
during subsequent immersion in the bath, the iron going to form dross. In 
reply, DR. BABLIK agreed that the work of Daniels was important, but said 
that he thought it could be reconciled with his own. 

MR. W. MONTGOMERY (Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.) said it was a 
privilege to be able to question Dr. Bablik in person after studying his work 
for so many years. He would like to ask at what aluminium content of the 
bath would ordinary flux cease to be effective in dry galvanizing, and 
whether Dr. Bablik would recommend any special flu" for use on baths of 
higher aluminium content. 

DR. BABLIK said he thought 0.02 per cent aluminium was the limit for 
zinc-chloride type fluxes, but that the aluminium content of the zinc could 
only be determined spectrographically. On the question of special fluxes, he 
said that Liban claimed to have a flux for qse on baths o~ higher aluminium 
content, but \Yhat it was he did not know. 

The Liban Process 
M.R. F. C. BRABY (Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.) also expressed his appre
ciation of Dr. Bablik's presence, and welcomed· the opportunity of thanking 
him for his invaluable book and his articles which had provided guidance for 
ordinary galvanizers for many years. He had seen the Liban process operat
ing many years ago when a thick frothy flux had been used, but more recently 
a very fluid flux seemed to be preferred. He knew that..much research was 
being done to find the best flux for wet galvanizing, but he did not tl1ink 
that this had yet been found. 

In response to the Chairman's request, MR. STEWART then said a few words 
about his firm's experience with the Liban process. It had been adopted 
many years ago and he considered it better than their previous method. The 
Pban flux was very fast flowing, and he was most satisfied with it. Although 
he could not say how much aluminium was used, more w~s added to his 
baths than had so far been referred to by anyone at the Conference. Although 
considerable amounts of tubes and hollow-ware were galvanized, no troubles 
with flux adhering had been experienced. 

MR. HUGHES asked about flux inclusions which were, he suggested, most 
troublesome when the flux was 'out of condition '. He asked whether flux 
inclusions were lessened when using the Liban flux, to which MR. STEWART 
replied that they had less trouble with flux inclusions than before, although 
the human element must always be taken into account. In reply to further 
questions, Mr. Stewart said that all types of work were galvanized by this 
process, and that no special after-treatment was needed other than that which 
had previously been used. 

MR. MONTGOMERY said he was sorry that he c~)Uld not ask Mr. 
Liban personally more about t~~ !t~~!~C?~tof flux ~~ldmmings. ref~r!~~!~ ~n 
page 83. He failed to see why anyone should want to make zinc ash from 
flux skimmings. He doubted whether good zinc could be recovered from the 
small particles of iron-contaminated shot. 
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Relative Merits of the Two Processes 
MR. HUGHES said that among the sh.eet galvanizers in South Wales 

. the choice between wet and dry galvanizing had already been made. The dry 
galvanizing'process had at one time attracted them because of its promise of 
providing sheet with a flexible coating. It had, however, been rejected as 
unsatisfactory even when run by continental operatives. The reasons for 
this were the very large output, 20 to 30 tons per shift being usual from a 
pot, and the high zinc efficiency of 85 per cent which was obtained with 
the present process. When dry,sheet galvanizing was used, there was a high 
loss due to ash formation. In the normal sheet process, the baths remained 
covered and so very little ash was formed. 

MR. H. T. EATWELL (G. A. Harvey & Co. (London) Ltd.) questioned 
Dr. Bablik's conclusion· that dry galvanizing was best for uniform shapes and 
wet galvanizing for more complicated articles, and asked about the difficulty 
with flux staining from trapped flux with the latter class of articles. 

DR. BABLIK agreed that this could be a difficulty and gave examples of 
his preferences. For the galvanizing of a hollow mast he would recommend 
the wet process, but for buckets and such articles where flux could be trapped 
in rolled edges and corners, he preferred the dry process. In Austria, where 
zinc was scarce, dry galvanizing was also used to save zinc in sheet galvaniz
ing, as a thinner coating was obtained in this way. 

In response to the Chairman's request, MR. BRODBECK-KELLER 
(Verzinkerei Pratteln A.-G.) gave his experience with the wet process of galvan
izing. He said that no dry galvanizing was done in Switzerland. Although 
Swiss galvanizers treated the widest range of articles, only the wet galvanizing 
process was used, as they believed that dry galvanizing would only be 
economic for long runs of similar material. Referring to a well-known flux 
galvanizing process, he said that he had been one of the first to use it. In 
practice, however, not all the claims made for the process appeared to him 
to be justified. The process had certain advantages, and he had found that 
when galvanizing structural steelwork, the pick-up of zinc by the steel had 
been reduced from"3 per cent when using the old-process to It per cent with 
the new. Similarly in galvanizing hollow-ware, between 20 and 25 per cent zinc 
saving had been achieved. The disadvantages of the process were that it was 
not really suitable for all types of articles. He thought it good for tubes, but 
not so generally satisfactory for light hollow-ware. He had found that the 
zinc ash saving had not been as great as had been promised, because the zinc 
ash was returned to the flux with the result that this was more quickly spoiled. 
In his experience the changeover had' not fulfilled the claim that dross pro
duction would fall by 20 per cent, as he made more dross with the new 
process than before he had adopted it. 

At the req4est of the Chairman, MR. EA tWELL then commented on the 
dry process as used in his plant. Conditions there were now very different 
from the old days when there was little scientific control of the process. His 
works galvanized materials varying from small parts to individual pieces 
weighing up to 4 tons, and he had found the dry process very satisfactory for 
them all. The dry process fulfilled the two basic functions of producing !in 
article satisfactory to the customer at a profit to the galvanizer. The ~m
provements in his works had been first in pickling control, keeping the iron 
content of tpe liquor under control so that the iron carried over to the baths 
was reduced. This had resulted in less dross formation, savings of from. 20 
to 25 per cent having been obtained. Then washing and prefluxing were 
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introduced and the dross formation had fallen still lower. The subsequent 
introduction of drying had saved time once the initial difficulties had been 
overcome, and had made the process safer for the operators. The difficulties 
had been due to drying at too high a temperature. Difficul~ies still occurred 
with prefluxed work if it was left too long after removal from the oven, and 
this was leading them to co-ordinate more closely their pickling and dipping 
programmes. < Concluding, Mr. EatweIl said he was a little apprehensive 
about the effectiveness of flux galvanizing in treating closed vessels. Many of 
those he galvanized had only small pipe connections, and they were satis
factorily coated by dry galvanizing. He did not see how this result could have 
been achieved so successfully had the wet process been used. 
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ChapteF' IV 

GALVANIZING RESIDUALS 
AND THEIR TREATMENT 

Increases in the price of zinc ,during recent years have turned the galvanizer~s 
attention more and more to the importance of keeping the amount of zinc 
lost in galvanizing residuals to a minimum. The primary task in combating 
these losses is so to control the process that less asnr dross and flux skimmings 
are made; but attention is also being given to' the development of economical 
methods of recovering useful zinc from these residuals. 

The interest of the industry in these questions is reflected in the three 
papers presented to the Conference under the general heading of 'Galvanizing 
Residuals and their Treatment' and in the discussions which took place 
during the second half of the third Technical Session when these papers were 
considered under the chairmanship of Mr. If. Busch-Jensen. 

Author's Introduction 
MR. BAILEY introduced his' survey of the formation of residuals from 
general galvanizing baths by referring to the considerable amount of tabu
lated data which it presented. The extent of this was, he said, a measure of 
the work which had been put into this paper,. not his work alone, but that of 
all his colleagues on the Association's Technical Committee, whose labours 
had made the survey possible. The paper was the first ofits kind ever to be 
published, and typified the pioneer work which the Association was doing in 
making available factual information about galvanizing for the benefit of 
the whole industry. 

Questions had been asked (by those who· did not quite 'understand the 
open-handed way in which the Hot Dip Galvanizers Association worked) 
as to why this paper had been published when it revealed certain short
comings in the industry. In reply, it could be said that, apart from the new 
outlook which the Associlltion was bringing to the galvanizing industry. an 
answer to this objection might be found in a parallel case drawn from military 
tactics, where today speed was more important than secrecy. By the time 
the enemy had picked up and acted on the information contained in a 
military dispatch, the operation had often been completed. So in the 
galyanizing industry they were building on their experience and moving 
forward, and the Association need not, he thought, be ashamed of publishing 
information about conditions in the industry when the Association started. 
It was for this reason that the paper referred in its: title to a survey made in 
1949. 

MR. BAILEY then referred to three important conclusions arising from 
the survey: (1) the big variations in the relative efficiency of different plants, 
which pointed the way to the possibilities of widespread improvement; (2).the 
very variable nature of zinc ash and its high metallic zinc content which 

-liidicated 'Uie-possioiIity-6f large 'scafe--zlncrecQveryfrom the present ash 
and the need for further work to reduce the metallic zinc content of ash in 
the future; and (3) the important effect on dross. production of washing wo* 
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ana pickling, the figures for dross production from those plants which were 
washing being on the average almost 50 per cent lower than those from plants 
where iron salts from the pickling were.brought.forward.to the galvanizing 
bath. He referred in this connection to the paper by Hall and Fagg, where 
~uures were given for the quantity of iron salts present on the surface of work 
dried after piCkling in hydrochloric acid liquor containing 75 grammes of 
iron per litre. The iron salts were equivalent to the loss, as dross, of 14 per 
cent of the zinc used for galvanizing the steel. In view of the big savings 
-.hen the work was washed, :md particularly Mr. Eatwell's remarks that he 
.bad TedUCed dross formation by careful control of the iron content of his 
piclding baths, he suggested that the Association should give more con
sideration to the possibilities of reducing dross formation by careful control 
of the pickling acid in members' works where washing and prefluxing were 
not used. 

A SURVEY OF THE FORMATION 
OF ZINC ASH, DROSS AND FLUX SKIMMINGS 

FROM GALVANIZING BATHS DURING 1949 
by R. W. BAILEY*, M.A., B.SC., F.I.M. 

This paper describes a survey made by the Technical Committee of the Hot 
Dip Galvanizers Association on a cross section of galvanizing baths typical 
of those operating in different branches of the general galvanizing industry 
during 1949. 

Among the primary objects of the Hot Dip Galvanizers Association 
founded at the end of 1948 is, to quote from its Constitution, the undertaking 
ofwork 'to improve technique and working conditions in the industry'. It 
early became apparent that before any comprehensive programme of work 
to improve galv~niz~ng t~hnique could be undertaken, factu~l information 
would be necessary about current works' practice and bath performance. 
This was particularly true in the field of secondary or residual formation, 
..mere very little definite information was available about the extent to which 
zinc ash, flux skimmings and zinc dross ,were being made, the figures quoted 
by the different firms represented on the Committee varying between wide 
limits. It was therefore decided to make a survey of the position by keeping 

':aDalrate records of the performance ofa number of galvanizing baths operat
~ cn different classes of work with the objects of finding the extent to which 
SIX'iOIldary formation was a serious problem in the industry and, if possible, 
die variations in the amount of secondary material formed when different 
dasses of articles were galvanized and when different galvanizing techniques 
.. ~ilSed. 

Althe time this work was being considered, the British Non-Ferrous Metals 
Racareh Association had set up a Committee to control a research, which 
had been asked for by a number of galvanizers who were Members of that 
body .. on zinc losses in general galvanizing. The Research Association soon 
~ the same conclusion as the Hot Dip Galvanizers Association, namely, 
datlxforereal progress could be made, factU?! information must be obtained 
aboaIthccxtent to which zinc losses were occurring in a representative cross-

• Zinc Development Association 
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section of galvanizing plants. To avoid anyunn~ duplication of 
effort. steps were therefore taken t() co-ordinate the1tWo programmes of worJc, 
and it~ was mutually agreed that the H.D.G.A. v?ithits wide :members~p 
should undertake thIs industrial survey. 

A comprehensive statement of the information needed about "the per
formance of each bath was therefore drawn up by the two' Associations and 
sent in the form of a concise questionnaire to each ·()f the firms who had 
agreed to participate in the work. In all. 20 baths were kept under observa
tion for this test. The baths were chosen to cover all the more important 
types of work. and wherever possible were baths deai4Ig':mainly with,"oile 
particular class of galvanizing. No effort was madtNO choose baths which 
were known to be particularly efficient. although it 'must ~e remembered 
that the firms who offered to help with this .work were naturally those most 
anxious to adopt progressive techniques, and that many of them ,were 
already using improved methods of galvanizing. 

The classes of material covered by the survey included nuts and bolts, 
malleable castings, grey iron castings, hollow-ware made from 31 '·to. 20 
gauge sheet steel, fabricated sheet steel material varying from 20 gauge ,to 
t-in. plate, and certain specialized classes of work such as steel ,window 
frames. Where batlts galvanizing a very mixed variety of work were in'cIuded. 
a rough record was kept of the proportion of work done in the various classes. 
The survey covered flux and dry galvanizing; prefluxed work and, work 
dipped straigltt from hydrochforic acid pickling without washing; some 
baths operating with and some ~thout aluminium additions; and gaIvanizigg 
baths heated in many different ways, only some of which were thermostatic-

. ally controlled. 
The questionnaire sent to each of the parti~ipating firms is reproduced 

below, and it will be seen that it is divided into two main sections. The;fitst 
section (a) covered the type of work being galvanized and the quantitative 
data required about the bath in which it was being done. The second 'section 
(b) was a general questionnaire on the galvanizing technique employed.,and 
the physical dimensions and heating methods of the bath. .. 

Summary of Information Needed about the Performance of a GalvaniZing 
Bath over a test period of three months. 

(a) General Information 

1 Type of material being galvanized. The important divisions under' 'this 
heading are (a) grey iron castings, (b) malleable iron castings and .(c) 
mild steel material including fabricated ware, tubes, sheet and angles. 
Any further details will, however, be helpful in an3:lysing the results. 

2 Depth of zinc in bath: 
(a) At the beginning of the period. 
(b) At end of period. 
Note: The bath should be drossed. before the beginning of the period 
and at the end of the period before the final readings are taken. 'The 
depth should be measured down to the lead layer when this is present . 

. -~ ... -.3. ·WeighLo£.galvanized,steeLcoatedJnJJat1Ldurin~3::months' period. 

4 Weight of zinc added to bath during 3-months' period. 
5 Weight of zinc ash removed from bath during 3-months' period. 
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6 Weight of dross taken from bath during 3-months' period. 
7 Weight of flux skimmings produced. 
8 Relevant informauon "aoouCZinc contenf of thesecoiuianes. If this IS 

not available arrangements will be made for the sampling and analysis 
of secondaries. Note: The weight of secondaries should be given as 
removed from the bath before any treatment for zinc recovery if this is 
employed. 

(b) Gall'anizing Teclmique 

1 Size of bath, including dept!t and surface dimensions of exposed zinc. 
2 Whether dry or flux covered. 
3 Method of heating employed. , 
4 Average operating te~perature of the zinc. 
5 How is the temperature controlled, and is there any check on the 

accuracy of the temperature instruments? 
6 Are aluminium or other alloying additions made to the zinc? 
7 Is a lead layer maintained in the bottom of the bath? 
8 Type of pickling. Whether hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. 
9 Is the work washed and prefluxed before dipping? If so, give composition 

of prefluxing solution or name of proprietary salt used. If not, how 
frequently is the pickle changed and how well is the work drained? 

10 Is special drying equipment used? If so, give temperature and time of 
drying. 

11 If a flux is maintaim,d on the surface of the bath, some infQrmation 
about the materials added to the flux to maintain it should be given. 

12 Is speed of withdrawing work from zinc controlled? 
13 The number of shifts worked and the procedure adopted' at weekends 

and during standby periods. ' 
14 Extent of disturbance of bath surface, and frequ~ncy of skimming. 

In drawing up this schedule a minimum period of three months was 
decided on for the record keeping, as a shorter time would have introduced 
serious errors and invalidated the test. Some of the figures did, however, 
cover a longer period than this required minimum. As an example of the 
kind of error which short periods of test can introduce, we may cite the effect 
of changes in the level of the zinc on ~e actual quantity of zinc used during 
the test compared ",jth the weight of zinc added to the bath during the period. 
In one of the baths investigated there was a change in the depth of the zinc 
of3 in. between the beginning and end of the test. From the bath dimensions 
this was calculated as equivalent to over 21 tons of zinc, or 10 per cent ofthe 
zinc used during the three months. This change in the depth of the zinc bath 
was measured and allowed for, but had a shorter period of test been chosen 
an error of an inch in measuring the depth, which could very easily have been 
made in practice, would seriously have affected the recorded weight of zinc 
consumed. Over a period of three months. however. such an error could not 
affect the results appreciably. 
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I. Correlation of Results 

The results obtained from each of the 20 baths fOF which records were kept 
.are gathered together in the two large sheets of Table IV, where. in order to 
conceal as far as possible the identity of the firms providing the informatioD~ 
each bath is referred to solely by a code number. The information in the 
following columns corresponds closely to the actual questions asked, and 
each of the sets of columns referring to a particular aspect of the process is 
headed with the serial number of the question from which the information is 
derived. The columns (a) 1 describe in general terms the type of work done, 
and break it down into percentages of mild steel, grey iron castings and 
malleable iron castings. Column (a) 3 gives the total weight of steel after 
galvanizing, i.e. the galvanized weight, while the total weight of zinc used, . 
including losses, is shown in the first of the columns (a) 4. This is the weight 
of zinc in tons added to the bath during the period, with an allowance for 
any increase or decrease in the total zinc content of the bath as revealed by 
th!! depth measurements. The second of the columns (a) 4 e~press,es {~~ zinc 
<>n the galvanized steel as a percentage of the steel byweiglit, th~ti~~~'here 
being calculated from the previous figures after dedjIcting {he tinclIos(-in the 
-dross, the ash and the flux skimmings. . "~. . ,. 

The next three sets of columns deal with the residual losses. Under each 
of the headings ash, dross and flux skimmings the first column gives the 
weight in tons, the second the average percentage of zinc in the secondary 
materia1, and the third the zinc loss expressed as a percentage of the total zinc 
used during the test. 

The following columns (b) 1 to (b) 15 are self·explanatory. Here art'! 
grouped details about the size and surface area of the bath, whether the dry 
or flux galvanizing technique is used, the method of heating, the·6PeratiI~g 
temperature and whether the bath is thermostatically controlled, the presence 
<>f"a lead layer in the bath, and the use of alloying additions. Here al~6 are 
recorded details of the pretreatment of the work before galvanizing, covering 
pickling, washing, prefluxing and drying; and finaIiy the technique of 
immersion and withdrawal, the duration of the test, and the number of hours 
worked. 

The last 6 columns of the table (c, d, e,f, g and h) give figures calculated 
from the preceding data. The first of these columns (c) is the most important, 
as it shows the overall zinc efficiency of the bath, expressed as the percentage 
<>f the total zinc consumed, which appears on the surface of the finished work. 
The next two columns (d and e) show zinc ash and zinc oxide formation Fet 
unit.ar~a of the bath surface, the second of these columns (e) being an estimate 
of the rate of oxidation after allowance has been made for the considerable 
quantities of metallic zinc which are always found in zinc ash. Thefigures 
are taken from Table I in the next section. The figures in columns cn and (g) 
show the throughput of the bath during working hours expressed as a ratio 
of· steel per hour to zinc content of bath (column f), and steel per hour in 
relationship to the effective heating area of the bath walls (column g). The 
nnal column (h) expresses the throughput of work as a function of the bath 
surface area. 

-·Ash-and ·Flux Skimmings·-~··· .. -- .. -.~.-.-----
The figures for ash production are given in the ~olumns headed Ca) 5. The 
nrst column gives the total weight in tons, the second the average percentage 
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of zinc iD the ash, and the thiro that proportion of the total zinc added to 
the bath which was lost in the zinc ash. The figures refer to the actual weight 
and zinc content of the ash taken from. the bath,. and maj<e.no allowan~ for 
any zino t1:co\"CIJ process which may be operated. 

EXtent of Losst!s. The first conclusion which emerges from these results is 
that the proportion of zinc removed from the bath in the ash varies between 
very \\ide limits from one plant to another; and as a corollary to this that in 
some cases as much as one-third of the total zinc added to the bath may be 
.skimmed off as zinc ash - a loss of zinc as ash which can be a most serious 
one to the galvanizer. 

'Effect of Flux Corer. The figures also show the importance of the condition 
of the surface of the bath in determining the extent of zinc ash formation. 
Ten of the baths \\-ere operating on the dry process (viz: Baths Nos. 1,2, 7, 
8.9. 10. 15. 18. 19 and 20). The average proportion of the total zinc removed 
as ash from these baths was 23 per cent. This figure excludes the flux skim
mings which in most cases were relatively unimportant. Turning to the baths 
which \\l:re either generally flux covered or partly flux covered during opera
tion.fi\"C such baths are included in the table, and these showed an average 
zinc loss of 12 percent. Naturally in this case the zinc lost in flux skimmings 
is an important fador. and the average figure of 12 per cent includes both the 
zinc lost in ash and that lost in flux skimmings. Four baths were reported as 
operating occasionally or sometimes as flux covered or partly flux covered 
baths, and for these baths- again including the flux skimmings - th"e 
a\-erage zinc loss was 19 per cent of the total zinc. The figures of 23 per cent 
loss from chy baths, 12 per cent loss from fiux-covered bath!! and 19 per cent 
for the borderline cases, show very clearly the reduction in zinc losses in the 
residuals skimmed from thesmfare of the bath which resulted from the use 
of flux galvanizing as opposed to dIy galvanizing .under the average tech
niquesiD pseat the time this test was made. 

Effect of Bath Sur.iQ~ DiSturbance_ In order to estimate the importance of 
• bath surface distmbance iD, ash formation, some tests were made by the 

TedmicalCommittce to findlthe rate at which ash formed on th~ quiescent 
surface of a g;alv.mi:zing lJ;ith during standby periods. Aluminium-containing 
and aIuminium-fn:e baths '\ttI'e used for this test, the baths being skimmed 
·after diffcn:nt periodsof.timevaqing from 1 to.48 hours during weekends 
when no dipping wasbc:ingdooc. It was found that the rate of ash formation 
thojJpc:dfrom around ! oz..pcr-sq. ft. per hour during the first hour to about 
OS'«!Z- forpcriods of24 hours or longer. the figures being a little lower for 
baths \1Iihich contained tI2a:S.of aluminium. If the figures in column Cd) 
are ~ as ounas,. it"Aill:be SI:CIl that during working hours the rate of 

. zinc ash fOJIDalion per sq. ft. of , bath aIra per hour varies between 3 and 13 oz . 
. "J1Desc figures are so v.mIy inC'XiXS'S oflOOse obtained during standby periods 

tbaf 1iC are ju:stifirtd; in,consiikring ooIy the working periods as important 
iD ash fOllD3tioo.. 

FJ{«ts of ~ ~,BoIh Area ond Throughput of Work. The 
Jaboodory wod:: of GdJmrdt(2.S) Ins ~ that small ,quantities of alumin
ium,in zim: la:am a big'dfcd in Idalllling the rate of oxidation,~nd some 
iOOPratiOn of this drcd 1I'3$,foamd during the tests on zinc ash formation 
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during standby periods. The figures for ash formation in the two parts ot 
Table I have therefore been examined to see whether there are any indications 
that those baths with aluminium additions made less ash than those baths 
without aluminium. No such relationships can, however, be found. At
tempts have also been made to explain the amount of ash formed on the 
basis of the area of the bath surface and the number of working hours 
(column d). These figures are certainly more consistent than those for the 
percentage of total zinc lost as zinc ash, and show that the number of hours 
worked and the area of the bath are, as would be expected, basic factors in 
determining zinc ash formation. But any attempt to draw more detailed 
conclusions from the figures, e.g. by comparing them with the figures for 
throughput of work (column h), breaks down completely. The reason for 
these failures to find more consistent correlation between zinc.ash formation 
and the other bath variables is almost certainly due to the very indefinite and 
variable c;:omposition of the material known as zinc ash. 
The Nature of Zinc Ash. The following table gives the results of a number of 
analyses made by the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association on 
zinc ash samples from some of the baths investigated. Many of the samples 
were not taken at the same time as the three months' tests were done and this, 
together with difficulties of sampling, prevents any direct comparison being 
made between these figures and those in the second column (a) 5 of Table 1. 
The figures do, however, show the variations in the composition of zinc ash, 
its high metallic zinc content, and the relatively unimportant part played by 
zinc oxide as such in its make-up. 

TABLE I 

Analysis of Zinc As" 

Code Number of Weight of 
-, , 

Bath Sample/lb. MetalIic Zinc % I Total Zinc % I 

I 16 83 88 
2 17 61 ~. 84 
3 I 88 I 91 
5 10 92 I 95 

II 2 67 83 
13 6 67 74 
14 15 78 89 
15 4 88 92 
16 I 61 77 
18 5 80 89 
19 6 86 90 
20 12 80 89 
21 t 96 97 

Oxidation Rates. The analyses in the above table were made at the sug
gestion of the Research Association to see whether there was any correlation 
between the rates of oxidation of the baths as distinct from the rates of ash 
formation. In column (e) the rate of oxidation of the bath surface per square 
foot per working hour has been calculated on the over-simplified assumption 
that the difference between the metallic zinc and total zinc represents zinc 
oxide. No attempt will ~be made to-analyse-thefigures further except in the 
interesting case of baths 1 and 2, which show clearly the over-riding effect of 
skimming techniques and bath surface disturbance in determining the 
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formation of zinc ash as distinct from 7Jnc oxide. Baths IV and 2 dealt with 
similar quantities of similar work (column:; (a) I and 11), but different handling 
and skiII}p1ing techniq,,!es wer~ u~ed," 1?at~ 2 clllploY!l!g, as~~l skimm,ing • 
device whereby the bath surface was little disturbed, and the entry and 
removal speeds of the work were very carerully controlled. The percentages 
of zinc lost in the ash were 26 per cent for bath 1 and 6 per cent for bath 2. 
Analysis of the ash, however, revealed that the amount of metallic zinc was 
very much greater in the case of the first bath than with the second, and if the 
oxide content of the ash is taken as the difference between the metallic zinc 
and total zinc in each sample, the rates of oxide formation (column e) are 
practically the same in the two cases. 

These results are of the greatest importance as they indicate that, in dry 
galvanizing, dipping and skimming techniques can be developed which will 
drastically reduce the rate of ash formation. The earlier generalization about 
the higher zinc losses in dry galvanizing revealed by these tests must therefore 
be qualified by this observation about dipping and skimming techniques. 

Dross Production 
The figures in the 3 columns headed (a) 6 in the two sheets of T~ble IV give 
the amounts or dross formed in the baths during the test period. In each case 
the bath was drossed immediately before the beginning of the test, so that 
dross accumulated berorehand was not included. A final drossing was also 
made at the end or the test period. The first of the three columns gives the 
weight of dross removed at the weekly drossings throughout the . test, the 
second its zinc content, and the third the percentage of zinc lost in the dross 
on the basis of the total zinc added to the bath during the period. -In a few 
cases an allowance has been made for dross a~umulated in the bath during 
the test. 

The figures for the percentage zinc lost in the dross vary very widely from a 
minimum or 6 per cent to a maximum of 38 per cent, and although it is not 
possible with the limited data available to explain all, the differences which 
occur, certain general trends are apparent. In the following Table III the 
baths have been regrouped to show the effect of some of the m.ore important 
factors likely to influence dross'production. 

The first 17 baths in this table were mainly galvanizing mild steel as 
opposed to castings, while the last 3 were working to a considerable extent 
on castings. Of the 17 baths treating mild steel articles, the first 7 were fed 
with work which had been washed and prefluxed, the remaining 10 baths 
receiving work straight from the pickling tank without the intermediate 
washing of acid and iron salts from the surface. . 

The average dross production expressed as a percentage loss on the total 
zinc was 13 for those baths receiving washed worK and 24 fOJ:" those baths 
where iron was brought forward from the pickling tanks. Before drawing 
any conclusion from this important difference, it is necessary to examine the 
:figures a little mo~e closely, so as to see to what extent newer methods of 
bath. heating (which may also have been installed in thqse works where 
washing and prefluxing have been introduced) may be influencing the dross 
production. A further sub-division has therefore been made to show whether 
these very considerable differences in dross production are in fact caused by 
washing or are due to improved methods of bath heating. The average 
:figures based on these four groups answer this question: 
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TABLE II 
Dross Production 

I 

I Dross 
Bath Type, Washing or Pickling 
No. of, details I 

Firing I Tem- i Work/ I ~~ I oz./sq. 
pera- ,Heating total Zn I rt. bath 
ture , area : 'I heating I c. I Ib./sq. 1 , surface/ 

! ft./hr. i ; working 
I ! i i hour 

i 
! work ~ 

================== 
I Temperature ,445 " 2.2 

controlled I, , ! 
--------------------1---,---·1----

M.S. i, Washed , Temperature 450 ! 6.0 , 
' controlled ' 

18 M.S. Washed 

20 

6 0.3 

9 1.8 

---,-------'---------1---' 
M.S. 1 Washed Temperature 455 I,: 4.0 ,I 18 I 

! controlled 
------I-~---'I---I----

M.S. I Washed : ~~~f~I~:~ure 455 1
14

.5 , 12 1_2_.4 __ 

IO 

9 

1.2 

2.1 
! controlled! i 2 M.S. I, Washed 11 Temperature I 465 ! 12.5 I! 22 i,l 

--===,====== ======== 
I_W_as_·h_ed __ --'-__ II_c_o_k_e ___ !_44_5 __ ' 3.6 • 14 1_1_.2 __ 19 I M.S. 

4 I M;S. 

11 : M.S. 
I , 

1!7w=as=h=ed=====I:=c=o=ke===i=4=50=:,i,=9=.6=i==II=I=3=.5= 

70g.Fe/1. controlled 455 I 'Direct, acid changed Temperature I 445- 5.6 1, __ 2_3 __ 

1

1 2.6 

---- ---
12 : M.S. 'I Direct, acid changed I Temperature 445- 6.3 I', 27 I 5.2 I 70g.Fe/1. , controlled 455 

8 ,'-M-' -.S-.-: Direct ' 1:--r:-e-m-p-e-ra-t-u-re-~1-4-5-0--I--5-.4--1 16 I' 1.4 
I controlled . 

5 !-M-.S-.-' Direct, acid changed 1--r:-e-m-p-e-ra-t-u-re-I"-4-5-5-+,--7-.0--1 15 1-2:3 
, 120g.Fe/l. " controlled I I 

'------
M.S. Direct, acid changed ',Temperature I 465 I' 17.5 " 18 1 5.1 

monthly controlled 

6 ; M.S. I Direct, acid changed i Coke 1=44=5=1 1.6 I 37, I 4.1 
I /2-monthIY I ~; I 

I ----1:----------·,·------
3 ! M.S. Direct, acid changed I Coke I 450 4.0 i 25 2.6 

i 1120g.Fe/1. I I I 

15 ! M.S. I Direct I Coke ,-4-5-0--1-4-.-3 -,---3-1 --1--3-.7---

---1'---

"F 

External 
furnace 

i 445 3.6 34 6.2 

---,--------,------'-,--------------
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The 5 temperature-controlled baths where the work was wasli~ showed an 
average zinc loss in dross of 13 per cent, whilst the only two coke-fired baths 

. treating washed work gave an average of 12 per cent. Where the work was 
taken direct from the pickling tank to the molten,zinc without washing, the 
temperature-controlled baths gave an average figure of 20 per Cent, whilst 
the coke-fired baths gave an average dross figure of 27 per cent. According 
to these figures, the major factor in reducing dross formation is, therefore, 
washing and prefluxmgbefore dipping, and the figures suggest that an average 
saving of 50 per cent in the zinc lost in the dross may be expected where this 
system is employed. . 

It must be emphasized that the results of the survey can only be interpreted 
as giving broad indications of the importance of some of the major factors 
controlling residual formation. The figures ~hich have been obtained are 
too few in number for any strict statistical analysis to be made from them. 
For example, the figures cannot be broken down further to show the advan
tages in lower dross formation of carefully controlling the iron content of the 
pickle, although some such effect is probably hidden among them. Another 
important factor should be the operating temperature of the different baths 
which varied over a range of 20°C., and there'is perhaps some iQdication that 
the higher operating temperatures tended to give higher dross figures. 

The rate at which a galvanizing bath is being worked cannot be disregarded 
in considering its performance, ana the figures in the sixth columnaf Table 
II show the weight of steel being.galvanized per working hour per square 
foot of bath wall heating surface. In the case of a pair of baths such as 9 and 
10 from the same factory and wor.king unde.r very similar conditions, it will 
be seen that, where a bath is 'handling a reasonable amount of work, the 
percentage of the zinc lost as dross falls ~. the rate C?f working increases. 
This is presumably because the zinc lost as dross is being expressed as a 
percentage of the total zinc added to the bath .. and thus when the throughput. 
of work and zinc is greater, the effect of the iron dissolved' from the bath 
walls becomes less apparent. In bath 6 with a very low throughput of work, 
the iron from the walls locked up a greater proportion of the relatively static 
zinc, and henCe the dross figure expressed as a percentage of the total zinc is 
high, at 37 per cent. 

To overcome the disadvantage of this method of expressing the dross loss, 
some figures are quoted in the last column of Table II for the weight of dross 
formed per working hour as a function of the bath wall heating area. When 
the dross is expressed in this way, the figurc:s for baths 9 and 10 are reversed, 
and iris seen that the bath doing most work makes most dross. 

The effects of washing the iron salts from the work, and controlling the 
temperature of the baths, may now be examined again using these more 
fundamental figures for the total dross production in relation to bath size and 
working hours. This is done in the following Table Ill. 

TABLE III 

Oz. dross/working hour/sq. ft. balh healing surface 

Temperature controlled-washed 
Coke Fired -washed-·· 
Temperature controlled-not washed 
Coke Fired -not washed 

(5 baths) 
, '(2 only) 

(5 baths) 
(5 baths) 
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Although the inter-relation between the dross figures· from individual baths 
is very different when expressed'in this way, the conclusions which emerge 
from the four main groups are the same as those an:iyed .at on the simpler 
analysis made earlier, and emphasize the importance of washing in reducing 
dross formation. . 

Turning now to the last three 1?aths in Table II, which are those baths 
dealing with castings in more or- less considerable amounts, the percentage 
zinc lost as dross would suggest that high dross figures are associated with 
the galvanizing of castings. Further examination of the figures, however, 
makes this conclusion more doubtful. In the case of bath 13, the very high 
rate of working - 34 lb. of steel/sq. ft. heating area/hour - will require a 
heat input of over 4500 B.Th.U./sq. ft./Hr. to deal with the steel and zinc 
melting alone. Unles's the work was very evenly distributed throughout the 
working hours, this figure would frequently have been exceeded, and in any 
case the additional heat to rriake good' surface losses has to be transmitted. 
In the case of this bath with a throughput of work more than twice as great 
as that of any of the other baths investigated, it is therefore not altogether 
surprising that the percentage dross figure is high, and that the dross figure per 
unit area of bath walls is excessive. The 35 per cent of castings dipped 
in this bath may not, therefore, have been the controlling factor: 

'Bath 7, treating mostly 9astings, shows well above average dross production 
whichever way this figure is expressed; but bath 16, with more than half its 
throughput castings, is not an unusually heavy dross producer on a bath wall 
area basis. As far as these records go the case against castings as high dross 
pr:oducers is therefore 'not proven'. 

Zinc Efficiency ) 
The figures in column (c) of the two sheets of Table IV give the zinc efficiency 
of the bath. The zinc efficiency figure is that percentage of the total zinc 
added to the bath which ~ppears on the surface of the galvanized work. 
The figures range from 41 to ~,4 per: cent, sh9!"ing that of the 20 baths 
investigated, the worst lost nearly 60 per cent of their total zinc in their 
residuals, whereas the best lost only 16 per cent of the zinc in this way. 

From what has been said in the previous sections it will be clear that 
considerations of zinc efficiency cannot be divorced from the rate of working 
or throughput of the zinc bath. The truth of this statement is immediately 
seen in the case of a bath galvanizing a negligibly small amount of work, as 
the ash and dross which would still be formed in this bath would cause the 
zinc efficiency to fall to zero, i.e. all the added zinc would be removed as 
residuals. The other main factors affecting efficiency have already been dealt 
with in the previous sections on the individual losses through dross, ash and 
flux skimmings, but it is instructive to consider briefly the main reasons for 
the good results obtained from the three most efficient baths. 

The first of these, bath 4, had an overall zinc efficiency of practically 
84 per cent. From column (j) of Table IV it will be seen that it also had the 
second highest throughput. The bath was treating comparatively light-gauge 
fabricated hollow-ware, and was completely covered with a flux blanket, the 
washed work being immersed' through this and withdrawn through it as well. 
The bath was, however, coke-fired. That the most efficient of the baths 
examined was heated in the old way shows how much can be achieved by 
careful and conscientious workers. Where special systems of bath heating are 
used, thermostatic control takes the place of personal factors, but this result 
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shows that careful workers can obtain very good results from comparatively 
primitive equipment. . 

The two baths with the next highest efficiencies were bath 9 (75 per cent 
efficiency) and bath 2 (73 per cent efficiency). These two baths had the third 
and fifth highest outputs respectively (column f) and were thermostatically 
controlled dry baths receiving washed and prefluxed window frames. In these 
two cases the advantage of treating only <?ne type of work was probably the 
mo~t important single factor in achieving high zinc efficiencies. 

11. Conclusions 

Although the intention of this survey was rather to obtain information 
about the extent to which zinc losses were occurring than to discover the 
underlying reasons for these zinc losses, the foregoing analysis of the figures 
does allow certain. tentative conclusions to be drawn. These conclusions may 
be summarized as follows: 
Losses from Ash Formation and Flux Skimmings 
The two important factors are: 
(a) the extent to which the surface of the bath is flux covered, 
(b) the extent to which the bath surface is disturbed both during operation 

and during removal of the zinc ash. Careful skimming, and controlled 
speed immersion and withdrawal of the work are probably more import
ant with dry baths than any other single factor, both in determining the 
extent to which oxidation occurs, and the amount of metallic zinc 
entrained in the ash. 

Zinc Loss through Dross Formation . 
The most important factors in controlling dross formation are: 

(a) the washing of iron salts from the work after pickling and before dipping, 
(b) bath heating. Thermostatically controlled baths seem on average to give 

lower dross figures than coke-fired, baths, although the results suggest that 
the different bath heating systems vary cOI1siderably in effectiveness, and 
that coke-fired baths can still hold their own if properly tended, 

(c) the throughput of work. Although when a bath is overworked it is bound 
to produce an excessive amount of dross, the results show that the highest 
efficiencies are obtained by maintaining a high throughput of work so long 
as the safe maximum is not exceeded. 
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F.oreword 

-
CAN DROSS BE ELIMINATED 

IN 

HOT DIP GALVANIZING? 

by w. G. JMHOFF* 

Any intelligent discussion of the important question of whether dross can be 
eliminated in the hot dip galvanizing process must be based on a complete 
understanding of what dross is, how it is formed, and what methods have 
already been adopted to reduce and eliminate its formation. Many artiCles 
have been published on dross production, as it is the most costly angle of hot 
dip galvanizing. The real significance of its importance is emp~asized most 
vividly in the field of malleable iron pipe fittings' galvanizing, where a Iow 
dross formation is 40 per cent, the average is 45 to 55 per cent, and during the 
war the high reached 70 to 80 per cent dross based on the metal charged into 
the pot. 

This discussion will be from three distinct viewpoints, namely, first, what is 
dross; second, what are the sources of dross production; and third, what has 
.already been done to reduce dross productioq, and is it possible to eliminate 
.dross entirely when hot dip galvanizing. 

'What is Dross? , 
In the very narrow sense, dross is the zinc-iron alloy that accumulates in the 
bottom of the galvanizing pot. In the broad sense as understood by practical 
.galvanizers and smelters and those interested in galvanizing, it is the 'metal 
:Sludge' or deposit that is removed periodically from the bottom of the pot 
iby the operation called 'drossing'. Out of the pot, the dross consists of zinc
liron alloy crystals embedded in the frozen galvanizing bath left after the 
"metal sludge' has been drained, 'cut and sliced' and 'vibrated' in the dross 
'~poon immediately after the spoon has been filled and raised out of the bath. 
"l1he 'metal residue' after draining, cutting and slicing, and vibrating, is the 
commercial material called 'galvanizer's dross', and sold back to the smelters 
for recovery of the good zinc in this by-product. This is the narrow meaning 
'of 'oross', but iri the larger sense it has to be considered as not only this direct 
'by-product, but also in the form of the zinc-iron alloys that fO'rm in, and event
ually destroy, the p'ot itself; ~nd also as the zinc-iron alloy that forms on 
articles lost in the galvanizing bath during operations, and the zinc-iron 
,alloys that form as 'the alloy bond' to hold the upper zinc coating to the base 
metal. It is impossible to give an intelligent discussion of 'dross' without also 
taking into consideration all of the angles of its formation, including these 
.zinc-iron alloys that destroy the pot, and are a part of the zinc coating. 

I. Sources of Dross 
To eliminate dross it is necessary to know what the sources of dross produc
tion are. The main sources of dross are therefore listed below, with a brief' 
comment about each particular item: 

• Wallace G.lmhoff, Co., Los Angeles 
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Ordinary plant dross from a metal ware gall'anizing plant. 
content 3.54 per cent. (X36). 

From Production 

(a) Malleable iron, cast iron, grey iron. 
(b) Steel, in the form of sheets, pipe, angles, pole-line hardware, metalware 

and miscellaneous articles. 
(c) Wrought iron in the form of pipe, etc. 

Dross production is in direct proportion to the production passing through 
the galvanizing bath, but varies through a wide range according to the kind of 
base metal and the surface area. Other features such as rolling, forging, 
casting, etc., i.e. the mechanical treatment, also are of importance; soft cast 
metals, in the form of malleable iron fittings, give a very much higher dross 
production than rolled steel articles, as for example in the metal ware field of 
galvanizing. But the production itself is a basic factor of dross production, and 
especially from the standpoint of surface area exposed to the molten zinc for 
coating, as well as the softness and grain structure of the base metal, which is a 
fa,ctor of penetration. Therefore dross production is a direct function of 
production; the greater the production, the more dross produced. 

Fro~ Corrosion of the Surface of Production 
Very careful research investigations have definitely established the fact that 
any corrosion that is permitted to form on the surface of the production 
between th~ pickling and galvanizing operations is a source of creating iron in 
the form of iro!,\ oxides that, upon entering the molten zinc bath, are im
mediately attacked and reduced by the molten zinc, creating both the oxide 
skimmings from the oxygen released, and dross from the iron in the corrosion 
product. The same investigations also definitely established the fact that the 
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.. 

Fig. 2. Iron oxide on the surface of the work being changed into 
result of attack by molten zinc. The black areas are iron oxide. 

iron s~lts in the pickling bath, the ferrous sulphate and ferrous chloride when 
carried out of these baths on the surface of the production, also .. are a large 
source of dross from the iron content of the iron salts in the pickling solutions. 
1fhe iron salts are first in the above forms as pickle bath salts, but if the work is 
;allowed to stand in the air, these iron salts slowly oxidize and change over into 
'~stillirust', limonite iron oxide, or if permitted to be in contact with the air for 
:awerylong period of time, they will eventually change over to the ferric oxide 
;foim of rust, which at first may be red, but finally turns to the familiar brown 
T.ust,<iron oxide. Iron that is permitted to enter the galvanizing bath in any 
;form, either as the base metal of production, or the iron corrosion after 
'pickling, or the iron salts c~rried over fr9m the pickling baths, eventually 
,findsjt way into the zinc-iron alloy dross which settles to the bottom of the 
.pot. Corrosion after pickling, and due to drying, is one of the most prolific 
'sources of iron to form dross. A perfectly clean surface may be ruined by 
drying; or due to long intervals before galvanizing. 

From:the Pot 
Years ago the galvanizing pot itself could be a very prolific source of dross. 
The heat application with coke fuel created 'hot spots', and especially at night 
\when the bath often became 'red hot', dross accumulated in excessive 
amounts due to overheating of both the metal and the pot. How much dross 
comes from the pot is a function of the kind of steel in th~ pot, and the heat 
application. As a general thing the steel is of the best quality, Firebox Steel, 
which so far is the best and most practicl!l base metal for makingga1vanizing 

1potS. On the other hand, even Firebox Steel will dissolve very rapidly when 
badly overheated, or simply from general' overheating due to faulty heat 
application from a poor galvanizing furnace design. Pots have failed in an 
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• Fi§. 3. Zinc-iron alloys.remo,·ed from the top and middle portions. 
. , galvanizing pot. 

extremely short period of time, and in such cases they may be a large source 
of dross formation. On the other hand, today, most galvanizing pots and 
furnaces are of good design so that dross from this source has been minimized. 

Overproduction', too high Operating Temperature and Overheating the Bath at 
Night 

It is surprising how many galvanizing pots when checked for correct pro
duction requirements, show overloading. Cases have actually been found 
where pots have been overloaded 100 per cent, and most pots are being 
operated at some overproduction. If checked carefully from the standpoint 
of heat input balance based on metal capacity and side heating area, it will be 
found that there is an overproduction. Calculations for correct production 
requirements should be based on the side heating area if the heat application 
is made on two sides, and the total heating area, if the pot is heated all around. 
Overproduction will naturally greatly increase dross production, as will a pot 
where the heat application is badly out of balance. 

As a direct result of overproduction, the operating te'mperature will always 
be too high, and this also is a direct cause of excessive dross production. All 
galvanizing installations have a correct rated production capacity, and when 
production. is carried in excess of this rated capacity, overheating results, and 
this in turn creates excessive dross. 

In early installations it was practically impossible to have much control at 
night. Coke fuel would not permit of automatic control of the fires, and a night 
watchman often had too much ground to cover, and therefore could not give 
the fires the close attention they requ!~ed to maintain a low, even bath 
temp~rature. Jt wasRQI ~H.ll ~I!fQIp.J!lon toQ.a.,yea gath so badly overheated 
that the zinc became red hot. This not only ruined the metal for galvanizing 
purposes, but in addition it created excessive dross from both the metal and 
the iron derived from the pot due to overheating. . 
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Fig. 4. Basket work; the articles sometimes float out, or are poked Ollt of the baskets, alld go 
to the bottom of the pot to form dross. 

(Courtesy Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia) 

From Work lost in the Pot 
There are some fields of galvanizing, as for example malleable iron pipe 
fittings and pole-line hardware, in which, due to the method of handling when 
galvanizing, the pieces either float out of the baskets, or are 'poked' out in the 
operation of working the pieces around in the baskets to expose all parts 
to the molten zinc bath for coating purposes. In one actual case under 
observation it was found that a ton or more of pieces w.ere lost in the pot every 
week, and were removed in the dross. Malleable iron pipe fittings make more 
dross than steel articles, but either, on a large scale, when lost to the bottom 
of the pot, create dross rapidly if left down in the dross until the next dross 
period. 
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Fig. 5. The zinc coating is disintegrating, forming 
iron alloy, because the bath temperature (920°F.) is too 
alld the submersion time (J min.) too 10llg for sllch a 

base metal (28 gauge). 

From too long a Submersion Time 
As an excessively long submersion time is similar in effect to work lost in the 
pot, dross formation is a function of too long submersion time in the molten 
zinc. There is a correct submersion time for every article, and prolonged 
submersion in the molten zinc· tends to form more and more zinc-iron alloy, 
thereby increasing dross production. This is especially true of a soft base 
metal like malleable iron. 

Poor, ineffective cleaning and pickling, too severe heat in drying, or too long 
a time between pickling and galvanizing, may be the reason for raising the 
bath temperature and increasing the submersion time in the molten zinc 
to obtain a perfect coating. However, raising the bath temperature and 
increasing the length of submersion time both tend to increase dross 
production. . 

From poor Galvanizing Furnace Design, and improper Heat Application 
Regardless of what kind of fuel is used in the galvanizing furnace to heat the 
pot, if the furnace design is not correct there may be a heavy dross production. 
Poor galvanizing furnace design may be considered from at least three 
different angles, namely. first, improper heat application which may cause 
gener:al overheating, or concentration of high heat intensity on some par
ticular spot or part of the pot; second, improper location of the flues, which 
m~'y ~ra\\l_.t~ 1.!e.at _ do~'.:n lI!!Q. the _dross ~.r~a _of t.J:!e pot, thereby greatly _ 
exaggerating and intensifying the dross forming conditions; and finally, third, 
excessive dross production due to unbalanced heat input in the relation 
between production, metal capacity of the pot and side heating area. 
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Fig~ 6. Large modern hOI clip gall'allizing (I/rnace. NOle Ihe pyromel<'r Oil Ihe lrall ill lIlt' 
backgrol/lld. 

(Co~rtesy Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia) 

Fig;. 7. Dia/-Iype of Eleclric Recording Pyrllll/(·lC'r. L(/(,'.(1 rquipmelll for balh /tealillg 
. colllroi. 

(Courtesy Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia) 
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From the Kind of Zinc used 
It was formerly believed that the mere fact that the zinc used was of Prime 
Western Grade was enough of a guarantee that the quality of the metal was 
high enough for hot dip galvanizing purposes. However, after World War I 
a paradox developed commercially. Prime Western Grade metal was zinc 
that could carry up to 1.60 per cent lead, or Prime Western "zinc could be 
metal with little or no lead at all in it. Because of excessive dross production, 
when the metal zinc was scarce during World War U, careful investigations 
proved conclusively that zincs without any lead in them were the direct cause 
of the high dross production. In every plant where dross was excessive and 
the zinc used did not carry any lead, the dross production was lowered by 
either putting pig lead into the pot, or purchasing metal with about one per 
cent of lead in the slab zinc. 

Further studies and investigations during the war also proved conclusively 
that even pure zincs of very high quality, but which did not carry-any lead in 
them, were also excessive dross producers. It was also noted that in plants 
where a large surface area was coated, and much metal was used for coating 
purposes, the replacement of zinc carried out by fresh new zinc might com
pensate for high dross production, but on the other hand, where the produc
tion was heavy, and more weight with little surface area, the replacement 
metal was small because less zinc was used for coating purposes. Dross 
production in this type of production might become very annoying, and 
costly. Impurities in the zinc were also found to be an important factor of 
dross formation; and because of this fact certain types o( metal could not be 
used at "all. 

The main sources and causes of dross production have been b~iefly dis
cussed without going into too much detail for any particular cause. The 
important thing to know is what dross is, and what the principle sources of 
dross are. These first two phases must be known before the third phase, the 

. possibility of eliminating dross production, can be intelligently discussed. 
Once it is known what dross is, and where it comes from, then steps to 
eliminate it follow. There are other factors of great importance that have a 
bearing on the problem. . 

ll. Reduction of Dross; Can Dross be Eliminated Entirely? 
Great progress has been made in the reduction of dross production, but 
whether dross can be eliminated entirely seems to hinge on the very founda
tion principle of hot dip galvanizing. Just what has been accomplished so far 
will be briefly discussed, and then the question of galvanizing with the com
plete elimination of dross will be considered. Since dross production was 
given'according to the most importaI!t sources apd causes of dross formation, 
the same order can be used to discuss the reduction and elimination of dross. 

From Production 
Many attempts have been made to give the articles of production a prelimin
ary flash coating to eliminate the formation: of the zinc-iron alloy which 
settles to the bottom of the pot as dross. The ideas involved here are to 

. 'p!event apy ~~!1.g~l!g. i~to th~ _mo}j~!.lzin£..£~!h from the surfaCe of the 
production. The writer conceived that idea many years ago, and developed a 
copper flash immersion coating which was put on by chemical action in the 
liquid flux bath. However, the anticipated difficulty developed, namely, that 
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the copper on the surface of the articles would reach a point eventually that 
would contaminate the galvanizing bath and make trouble. This is exactly 
what happened; an ugly red oxide 'smear~, due to excessive copper in the 
bath, appeared after the protective copper flash surface covering had been 
operating for a short time. l 

Other research engineers also got the same idea of attempting to stop the 
iron derived from the surface of the production from getting into the molten 
zinc bath by coating the work with a flash copper coating. On November 5th, 
1929, Irving R. Valentine, of Erie, Pennsylvania, was granted U.S. patent 
No. 1,734,928 Treatment of malleable castings with a thin copper coating 
by dipping momentarily irt a 'copper sulphate solution, and then galvanizing. 
The patent was assigned to The General Electric Company, a corporation of 
New York. This company evidently found out the same as the writer did, 
that continually carrying copper into the galvanizing bath finally reaches a 
prohibitive point where the excessive copper causes finishing troubles, and 
ruins the coating. 

The writer also experimented with other flash coating protection such as 
immersion tin coating, and even with an electroplated flash zinc coating, but 
all methods of this kind were eventually discarded as either being fa~lures, or 
eventually causing trouble, or as impractical. So today there is still no method 
that is practical that has been developed to stop the dross formed due to the 
iron dissolved from the surface of the production as it is galvanized. 

From Corrosion of the Surface of Production 
It was realized early in the study of dross production tbat excessive corrosion 
on the surface, after pickling, was a heavy source of dross production. So one 
of the first things done was to wash after pickling. However, at that time, the 
old muriatic acid dip flux was standard practice, as well as open steam heating 
for most of the tanks. The washed, clean surface after dipping in the muriatic' 
acid once again became covered with iron chloride, \'vhich formed dross when 
the work was galvapized. As a direct result of research investigations definitely' 
proving that iron salts from the pickle, iron chloride from the muriatic acid 
dip ,flux, and iron from corrosion between pickling and galvanizing, all formed 
dross, the development of a whole new technique was gradually accepted~ 
namely, that of the liquid flux practice instead of the muriatic acid dip flux. 
The new method permitted washing after pickling, and then the work was 
dipped in a liquid solution of zinc-ammoniumcbloride of a high enough 
concentration to completely cover the surface with a transparent film that 
protects the surface from all oxidation from the exposure in the air between 
pickling and galvanizing. This new liquid flux technique greatly reduced 
dross production in all fields of galvanizing where it was used. Thus two steps 
were taken that reduced dross production - washing after pickling, to 
remove the pickle salts, and tl}e adoption of the new liqui9 flux technique 
which eliminated the iron from the muriatic acid dip, and also prevented 
the formation of corrosion from exposure to the air between pickling and 
galvanizing operations. 

From the Pot 
The writer recognized very quickly that the galvanizing pot itself was a source· 
of iron to create dross. A very intensive programme of research investigations 
proved that molten zinc at galvanizing bath temperatures would attack and 
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eventually destroy practically all known metals and alloys; some very quickly, 
others more slowly,.bufall eventually were destroyed. On December 22nd, 
1925 the writer was granted United States Patent No. 1,566,749 fox: ~ glass
lined vitreous enamelled galvanizing pot. While the lining could be. put on 
small pots, it was found to be impractical for large pots due to the annealing 
affects of the heavy steel plates in the pot. It therefore never became practical 
as either a dross redl1cing method, or a method of prolonging the pot life, 
both of which ideas were effective in very small pots. So once again the dross 
production from the iron from the pot has not as yet been either checked or 
reduced from the standpoint of placing some kind of a lining on the steel sides 
that the molten zinc cannot attack. A certain amount of dross is still derived 
from this source. 

Overproduction, too high Operat!ng Temperature and Overheatin~ the .Bath 
at Night 

Much progress has been made in regard to excessive dross due to over
production of the pot. Exact tables of metal capacity, side heating area and 
production relations have been established, which reduce overproduction to 
a minimum, and also have established a better balance between heat input 
through the sides in relatjon to the metal capacity of the pot. Both of these 
adjustments have reduced dross production. 

Since overproduction was generally the cause of too high a bath temper
ature, adjusting the production thus also tended to correct dross production 
from too high an operating temperature. 

In the meantime both gas and oil fuels began to make heavy inroaqs on the 
installations where coke fuel was still used. Today, coke fuel has practically 
disappeared in favour of gas and oil fuels which permit a¥tomatic control of 
both the bath temperature and the fuel input, as well as correcting the 
worst source of dross, which was overheating the bath at night. Thus we see 
that in each source of dross production some reduction has o~urred, while 
work still is in progress to lower the dross from causes more difficult to work 
with because of practical troubles-encountered. 

From Work lost in the Pot 
Some progress has been made in dross reduction here, but so far the results have 
not been outstanding. Special baskets and racks have been designed to reduce 
the work that floats out of the baskets, and nets or special baskets have been 
used over the dross to catch the lost articles which are lifted out with the 
basket each night. However, this source of dross is still a very serious one, as 
progress has not yet been sufficient to reduce the lost articles to the point 
where they are not a menace to dross production. Recently special racks have 
been developed, but there has not been sufficient time yet to note what effect 
there is on dross production. 

From too long Submersion Time 
Great advancement has been made in reducing dross production due to too 
long submersion time. Batch pipe galvanizing has been changed to single ~nd 
double line pipe galvanizing. Another cause of long submersion time was due 
to 'burning' on the old steel hotE!ate drier. This caused excessive corrosion, 

- wbich iiiTririi made"it neCeSsary to ca-rryahigher operating bath temperature, 
and use a longer submersion time to overcome the corrosion and obtain a 
perfect coating. The use of a hot air drier has not only eliminated corrosion 
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Fig: 8. The best method to dry malleable iron pipe fittings b~f('re gall'anizing, to "'QI'oid 
'burning' alld corrosion 011 the drier, is to use a hot air drier instead of the old steel hot-plate 
drier. A hot air drier reduces dross, increases production, and allows a 10ll'er gah'allizillg 

bath temperalllre. 

(Courtesy James Hill Mfg. Co., Providence) 

on the drier, but also has greatly increased production because of the shorter 
submersion time, since the corrosion has been eliminated. This new technique 
of hot air drying therefore has helped to reduce dross production. 

From poor Galvanizing Furnace Design, and improper Heat Application 
Enormous strides have been made in the past twenty years in hot dip galvan
izing furnace design. The new fuels, gas and oil, which permit of automatic 
temperature control at all times, and also automatic control of the fuel supply, 
have greatly reduced dross production until today all sources of dross pro
duction give less dross than formerly came from just one source, such as the 
poor heating conditions of the old coke-fired galvanizing furnace. ':(oday the 
furnace design begins with the proper pot size in relation to production in 
pounds per hour, proper balance of heat input between metal capacity of the 
pot and side heating area and, finally, thicker sides. 

Next, the combustion chambers have been enlarged to reduce the heat 
,intensity and also the speed of the combustion products out of the furnace. 
More time is allqwed for the fuel to burn properly, and also for the heat to be 
taken up by the pot and furnace, rather than be carried swiftly up and out of 
the stack. The proper location of the flues has also reduced dross production, 
and a more scientific heat application in the area where the production 
passes through the bath has also tended to create less dross. In all, the 
advancement in the design has been marked in many engineering features, all 
of which have tended to lower dross production, give better operating condi
tions and increase the life of the equipment. 

From the Kind of Zinc used 
During the war when the supply of zinc was very low. every known method 
had to be used to conserve zinc, and also to reduce dross which wastes zinc 
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becauseitis a by-product of galvanizing. Investigations were carried out which 
very definitely proved that zinc without any lead content was a cause of heavy 
dross production. In every plant where dross was excessive and the cause was 
traced to no lead in the zinc, the dross production was immediately corrected 
by adding pure pig lead to the pot at regular intervals, 9rby purchasing zinc 
that carried about an average of 1.00 per cent lead. Thus more knowledge 
about imputitiesin galvanizing baths, and in the slab zincs used for galvanizing 
has reduced dross production. 

Ill. Conclusion 
So the present state of dross production may be summarized in the con
~lusions illustrated under each source of dross production, namely, that dross 
production has been greatly reduced, but not eliminated entirely. We still 
have dross with us in all fields of galvanizing, and the loss from this source is 
the greatest single factor of hot dip galvanizing. The next question logically 
follows: 'Can dross be eliminated entirely in hot dip'galvanizing?" 

It takes a long time to see and understand the simplest things. ' This state
ment applies to hot dip galvanizing in the fact that the 1!,ctual 'wetting' pro
cess of the base metal by the molten zinc at galvanizing, temperatures means 
the immediate alloying of the zinc with the iron base metal. Since molten zinc 
has been proved to attack and dissolve all commercially known metals and 
alloys, then if we coat the base metal with any other metal or alloy, 'd.ross' 
wiIl still form, as with copper the 'dross' is a copper-zinc alloy, along with the 
iron-zinc alloy. Thus we appear to strik~ at the very heart of galvanizing when 
we try to eliminate the formation of .th~ zinc-iron alloy. It is the formation 
of the zinc-iron alloy that 'wets' the clean pure iron base metal surface, so if 
there is 'no wetting', no galvanizing can take place. 

We have recently seen various statements that the use of high aluminium 
in the galvanizing bath, with no flux on the bath, reduces dross production. 
This brings up another very delicate and complicated question, namely: 
'Will the aluminium form'an aluminium-iron alloy bond that serves the same 
purpose as the zinc-iron 'alloy bOhd of zinc coatings?' It has been definitely 
proved that a high iron content in the zinc coating greatly deteriorates the 
bonding qualities of the zinc coating above .. It has also been proved that a 
lead coating alone will not bond to the base metal, but lead containing even 
very small minute amounts of zinc will give a good lead I;oating, the zinc 
being the bonding agent between the iron base metal and lead coating above. 
It is also a known fact that zinc has a certain bonding power and in the pre
sence of small' amounts of aluminium in the bath~ the zinc predominates. 
However, when large amounts of aluminium are in molte,n zinc, then the 
aluminium may have strong enough bonding powers to predominate, and in 
that case the alloy bond would be an aluminium-iron alloy instead of the 
zinc-iron alloy. So if 'dross' be simply thought of as a by-product, then 
excessive formation of aluminium-iron alloy might produce a dross of alumin
ium-iron alloy instead of a dross of zinc-it'on alloy. Our· present state ofknow
ledge would at this time tend to the theory that, since to galvanize at all, there 
must be 'wetting' of the base metatby the molten zinc, and since the 'wetting' 
is the formation of the zinc-iron alloy, and sinc~.in the process of formation 
of the zinc-iron 'alloy-sopie alloy and 'iron 'go "tb-form dross, then the logical 
conclusion is that at present it is impossible to hot dip galvanize without. 
forming some dross. . . 
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Author's Introduction 

MR. H. ARNASON (J.~Chr.knsens Oalvaniserings Etablissement) 
introduced his contribution on new methods of drossing by referring to the 
ordinary practice of drossing which was, he said, unsatisfactory for two 
reasons. The zinc content of the dross was too high and the drossing opera
tion took up too much of the working time. In his works they had been 
working for some time to obtain drosses with higher iron contents and to 
reduce the time taken up by the actual drossing oper!ltion at the side of the 
bath. Good results had been achieved and drossing was now done by labour 
not concerned with galvanizing by means of special equipment which removed 
the dross quickly and dealt with it away from the bath. They had also 
experimented with pumping dross from galvanizing baths, but had not been 
able to obtain dross of as high iron content in this w.ay. The operation was, 
however, rapid and further separation was possible later on. 

The work was still in the experimental stage and he hoped to be able to 
publish further information about it later. 

NOTES ON NEW METHODS OF DROSSING 
by H. t\RNASON* 

Normal drossing prac~ice leaves much to be desired. This is particularly 
true in the separation of zinc and hard zinc, as the ordinary commercial hard 
zinc contains 3.5-4 per cent Fe only, showing that besides the pure crystals 
of iron-zinc al,loy, considerable quantities of pure zinc are removed from the 
galvanizing bath. Another disadvantage of the usual method is the con
siderable time required for carrying out drossing operations, which cause 
undesirable interruptions to production. 

As a result of these disadvantages, our firm has investigated the whole 
'question and developed methods (26) which have led to the following results: 

1 The .production of hard zinc with considerably higher iron contents than 
usual. 

2 T.he separation of the mixed zinc and dross away from, and independent of, 
the galvanizing bath. 

3 Drossing by pumping. 

Investigations concerning points 1 and 2 have resulted in the construction 
of portable equipment into which the mixture of zinc. and hard zinc is fed on 
removal from the bath; by this means hard zinc with 4.50-5 per cent Fe and 
zinc with not more than 0.05 per cent Fe are obtained. The equipment is 
operated in connection with an ordinary spoon for drossing. This procedure 
.results in a dross reduction of about 20 per cent and allows drossing opera
tions to take place during the lunch interval. Our firm has now used this 
method for many months with completely satisfactory results. An ~verage 
of 1200 kg. dross with 4.50-5 per cent Fe, corresponding to about 1500 kg. 
ordinary dross, have been removed during the normal! hour of lunch, and in 
addition larger quantities could' be removed if necessary. 

The investigations and experiments concerning point 3 have resulted in the 
construction of a special dross pump. The dr(lss pumped up is, however, far 

·Works Manager, J. Chr. Jensens GalvaniscrillS~ Etablissement, Copenhagen 
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less concentrated than the dross removed by the spoon~' To overcome this 
disadvantage of pumping the dross, special equipment has been constructed 
for continually separating the superfluous zinc, and in this way hard zinc. 
containing 3.50 per cent Fe has been obtained. Extraction of furth~r zinc 
takes place away from the pot, and the hard zinc finally obtained contains 
4.50-5 per cent Fe. Using the present small pump about 5-600kg. of concen
trated dross can be removed in a half hour lunch interval, but the method is 
stilI in the experimental stage and it is hoped that the output wilI be con
siderably increased later. 
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DISCUSSION 
Treatment of Dross 
MR. R. STEW AR,J (Smith ~. McLeaoLtd.) inquired whether tile slicing 
of dross to allow the more liquid part to run back into the bath was a worth
while procedure. A statement he had read recently suggested that it served 
no really useful purpose, as the liquid part of the dross contained practically 
as much iron as the solid dross left behind. 

MR. ARNASON replied that some tests he had made revealed that the 
more .liquid dross running through. the holes in the spoon contained up to 
3 per cent of iron. 

DR. HAARMANN (Rheinische Rohrenwerke) said that he had been 
doing some work (27) on methods of increasing the iron content of dross 
which showed the extent to which working or slicing the dross was of value 
in increasing its iron content. The extent to which, zinc could be recovered 
depended on the type of dross, which was, of course, not a uniform material 
but consisted of zinc-iron alloy crystals embedded in a matrix of zinc. Some 
photomicrographs he had taken showed the extent to which dross could vary. 
In these, the zinc-iron alloy crystals showed up light. against the dark back
ground matrix of zinc. Fig. I showed a lot of very small crystals and was a 
sample of dross obtained from a new bath recently filled with virgin zinc. 
The crystals had not yet had time to grow, and hence the dross was of a 
muddy consistency, most of which ran through the holes in the spoon when 
slicing it. After the bath had been in use for some time, the dross became 
more granular as shown in Fig. 2. Where conditions were particularly 
favourable for crystal growth, a coarse structure such as that shown in Fig. 
3 could develop. 

Fig. 1 (x25). Fig.2 (x25) Fig.3 (x25) Fig.4 (x2t) 
Hard zinc containing Hard zinc containing Hard zinc containing Single crystals of 61 , 

O.66%Pb 3.5I%Fe 1.l7%Pb 3.12%Fe 0.52%Pb 3.85%Fe phase zinc-iron alloy 

The zinc-iron alloy found in dross was of two kinds, distinguished by 
differences in iron content and crystalline form. In Figs. 1 and 2 the alloy 
was in the form of monoclinic crystals of the 3 phase, containing 6-6.2 per 
cent iron. Sometimes, however, the zinc-iron alloy in the dross was present 
wholly or partly as the lh phase, containing 7-11.5 per cent iron, but usually 
around 1 per cent. Crystals of the lh phase were shown in Fig. 4. They 
belonged to the hexagonal system and were bipyramidal. Although these 
crystals differed somewhat from those illustrated in Dr. Bablik's handbook 
in that their height/basal axis ratio was considerably greater, Dr. Haarmann 
said they were typical of those found- in hundreds of samples of dross which 
had been exp.mined. Fig. 3 showed a section of a SI phase. crystal cut parallel 
to its basis. 
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The iron content of normal well-worked dross was usually in the range 
3.5-4.per cent, and since the 3 phase alloy in Figs. I and 2 contained 6-6.2 per 
cent iron, it followed that between 30 and 40 per cent of zinc must be held. 
in the interstices between the crystals. With 3 phase alloy, 4 per cent iron 
was the maximum likely to be achieved for dross in normal practice, s6 that 
33 per cent zinc still remained entrapped. With dross containing 51 phase 
alloy, the iron content could rise to 5t per cent, but there would still be 
30 per cent or more of zinc trapped between the 51 phase crystals. The extent 
to which zinc was trapped in ordinary dross was shown in graph I, which 
gave the results of 38 analyses of average samples of dross from different 
factories. The lowest iron content found was 2.01 per cent and the highest 
5.3 per cent. 60 per cent of the samples contained between 3 and 4 per cent 
of iron. . 
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\ 
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2 3 

Iron content of dross in % 
GRAPH! 

The iron content of dross could be improved by mechanical treatment as 
the following microphotographs showed. Fig. 5 was normal dross after 
slicing in the spoon in the ordinary way. The effect of centrifuging it to 
remove some of the zinc matrix was shown in Fig. 6, whilst Fig. 7 showed the 
further concentration of zinc-iron alloy crystals which could be obtained by 
treating the dross in a hydraulic press after centrifuging. 

~ -
Fig. 5 (x2) 
Not centrifuged 

Fig.6 (x 25) 
Centrifuged 
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The effect exercized on dross straight from the bath by working or slicing 
it on a perforated spoon was shown in Table 1, where four different drosses 
were examined. The results were set out graphically in Fig. 8, where each 
complete block represenfed a samPle 'of (fro~ss as removio Tfom thebatli. 
The bottom sections 1 showed the percentage of dross remaining in the 
spoon after working. The sections marked 2 were the percentage of hard zinc 
in dross lost through the holes in the spoon and returned to the bath; whilst 
the small sections 3 at the tops of the columns were the amount of free zinc 
of low iron content obtained by the process. It would be seen that the 
amount of dross returned fo the bath by working it on the spoon varied in 
these four cases between 15.3 and 31.5 per cent whilst the amount of good 
zinc was only from 6.0-15.3 per cent. Dr. Haarmann concluded by saying 
that whether the treatment of dross on the spoon was justified or not in view 
of these figures, was for the galvanizer to decide, having due regard for zinc 
prices and prevailing conditions. 

Table 1 

I I I 
i 

1 2 3 I 4 
SAMPLE FM F L M 

I AMOUNT kg 1
265 .6 1211 

.• 
i 140.0 278.0 

I - I -
I DROSS IN SPOON % 100 100 1 100 100 

BEfORE SLICING I ANALYSIS Fe% 3.62 

I 
4.34 

I 
3.84 2.99 

-- -- -- --
I Pb% 0.73 0.55 0.78 0.95 

- i 

I II I 51 I 51 51 + 3 CRYSTAL PHASE some 3 

I AMOUNT kg 209 127 78 192 

I - - - - -
RESIDUAL DROSS I % 78.7 60.2 55.7 69.0 

III AfTER SLICING I ANALYSIS Fe% 4.22 4.45 3.86 3.41 
i - - -- - -
I Pb% 0.91 0.83 0.69 0.84 

- i I AMOUNT kg 56.6 I 84.0 62.0 86.0 
- - I -- - -

IV PASSING THROUGH % 21.3 39.8 44.3 31.0 
THE SPOON I I 

i I ANALYSIS Fe% ·3.02 I 3.52 

I 
2.54 2.32 

-- -- -- --
I Pb% 1.19 0.70 0.94 1.24 

-" ! ! . 

I AMOUNT kg 40.5 66.5 40.8 58.5 
V DROSS RETURNED - - -- - -

TO B~TH %Of ORIGINAL 
DROSS 15.3 

I 
31.5 29.0 21.0 

-
! AMOUNT kg 

- I 

16.1 17.5 I 21.2 27.5 

I % OF ORIG;AL 
- . - I - --

VI ZINC RECOVERED i" 
I DROSS 6.0 . 8.3 I 15.3 9.8 
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Fig. 8 
FM F L M 

Residual dross 

2 Hard zinc in the mixture passing through 
the spoon 

3 Good zinc recovered in the mixture 
passing through the spoon 

1 + 2 + 3 Total dross taken from the pot 

MR. MO N T G 0 MER Y (Fredk.Braby & Co. Ltd.), referring to Mr. 
Arnason's paper, said that the claims made for the new methods were a very 
considerable advance on anything he had been able to do, and that to recover 
from the dross 20 per cent zinc of such low iron content was a very creditable 
achievement. It was his usual practice to allow zinc-iron alloy crystals to 
settle out under gravity, and one part of zinc could be removed in this way 
from three parts of dross. In tests where he had remelted the reclaimed zinc 
for a second time, he had found that between 30 and 60 per cent of the 
reclaimed metal went to the bottom of the bath to form dross. Even under 
the best conditions, such as liquating twice under favourable conditions of 
time and temperature, he had not been able to obtain an iron content of less 
than 0.1 per cent in the. reclaimed zinc. He thought temperature control was 
very important in reclaiming zinc from dross, as the iron content of the 
-reclaimed metal rose rapidly as the temperature was increased. 

MR. A RNA SON said that much depended on the care with which the 
separation was done. He agreed that temperature control was important, and 
confirmed that in his experience 20 per cent of the dross could be recovered 
as zinc ·of this low iron. content by his new procedure. 

MR. D. N. FAG G (British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Associa
tion) referred to another approach to the problem of dross treatment made by 
his Association using filtration through a bed of silimanite powder. Starting 
with a dross containing about 3.75 per cent iron, it had been possible to 
reduce the iron content by 95 per cent, although so far it had been difficult 
to obtain a yield greater than 25 or 30 per cent. 

MR. A. H. T H 0 MPS 0 N (General Galvanizers Ltd.) said that, 
although his company had no special way of drossing, they had gone care
fully into the question of sweating dross. By sweating he meant putting the 
dross into a separate pot and raising its temperature so that a fluid zinc 
could be separated from the more concentrated dross. When he was in 
America he had learned that galvanizers there never sweated their dross, as 
they considered that the reclaimed metal was not fluid enough and had a 
bad effect on the· galvanizing bath. . 

In response to a question from the chair, MR. D. S. BURWOOD (Imperial 
Smelting Corp. Ltd.) said that his company could not add much to the 
experience of the galvanizers in reclaiming zinc from dross. They had 
investigated a simple liquation process for recovering zinc from drossy zinc 
obtained as a by-product in their refining process, but no metal of satisfactory 
quality had been recovered by this method. Dross had to be treated as a raw 
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material' and the zinc had to be distilled from it ~s when producing virgin 
metal from zinc concentrates. Similarly his ,company did not recover zinc 
from ashes in any other way than by treating them as a raw material and 
processing them in the ordinary smelting plant. Only in this way could a 
grade of zinc suitable for the general market be obtained. 

Treatment of Ash 
M. J. R 0 U F F (Etablissements Schmid) said he would like to mention his 
experience in treating zinc ashes using a special salt. The composition of this 
product was, of course, unknown, it being supplied under a serial number or 
letter and delivered in sealed drums. Unfortunately the salt was corrosive 
and the metal drums were soon destroyed. At the same time, the salt, being 
hygroscopic, attracted moisture and so must not be exposed to the air. 
Turning to the use of the salt, he said that the ashes made during the day 
were returned to the bath for a quarter of an hour. and the next day crushed 
and sieved. First, the sifted ash and the' zinc were carefully mixed with the 
special salt already mentioned and the whole spread on the surface of the bath 
in a layer of about 3-4 centimetres thick, the temperature of the bath being 
450-465°C. After 4 minutes exposure on the bath, the sifted ash had to be 
,worked with a skimming ladle, and the same operation-was repeated 4 min
utes later, i.e. 8 minutes after first placing the mixture on the bath. The 
chemical reactiol! then started and the ashes began to r~den. The operator 
then continued to work the ashes in order to assist the liberation of the zinc 
until the entire covering layer had become red. This operation took a further 
7 minutes. After 15 minutes from the time of putting the mixture of sifted 
ash and reducing salt on the surface of the bath, the reaction was complete. 
During the course of the reaction, the ashes smoked and as the reaction 
proceeded the smoke increased. When the reaction was complete the ashes 
were removed by means of a skimming ladle. In this way it was claimed that 
60 per cent of the ash could be recovered as metallic zinc. In his experience 
this was not so, and the method had now been abandoned. Mr. Rouff con
tinued by saying that he now preferred another method in which the ash was 
taken off the bath and sieved the following day. The coarse portion was then 
mixed with an equal quantity of fresh ash, and the mixture puddled on the 
surface of the bath. The results obtained with this process were similar to 
those obtained with the former process. 

Closure 
MR. F. C. BRABY (Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.) then rose and thanked Mr. 
Arnason for his paper. It was, he said, one further example of the work which 
was being done by the J. 'Chr. Jensens Galvaniserings Etablissement to 
improve the galvanizing industry. He looked forward to hearing more about 
the pumping of dross and the formation of dross of higher iron content. 
Finally, he wished to express the meeting's appreciation of Mr. Busch-Jensen's 
very able chairmanship and his kindness in presiding at the two morning 
sessions. 
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Chapter V 

THE CORROSION RESISTANCE 
OF GALVANIZED COATINGS 

The paper considered by the Conference under this heading was specifically 
concerned with the performance of galvanized steel window frames. These 
are installed in all types of buildings from houses to factories and are subject 
to such varied conditiops of service that window installations constitute a 
performance test for galvanized coatings of the widest possible sco'pe. The 
discussions on this subject were not, bowever, confined to window frames 
but covered other fields of service including contact with domestic water 
supplies. The paper also dealt with the continuous galvanizing process used 
for treating steel windows and some information about this subject is, 
therefore, included here as well. 

The corrosion resistance of galvanized coatings was considered at the 
fourth and last Technical Session of the Conference with Mr. A. H. Thomp
son, the Vice-Chairman of the Hot Dip Galvanizers Association, in the chair. 

Introduction 
In the absence of Mr. Pellowe, MR. R. L. STUBBS (Zinc Development 
Association) introduced the paper. The galvanizing of metal windows, he 
said, was taken rather for granted in England where several new and modern 
plants had been installed for this purpose since the war. Steel windows 
represented the largest new use for galvanizing in the U.K. , 

In the 1930s the position had been very different and the steel window 
manufacturers were seriously concerned with corrosion troubles. After con
sidering various methods of rust prevention, hot dip galvanizing had been 
adopted by a number of window manufacturers as affording the best pro
tection, and this process was now used for rust-proofing the majority of steel 
windows produced. As a result, steel windows were now a reliable article and 
were being ever more widely used. 

Turning to the paper, he felt sure that it would be read with particular 
interest by those visitors from other countries where the advantages of 
galvanized windows had not yet been realized. The paper opened with a 
discussion of the process, and in the absence of Mr. Pellowe he felt sure that 
Mr. Wilson, another steel window manufacturer from the U.K., would 
be pleased to give futther information about the procesS'. Mr. Stubbs then 
referred to the tables showing the corrosion resistance of galvanized coatings 
under different conditions and quoting the results of tests carried out in the 
U.K. and U.S.A. He said he was struck by the large number of tests which 
had been done in England. The paper concluded with a survey showing how 
widely steel windows were used, and how well they stood up to corrosion 
under many varied conditions of service. 
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THE CORROSION RESISTANCE OF GALVANIZED 
COATINGS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 

TO GALV ANIZED~~WINDOW FRAMES 

by E. F. PELLOWE,* B.SC., A.R.I.C., A.I.M. 

Introduction 
Some recent statistics published by the Zinc Development Association (28) 
indicate that in Great Britain the hot dip galvanizing industry consumes more 
zinc today than any other industry, and that the biggest single factor in this 
increase since 1939 is that practically all steel windows are now rust-proofed 
by this method. 

Before the 1914-1918 war the steel window frame was a hand-made, 
comparatively e",pensive product. With the introduction of standardized 
production methods and the ready availability of accurately rolled steel 
sections, and because of the shortage of timber of good quality, the steel 
window industry in England has steadily expanded and today something like 
5,000,000 steel frames are produced every year. These window frames are 
used in domestic and public buildings in rural, urban, marine and industrial 
areas. They are also used extensively in factories and industrial buildings 'of 
all kinds. 

The original finish on these windows, as supplied from the factory to the 
building site, was two baked coats of priming paint. By the early 'thirties it 
became apparent that such a finish was hardly adequate, and that if the indus
try was to maintain its pre-eminence and continue to expand a more ro~ust 
finish was needed. On its journey from factory to site the steel window often 
encounters rough handling which will chafe or chip the paint film, and 
once it has reached the building site it may well lie on the ground for many 
months awaiting completion of the walls and surrounding brickwork before 
installation. 

To cope with the dual conditions of rough handling and neglect it was 
decided to rust-proof all' steel frames, using the hot dip galvanized coating 
because of its robustness and long corrosion life. 

The hot dip galvanizing process must not be confused with cold galvanizing 
or electro-galvanizing. The first process depends upon dipping the steel 
frame into a bath of molten zinc. The last process is better termed 'zinc 
plating' and the frame is placed in an aqueous solution of a zinc salt and the 
zinc plated on to the work by an electric current. 

Considerable research work was carried out on the hot dip galvanizing 
process to modify it for dealing with the new product and the present day 
p.rocess is outlined below. 

A great deal of attention has been given to the corrosion resistance of hot 
dip galvanizing in various atmospheric conditions over the last ten years and 
our experiences in this respect are also outlined below. 

I. Process 
A typical plant for galvanizing windows may deal with upwards of 300 tons 
of windows per week. The frames pass through the plant on specially de
signed carriers on a monorail, and where it is necessary for the loads to pass 

.. Crittall Manufacturing Co. Ltd. >- ~~ 
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from a high level to a low level monorail they do so by means bf a drop hoist. 
As a general principle inner frames are galvanized separately from their 
ciuters.,g~c!t frame carries, however,jts own hinge leaves; 'handle brackets,. 
'etc., so that subsequent assembly merely means the insertion of hinge pins. 

The essence of the whole process is scientific control .of temperature~. 
immersion times, acid strength, etc. 

1 All mill scale is removed by pickling in 10-12 per cent sulphuric·-aeia: 
This is heated by specially designed lead coils and thermostatic.control 
keeps the temperature at 140°F. The iron content is kept.in ·tllre- range of 
6-7 per cent by a Kestner crystallizer. This gives a piCKling .speed of 
15-20 minutes for the hot rolled mild steel of which the sections are made. 
An inhibitor is used in the acid to restrain over-pickling'~.nd.to.minimize: 
roughening of the steel. 

2 The acid and iron salts are then removed by washing twice, oncejn,:lio:tt 
and once in cold running water. This running water is kept 'Clean: by 
passing through neutralizing, aerating and filtering operations,>. arrdl 
returns to the washing tanks with a purity of one part per million·.iron'and 
a pH of8. 

3 The frames are then immersed in a 30 per cent solution of zinc ammoniuml 
chloride (ZnCI2.1NH4CI) at 120°F. This contains a wetting agent and:am 
insistence upon. the cleanliness of this tank cannot be over-stressed: T,he: 
,acid carry-over should be kept to a minimum by thorough'washing anditHe.: 
pH of the flux should not drop below 4-5. Failure to do this will (i!») 
increase zinc wastage and (b) lower the ductility of the coating. 

4 Tile fluxed frames are then dried in a specially designed oven.. The 
essential featur~ of this oven is that it uses large quantities of clean warm. 
air. Clean air 'is drawn in from outside the factory and warmed by the: 
products of c<;,>mbustion from the galvanizing pot, utilizing a heat. ex~ 
changer. The heating rate is such that ~he temperature· of the window: 
frames d9es nq.t exceed 180°F. This is based on the work of Daniels (1)) 

. which deserves to be better known. Over-fierce drying of prefluxed coatings 
of this kind is it prolific cause of dross. 

5 The windows are then hot dipped jn a pot 8 ft. X 5 ft. x 9 ft. deep, which is 
gas heated usmg modern forced recirculation methods. The small surface 
area. as compared with the large heating area means that the B.Th.U. 
input per square foot is low and the pot life correspondingly higll$ The, 
low flue gas temperature together with forced recirculation means remark,", 
ably uniform zinc temperature. A rigid control of temperature in the 
range 455-460°C.and a mechanized slow withdrawal speed are factors .. in , 
controlljng the evenness of coatirig and its freedom from blobs and tears" 
Additio~s of small amounls of aluminium prove invaluable in' de-oxidizing 
the pot and, by decreasing viscosity, give a better flow off and improved 
coating unifc;>rmity. The best alloy to use is one containing 98 per cent 
zinc and ~ per cent aluminium and both zinc and aluminium should be of 

. good purity, the latter being silicon-free. 
The grade of zinc used in the galvanizing pot is American.:Prime Western 
or it~ English eq1)ivalent, and additions of tin, antimony or cadmium rich 
materials are not permitted. . 
So far as distortion is.coI1cerned, we get extremely little, and the aJ;l1ount of 
rectification required after galvanizing is no more .than that required in' 
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ordinary window manufacture. This is partly ,attributed to the modern 
flash welding methods used, but without doubt a great deal is due to: 

(a) immersion speed 
(b) immersion time 
(c) withdrawal speed 

All these are controlled. 

6 After galvanizing and cooling, the frames are usually etched, and in this 
they differ from most other galvanized hardware. 
Freshly prepared zinc coatings, e.g. zinc plating and hot dip galvanizing 
are difficult for pain~ (29) to adhere to, and whilst it is true that natural 
weathering will not take long to roughen the zinc surface two factors have 
to be considered: 

(a) the natural weathering, depending on the time of the year and the locality, 
may take any time from two weeks to three months to roughen the surface 
adequately. 

(b) the house occupier may wish to install and paint his windows right away. 

A third factor cannot be ignored, viz: that sometimes it is necessary to 
carry out this etching on site using a mordant. Such a method is expensive 

o and unpleasant, and if the mordant is based on copper sulphate then it 
will detract from the corrosion resistance of the zinc coating. 

Usual factory etchants are based on phosphoric acid/phosphate mixtures. 

II. Corrosion Resistance 

Corrosion Due to Mechanical Damage 

Some ten years' experience have indicated that the galvanized coating is more 
than adequate in standing up to rough handling in transit to site and on the 
site, particularly so far as ductility and adhesion are concerned. 

Exposure tests have been in hand for the last four years to determine what 
happens if the coating does get damaged. In 1946 galvanized bars with a zinc 
deposit of 2 oz. per square foot were exposed on a factory roof in Essex. 
They had been maltreated by filing off the zinc coating from areas of'various 
sizes (see photograph). 

Bar No. 1 with bare areas t in. x -« in. shows practically no rusting at 
these areas. 

Bar No. 2 has bare areas t in. x 1 in., t in. X I in., ! in. x 1 in. and 1 in. X I' 
in. Slight superficial rusting occurs in the groove! in. X 1 in. and' the zinc 
edge on either side of it is still intact. The rusting is somewhat deeper on the 
t in. x I in. groove and the zinc edge is beginning to recede. As the grooves 
get wider the degree of pitting of the bare steel and the amount of retreating 
of the zinc edge increases. 

Bar No. 3 contains large bare steel areas and small galvanized areas. 
This simple exposure test illustrates the sacrificial or anodic protection 

conferred by zinc coatings and indicates that small damaged areas continue 
to be protected by the zi,!c <;:oatil!g. As ~as been stated elsewhere the life of 
a zinc coating is essentially proportional to the weight of zinc per unit area 
and the long protection given to da1lJaged areas as indicated above is due to 
the heavy zinc coating employed. 
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Examples of the sacr!ficial protection of zinc on steel after 
4 years exposure 
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Corrosion of Unpainted Galvaiiiiliig 

The corrosion resistance of unpainted galvanizing has been assessed in 
several publications of A.S.T.M. and the Iron and Steel Institute. 

Table I (The Iron & Steel Institute. Hudson: Atmospheric Corrosion on 
Unpainted Irons and Steels. Paper No. 10/1943 of the Corrosion Committee) 
which has been widely quoted gives estimated lives of galvanized coatings in 
various areas by measuring the loss in weight over a given period. Since these 
results were obtained on solid zinc and not on an actual galvanized coating 
they can only be taken as indicating a tendency, but none the less they have 
an indirect value. 

Table 2 gives the atmospheric details at the various stations. 
Table 3, based on work by the American Society for Testing Materials, 

. is of interest for it gives data on the exposure of actual window frames. Those 
exposed at the State College, Pennsylvania, for 17 years show no trace of rust. 
At Sandy Hook, New Jersey, a trace of rust occurs after 17 years; at Key West, 
Florida, no rust occurs after 18 years. , 

Perhaps the most detailed work on corrosion in recent years is that being 
carried out by the Iron & Steel Institute and reported in the paper by Hudson 
& Banfield (Paper No. 21/1946 of the Corrosion Committee). One of the 
chief difficulties encountered by the authors is in the assessment of failure in 
hot dip galvanized coatings (vide page 242). As a galvanized coating is 
gradually weathered it becomes grey and darker grey and finally almost black. 
It stays in this condition for some time and then gradually stains a pale yellow. 
At this stage the zinc~iron alloy layers or phases have been reached. When 
this alloy has been corroded over a large enough area and the basis steel is 
reached, then the usual red rust is seen. The true break~down position is thus 
difficult to. assess and it is felt that more accurate assessment is only possible 
where weight losses are measured and the final breakdown interpolated. 

From exposure tests being carried out by the writer on samples prepared 
by the above process and using aluminium in the pot, it looks as if: 

(a) the anodic protection given by the alloy layer is at least as effective as the 
zinc layer. 

(b) the corrosion losses of the alloy layer are somewhat less than that of the 
zinc layer. 

This possibility is referred to by Hudson & Banfield (ibid., p. 242). 
Two further conclusions from this fundamental paper are commented on 

below. 

I Coating Required I 
! 

Density Weight 
Equivalent 

Metal g:/cc. w I W Thickness 

g/specimen oZ./sq. It. mils. 

, ALUMINIUM I 2.70 51 0.8 . 3.6 
, CADMIUM 8.64 272 4.5 6.0 
I ZINC 7.16 110 1.7 2.9 
I ____ ~.~ __ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~ _____ ~~ ____ ~~~~~~ 

From this it will be seen that the thickness loss of aluminium is somewhat 
greater than zinc. -

The superiority of zinc coatings on iron compared with cadmium coatings 
in industrial atmospheres is in agreement with the results of other 
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TABLE I 

Rates of Atmospheric Corrosion of Zinc. Probable Lives of Galvanized Coatings 

j HOME 
-

I i Calculated Life 

I Corrosion I Ratio of of Galvanized , Rate of Zinc I Rates for Coating (0.75 oz. 
I 

I 
I Station Oz. per sq. ft. Ingot Iron per sq. ft.) 
I I per year and Zinc I Years 
I I 

1 Calshot 0.080 20.1 9 
Dove Holes Tunnel 1.92 1.0 0.4 
L1anwrtyd Wells 0.073 19.0 10 
Motherwell 0.103 21.0 I 7 
Sheffield '0.405 ! 7.5 

I 
2 

Woolwich 0.089 26.4 8 
Derby 0.183 17.8 4 
Frodingham 0.244 20.7 

I 
3 

Sheffield University 0.136 19.4 6 
, 

OVERSEAS 

Abisko 0.013 9.8 58 
Apapa 0.025 23.9 30 
Aro 0.037 8.5 20 
Basra 0.026 14.3 29 
Congella 0.095 20.4 I 8 
Khartoum 0.012 3.6 

I 
63 

Singapore 0.021 16.8 36 
Berlin-Dahlem 0.065 19.3 12 
Sandy Hook, N.J. I 0.062 30.6 12 
State College, Pa. I 0.021 30.9 36 
Pittsburgh, Pa. I 0.181 15.1 4 
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TABLE II 
Particlllars of the Corrosion Stations 

, 
HOME 

• Mean ; , 
Type of Annual Rainfall Relative 

~ 
I SStation Atmosphere Temp. ·In. Humidity 

of. % : 

; rnillshot :.Marine 51 26 84 
I :.Dove Holes ; ! .• Railway tunnel , 

7liunnel - - -I ", 

lll.Innwrtyd 
~ 

• \Wells Rural fi 47 55 79 I ?.Motherwell InduStrial 48 32 82 
SSblillleld IndustTial 48 30 84 

: 'WoolWich Industrial , 50 23 81 
I 

OVERSEAS , , , 

!\ I -
Position Relative 

Station Type of 

/ 
I Loilg.o 

Temp. Rainfall Humidity 

:I , o\!Atmosphere Lat.° of. In. % i 
I • 

S\!lr.polar 68N. 19E. ~ , 
30 11 74 ' ~Abisk9, Sweden 

, 14'P!lP!li'ijigeri,\ i 1Marine-
: I :/t.ropical 7N. 4E. ~ 80 72 79 
• Arg,l'{igeria j 'Inland-

~ •• :tropical 7N. 3E. i 77 45 I 84 
i ffiasra , J !pry.:sub-

: tropical 31N. 48E. 75 7 64 
.:eongella, . 

South .Africal ; .Marine 30S. 31E. 71 43 76 
: Khartoum ; -Dry tropical 16N. 33E. 85 6 31 
Sin~!lpore Marine-

: tropical 2N. I04E. 81 95 80 
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TABLE III 
Exposure of Galvanized Window Frame Sections at Sites in U.s.A. 

Exposure I 10 yrs. I 12 yrs. I 14 yrs. I 16 yrs. -r 18 yrs. I 19 yrs. 

I Window Frame Sections No. 209. Coating 3.10 oz./sq. ft. 

1

------1-----1-----1-----,----,.--.-- -----
Key West, Fla. 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 
Altoona, Pa. < 10R lOR All Specimens Removed 
State College, I 

Pl).. 0 0 Specimens Removed 
Sandy Hook, I 

N.J. Specimens Removed after Rack Collapsed 
1------1-----1· 1 1------'-------'-----1 

Window Frame Sections No. 792. Coating 2.60.oz./sq. ft. 

I 0 10 1 
All specimers Removed 

o 0 

lOY TrR/5Y 

Key West; Fla. 0 11 0 
Altoona,'Pa. 15R/30Y 4OR/60Y 
,State College, 

! Pa. 00 '1 TrY ISandy Hook, I N.J. 
1------11----

o 

o 

2R/lOY 

Window Frame Sections No. 161. Coating 2.97 oz;/sq. ft. 

Key West, Fla. 
Altoona, Pa. 

, State College, 
Pa. 

Sandy Hook,. 
T'~ N.J. ~ 

I 0 i 0 
Specimens Removed after Rack Damaged 

o I 0 I specimen~ Removed 
c' I 1 

o 

o 

2R/20Y 

I Specimens Removed after Rack Collapsed I 
----,---~----------------~---~-------

'~<Key: O-no rust; figures are approximate percentages; Y-yellow or oral!ge-yellow rust; 
Tr-trace. 

investigators, For instance, Passano states that in atmospheric-exposure tests 
in New York City, cadmium coatings were found to weather 2.6 times more 
rapidly than zinc coatings; in other atmospheric tests on electro-deposited 
coatings then in progress at the Bureau of Standards; .a cadmium 90ating of 
0.36 oz./sq. ft. of surface had given about the same service as a zinc coating 
of 0.J2 oz./sq. ft. of surface. 

The}ife of unpainted galvanized coatings of the order of 1.8-2.2 oz./sq. ft., 
using Table 1 as a basis, is given below: 

, 
I Location 

I 
Type of Atmosphere I Probable life in years 

Khartoum Dry tropical 150 
Basra 

1 

Dry inland 80 
Singapore Marine tropical 70 
Llanwrtyd.Wells Rural 25 
Calshot Marine 25 
Woolwich . Urban and Industrial 20 

I 
Motherwell Urban and Industrial 15 
Sheffield Industrial i • 5 ; 

-- . ~--- --
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Similar figures (allowing for somewhat different climatic condit!ons) have 
been obtained by the I,luthor in exposure tests over the last three years in: 

Barbados, West Indies 
Port Elizabeth, South Africa 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
Baghdad 

Basra 
Cairo . 
Bombay 

The method of loss in weight was used in this case to a,ssess the amount of 
corrosion. 

From the point of vi~w of windows being dilipatched to site and left there 
for long periods unpainted, there is obviously no need for worry. Indeed for 
large areas of the world there is no need to paint galvanized frames at all, and 
in many parts of England there is no need to paint them for a generation. 

Corrosion of Painted Galvanizing 
It is a fact that most people paint their galvanized window frames, presumably 
from aesthetic considerations, and because of this the writer has given this 
aspect a great deal of attention. Hudson & Banfield have touched upon 
composite protective schemes (metaIHc coatings plus paint) (ibid., p. 248). 

So far as ordinary domestic windows are concerned, the householder or 
decorator appears to use the same paints and colour schemes as he used before 
on the ungalvanized windows. These paints are purchased from the local 
ironmongers shop and may be based on practically any oil and contain any 
usual pigment. Since the window is phosphate etched before it is dispatcheg 
no troubles occur with paint adhesion. One difference, however, has been 
observed, viz: that the paint lasts longer and the frequency of painting is much 
less. The reason for this is that on the ungalvanized windQw the necessity for 
painting became obvious when rust started showing through. In other words 
the rust determined ~he frequency of repainting and not the paint film break
down. With galvanized steel, repainting need not be done until the paint film 
disintegrates; even then it need not be done as the zinc coating will last 
unprotected for many years. 

As with any painting project, however, the better the paint the longer it lasts. 
The biggest cost in painting a building is the labour involved and if good 
quality select~d paints are used· the frequency of repainting can be reduced 
'very considerably. (30) . 

Galvanized Window Frames in Industrial Service 
Sugar Beet Factories. A full scale test has been carried out in a sugar beet 
factory for the last six years. The atmosphere is very hot and humid and in 
parts of the factory water is continually running down the walls. The atmos
phere is further contaminated with sugar dust and protein acids. A wind0'Y 
has been exposed to such conditions since 1944. Various paints have been 
applied to the galvanized bars and some bars have been left bare. 

Once every two years the window is removed, cleaned up and examined. 
The following facts emerge: 
Ca) where a chromated red oxide primer followed by an aluminium pig

mented syntheti~ second coat is used, the paint filt.n is still reasonably 
intact, even after 6"years. ,.'.~~ -'.. , ~ 

(b) one coat of chromated alkyd followed by an uninhibited second coat is 
also satisfactory. 
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(C) two chlO.rinated rubber cO.atings are just beginning,to disintegrate. 
(d) twO. CO.ats O.f cheap O.il-based paints have 100ng si~ce disintegrated, althO.ugh 

they were based O.n metallic zinc/zinc O.xide pigment. 
Where no. paint was used, the bare galvaniting has reached the dark grey 

stage and still has several years O.f useful life. 

Gas Works. Several bars and windO.ws with variO.us paints, and SO.me with no. 
paints, were expO.sed O.n the rO.O.f O.f a large LO.ndO.n Gas WO.rks fO.r 20 mO.nths. 

At the end O.f this time the samples were remO.ved and expO.seci fO.r 12 
mO.nths in a duct carrying away steam, cO.ke fumes and sulphur O.xides frO.m 
cO.ke quenching sprays. CO.nditiO.ns were permanently wet frO.m-cO.ndensatiO.n 
except during very hO.t weather. . 

UpO.n remO.val and examination it was apparent that the variO.us paint films 
were beginning to' disintegrate in places but the zinc film was still intact, as 
was prO.ved by cleaning up the frame. A micrO.sectiO.n of the cO.ating indicated 

. that abO.ut 2/3 O.f the prO.tective zinc layer remained. This windO.w received 
treatment that no. windO.w WO.uld be required to' stand up to' in practice. 
Arising frO.m these two. expO.sures, it was apparent that: 
(a) in heavy industrial cO.nditiO.ns the impermeabilitYO.f the paint film to' 

mO.isture is the biggest single factO.r fO.r gO.O.d. Thus mO.dern synthetic 
vehicles were better than O.il and bO.th bituminO.us ~nd chlO.rinated rubber 
materials gave gO.O.d aCCO.unts O.f themselves. 

(b) the undercO.ating shO.uld be inhibitive, i.e. cO.ntain chrO.Illates, and' tliat 
these shO.uld preferably be 'mixed', i.e. cO.ntain sO.luble and insO.luble 
pO.rtiO.ns. The leafingprO.perties O.f aluminium in the secO.nd CO.at are to' 'be 
cO.nsidered as imprO.ving water resistance. 

(c) a painted zinc cO.ating is mO.re resistant to' cO.rrO.siO.n than the sum O.f a 
paint cO.ating and a zinc cO.ating acting alO.ne. 

(d) the thicker the zinc cO.ating the better. 
Further samples expO.sed at a gas wO.rks O.n the sea CO.ast in the SO.uth of 

England and in Old TraffO.rd, Manchester, at the beginning O.f 1948 cO.nfirm 
this. 

Based O.n the abO.ve principles, galvanized prO.ducts have beep. incO.rpO.rated 
in the fO.llO.wing industrial applicatiO.ns with success: 

Concrete drying sheds (1947). The cO.nditiO.ns are high humidity and alkaline 
dust. Paint used - chrO.mated red O.xide and aluminium secO.nd CO.at. 
Pickle Factory (1947). In such a factO.ry the actual cO.rrO.siO.n agent is presum
ably acetic acid, but, as with so. many O.f these industrial atmO.spheres, it is in 
such a dilutiO.n as nO.t to' be particularly seriO.us. 
Chromium Plating Shops. Here the active agent is' chrO.mic'plus sulphuric acid, ' 
but the degree O.f extractiO.n as required by the FactO.ry Acts, is such, that the 
air inside the plating shO.p is little WO.rse than the O.utside air. Time and time 
again it is fO.und that where the air is fit fO.r a man to' wO.rk, a galvanized win
dO.w will be satisfactO.ry. 
Cow Barns, Public Lavaiories and Refrigerating Plants. In such installatiO.ns, 
presumably~ the_active agent is, ammO.nia, :whichjsJlot particularly cO.rrO.sive 
to' zinc. One case is repO.rted O.f liquid ammO.nia explO.ding all O.ver bare 
galvanized windO.ws withO.ut any seriO.us effect. 
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Gas Works. Here the active agent is usually repprted as sulphur dioxide. 
From an examination of many samples it is apparent that at least two other 
factors are involved, viz.: 

(a) the s~ouring action of wind-blown .coke dust, and 
(b) the soot or carbon deposits which tend to form particularly in protected 

places under eaves, etc. 

Furniture and Wood Factories. Here the active agent is generally considered 
to be the wood acids leached from oak dust, etc. An isolated examination of 
one sample of wet oak dust gave a pH of 6 which could also be explained by 
the carbon dioxide content. It is felt that this is not particularly corrosive. 

Tanneries, Paper Mills and Breweries. An examination of the atmospheres in 
these industries is at present being carried out. 

In that portion of the tannery where the hairs are removed from the hides, 
a lime slurry is used and whilst the atmosphere is humid it is slightly alkaline 
and will not be particularly corrosive. 

In that area where actual tanning is carried out, using sulphite solutions, 
galv!1nized coatings plus a coat of paint as indicated above should be success
ful for many years. 

Textile and Tobacco Factories. An examination of atmospheres in. these 
particular industries sugg.ests that humidity is the main factor involved and 
that conditions are no worse than in Sugar Beet Factories. 

Pit Head Baths. Conditions here are similar to those reported under the 
previous heading. 

Laboratories, etc. In recent years, a great deal of building of research blocks 
has been carried out both on industrial premises and in our centres of learn
ing, and the writer is frequently asked wheth~r galvanizing is satisfactory in 
view of ,t.he acids and other chemicals frequently used in such places. 

In phictice.the contamination of such atmospheres is rarely heavy enough 
'to caqse corr~sion nor does the atmosphere remain contaminated for long. 

The new Itesearch Block recently built by the Company for whom the 
, writer works has galvanized windows which are not, and will not be, painted. 

Corrosion on ;Sites 
The writer has given considerable attention to the general behaviour of 
galvanized frames on site, both whilst the building is being completed and 
after. As a result it is apparent that: 

(a) zinc coatings,are much more resistant to alkalis than they are given credit 
for, and have the advantage of aluminium iQ. this respect .. Unpainted 
.galvanized frames frequently get covered with mortar, concrete, etc., 
whilst building is going on, and this may not be cleaned off until some 
weeks later when glazing and painting are carried out. 

(b) Dissimilar metal contact is not to be feared. Although galvanized windows 
freq.uently carry brass or gun metal attachments, little trouble has been 
encountered with dissimilar metal action. No doubt this is due.m to the 
relatively small surface area of the copper-bearing part as compared with 
the large zinc area, and (ii) the practice of painting and thereby insulating 
the junction. 
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When galvanized frames awaiting building in have been left st.acked on 
edge on site for several months, the writer has noted one or two instances 
where rapid corrosion occurs on the bottom edges, i.e. ih contact with the 
ground. This coincided with the existence of old' ashes. An examination of 
these showed no unduly acidic nature and it is suspected that the cause of 
such corrosion is bacterial in origin. 

ID. Summary 

The metal window industry has widely adopted hot dip galvanizing as a finish 
for their product. Some ten years of experience indicates that the potentialities 
of such a finish are not completely explored, and that with a hot dip gal
vanized coating the steel window can enter fields that were hitherto closed to 
it. In terms of cost per year of rust-proof life, it is probably the cheapest 
finish there is both to buy and to maintain. 
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-DISCUSSION 

GalvanizingProcess 
MR. E. M. W I L SON (Henry Hope & Sons Ltd.) opened the dis
cussion by saying that he had been very interested to read Mr. Pellowe's 
description of his window galvanizing process, and that he would like to add 
some remarks about his own works where hydrochloric acid was used 
instead of sulphuric acid for pickling. His reasons for choosing this acid 
were ease of disposal (in his particular case without neutralizing) and the 
flexibility which the use of cold pickling allowed when fluctuating quantities 
and various types of work had to be processed. A further consideration was 
that his works were very near a supplier of hydrochloric acid, so that carriage 
charges were correspondingly low. Sulphuric acid had advantages when the 
process was a continuous one and the loss of heat due to intermittent use 
did not arise. In his works the steel was degreased before pickling and there 
were none of the scum troubles which were liable to occur when using hot 
sulphuric acid either with or without a wetting agent both as degreaser and 
pickier. 

When using a continuous process, such as metal window galvanizing, in 
which the articles were hung on racks, a special difficulty was sometimes 
encountered. This was that a black patch sometimes occurred in the corner 
from which a metal window was suspended, and it was difficult to discover 
which part of the process of pickling, degreasing, washing, fluxing or dipping 
was really to 'blame, since any or several Gf these treatments could be partly 
or wholly responsible. 

MR. PELLOWE (in a written reply) said that in pickling smaller tonnages 
or where.t()nnage fluctuated, hydrochloric acid was satisfactory and probably 
cheaper. He could not see that the disposal question was any easier, but 
agreed that it was useful to be located near a hydrochloric acid manufacturer. 
With large constant tonnage there. was little doubt, however, that sulphuric 
acid was the best proposition, since it gave a constant pickling speed; more
over since the ferrous sulphate content could be kept constant by using a 
crystaIlizer, the disposal problem need not arise. Obviously grease from 
sheet, etc., should be removed beforehand, but if this was incompletely done, 
sulphuric acid did possess de-emulsifying properties, and if a little scum was 
left on the pickle tank, it could easily be kept in the middle and away from 
the exit and entry and acted as a fume blanket. 

As regards black patches in the suspended corner, Mr. Pellowe suggested 
three causes: (1) There was an air pocket and zinc could not get in. (2) The 
flat steel hook was preventing acid from getting in. (3) The prefluxing tank 
was heavily contaminated with acid and iron, and had lost its 'bite'. 

MR. M. L. HUG H E s (B.I.S.R.A.) asked why Mr. PeIlowe thougllt it 
necessary for the alloy used for adding aluminium to the bath to be silicon
free. 

MR. PE L LOW E (in a written reply) said, that some years ago he had 
been experimenting with aluminium additions to galvanizing baths and had 
run into difficulties with black spots at low aluminium concentrations where, 
according to published work, no troubles of this sort were to be expected. 
He had then been adding aluminium in the form of L.33 type alloy of 
relatively high silicOii-corftenf. More recenfexperiments, in whicli commer
cially pure aluminium was added, had allowed him to use higher concentra
tions of aluminium before the black spot difficulty appeared, and were more 
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in line with the published results of other workers on aluminium additions. 
He had concluded that it was the high silicon content of the alloy which 
was to blame. 

Corrosion of Galvanized Coatfugs 
PRO F E S S 0 R J. L. M A N S A (Maskin Laboratoriet, Copenhagen) was 
invited to address the meeting, and spoke of his work during the last five 
Yc;lars as Chairman of a committee considering the corrosion of galvanized 
iron pipes used for carrying cold water to Copenhagen's houses. Much 
trouble had been experienced from failure of these pipes through corrosion" 
and his committee had examined various possible causes including stray 
currents, defects in the steel, and the corrosive effects of the water. None'of 
these factors had, however, been found to be responsible. The water had been, 
tested by German and American methods, and shown to be one that de,.. 
posited calcium salts, i.e. a good water from the corrosion standpoint.. 
The question before the committee was how the iron could be attacked 
whilst in contact with the zinc coating. A divided cell had been set up with 
zinc and cold running water on one side of the membrane, and iron on the 
other side in which the water was not flowing. At first, the zinc was anodic: 
and the iron cathodic so that the ordinary electrochemical protection of the 
iron by sacrificing the zinc was operative, but after fourteen days the polaritx 
of the iron and zinc' was reversed. Turning to the pipes, micrograpliicaI: 

Fig. 1 Coating on interior of pipe galvanized 
by firm I. Quality considered good. (x 50) 

Fig. 2 Coating on interior of pipe galvanized 
by firm Ill. Questionable quality. (.X 50) 

Fig. 3" Coating on interior of pipe galvanized . Fig. 4 Coating on interior o/pipe galvanized 
by firm V. Questionable quality. (x 100) by firm I. Questionable.quality. (x 50) i 
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examination had revealed,poros!ty in some 'of these, as shown in the accom
panying micrographs1'prepared by Dr. Niels Engel. Professor Mansa now 
believed that th~,pores were acting like the'experimental divided cell. Examin-

. ation of the·p.ipesdn ;this way now. enabled him to pick out those pipes which 
were likely to' faillin service. By way of confirmation, 'he had done some tests 
in which water had. been allowed to ,run, slowly down lengthwise sections·of 
l'~pes which, he. suspected of having defective coatings, and these hid·revealed 
microscopic: rusting. 

M'R. M. ,L .Hll G fI E'S, invited by the Chai~an ,to 'reply, congratu
:Iated Professor Mansa on his approachl to' 'the. problem. He lhOugnt the 
,committee had/done well in being able tQ pick out those pipes which,would 
cause trouble. Apolarity ,reversal ,in. <::old water would have ledt6 ,failures 
Ibypitting, ·and:Professor Mansa confirmed· that the failures were ofthis·sort .. 
He .askeaProfessor Mansa, to let him 'have details of his metallographic 
,technique, as it was not easy to obtain' good inicrographs of zinc coatings. 
He ,sllggested tentatively that. the cracks might be due to contraction in the 
zinco:coating. during cooling, .the zinc'havilJg the higher expansion coefficient. 
'The,coatiQgwas unusually thick, the galvanizers baving 'generously'supplied 
:a,coating,.6f'perhaps 20 oz. to the sq. ft. in the case'ofthe coating shown-in 
Fig. 4. 

ITn 'response' to a question from the Chair, DR. R. HAARMANN (Rheiilische 
R6hrenwetke) said that he had no experience on this partieular problem. 
He 'was most interested and impressed by iProfessor Mansa;'s results,~nd 
intended'to put some work in hand to see whether failures ofithis type were 
,connected with.any particular method of galvaniziI)g. 

M,R. HU·G~IEE.S: suggested that the reversal in the polarity might be due 
to (corrosion products on the zinc preventing·it from giving protection. He 
drew a paralleifronr the behaviour of filniedaluminium in contact with steel. 
,Alluminium in the unfilmed condition was even more anodic than zinc, 
but :the electrochemical protection afforded'to steel .by aluminium, once it 
became;covered with an oxide film, was of a low order, and the cut edges of 
hot,dipped aluminium coated steel sheets were·not protected by the allllnin
jum. (Incidentally, aluminium was a very successful coating in resisting heat, 
though lit,did not always give such good corrosion protection.) If ·it were 
corrosiomproducts on the zinc which caused the reversal, the potential change 
should'have'occurred only on the zinc side of the cell. PROFESSOR MANSA con
firmed that ,this was so, and that there was no change in the steel potential 
during the tests. 

MlR. -C. H. FREWER (Boulton & Paul Ltd.) thought,his-experience 
with some very large tanks "used during the war 'for fire-proofing timber 
might ;throw some light on the problem. A solution of 'mon-ammoni~m 
phosphate was used. After operating for some time, galvanized pipes 
passing through the tank disappeared completely. It was eventu~lIy found 
that a smaU copper sleeve insert about 2t in. long and Hin. dia. introduced 
traces of copper into the water, which had caused the trouble. He wondered 
whether minute traces of cppper introduced from Copenhagen's copper 
roofs could be responsible. 

MR. F. C. BRA BY .(Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.) wondered whether, 
any changes had been made in recent years, such as in the type ofgalvanizing 
or the water supply, which might have caused the trouble; and asked:h6w 
long ago it started. . 
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DISCUSSION 

PRO F E S S'O R M A N S A replied that the first indications were in the 
middle 'thirties. Although new wells had been brought into use then, he was 
sure that the water was not to blame. The water was treated by aeration and 
filtration. It had a pH of 7.7, a permanent hardness of 19 German degrees 
and a temporary hardness of 16 degrees. 

,. MR. R. S. BR 0 W N (Rylands Bros. Ltd.) then raised the question of, 
the effect of aluminium and other additions on the corrosion life of galvanized 
coatings. Although considerable attention had been given at previous 
sessions to the effect of various alloying additions on the physical nature of 
the coating, little had been said about the effect of these additions on its 
corrosion resistance. In his opinion this was of paramount importance, 
particularly for atmospheric exposure. 

MR. R. S T E WAR T (Smith & McLean Ltd.) said he woulo like to 
know whether aluminium in the coating had any effect on the formati~h of 
white rust. . 

MR. D. N. FAG G (B.N.F.M.R.A.) said that the zinc alloying metals 
covered by their paper had been shown to have little effect on the life of 
coatings exposed to industrial atmospheres, and that his Association had 
found that galvanizing in a bath containing about 0.15 per cent aluminium 
tended to give a coating more resistant to pitting by hot waters. Mr. Hughes 
had, however, produced some evidence that, when aluminium and lead were 
present together in the coating, it was less resistant to corrosion. On the· 
qt!estion of white rusting Mr. Fagg said that aluminium did tend to delay the 
onset of this type of corrosion, as his Association's recent work op ",hite rust 
formation showed. (31) '" < 

MR. HUGHES said that his results on the attack of hot water a~gste~m, on 
coatings containing both lead and aluminium, were in line ~ith th{dlrlier 
observations of Schreiber that bot dip galvanized samples (rom aluminium
alloyed industrial galvanizing baths (which would have contained lead) showed 
an unusually high loss of weight in boiling water. 

M. R. DE B·I E (Trefileries Leon Bekaert) then asked about the 
corrosion resistance of the alloy layer in galvanized coatings, and inquired 
whether the fact that the alloy layer dissolved more easily in acids meant that 
it had a lower corrosion resistance. 

MR. HUG H E S replied that, although it had previously been thought 
that the alloy layer in hot dip galvanized coatings had no prot~ctive value, 
it was now known that this layer contributed substantially to the protection 
afforded by the coating. When using the B.N.F. jet test for measuring local 
coating thicknesses, the alloy layer actually dissolved more slowly in the 
testing solutions, although different effects could be obtained with different 
corroding solutions. MR. FAG G referred to Britton's work (4) on the 
measurement of coating thickness by electrolytic dissolution, in which the 
voltage changes across the cell during dissolution of the coating allowed the 
thickness of the zinc and alloy. layers to be determined. Atmospheric cor
rosion tests done by his Association on annealed coatings containing about 
20 per cent iron had shown these to have considerably longer lives than 
normal hot dipped cogtings. 

MR ~ STEW. A~ T said that he wa~sOJ:ry JhaJ Mr.~:pellowe was not present, 
but he would like to know if anyone could give some enlightenment on the 
photograph in his paper on p. 125, and inquired what the test was intended to 
show. 
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MR. HUG H E S said that tests of this sort had been done by many 
workers, the first of whom was perhaps C. E. ,Richards of the Post Office 
Laboratory (32). The test showed, that zinc had the property of preventing 
rust from spreading beneath the coat.ing and that it gave protection over small 
areas where the steel was exposed through damage. J. C. Hudson had 
followed up Richards's earlier work on damaged wires by tests on 'damaged' 
zinc coated steel panels, and these had also demonstrated the effect of zinc in 
giving sacrificial protection to uncoated parts of the steel. 

MR. HUG H E s then referred to some examples of corrosion of gal
vanized steel with which he had had to deal. He thought it was important 
that the customer should be educated not to regard g~lvanizing as a panacea 
for all corrosion troubles. G~lvanizing could not, for example, be expected 
to resist sulphurous atmospheres and conditions of high humidity. He 
recalled a case of severe corrosion from the fumes of a coke fire and another 
where heavy corrosion occurred in a cowshed which was inadequately venti
lated. He suggested that more general use should be made of chromate 
treatment for minimizing the white rusting of galvanized surfaces. A specific 
question which had come his way was the resistance of galvanizing to attack 
by silage made from grass and molasses, and he would be glad to have further 
information on this point. 

MR. R " W. B A I L E Y (Zinc Development Association) said he had 
made some inquiries about the nature of silage. There was no doubt that 
acids were liberated during the process of fermentation and he thought it 
unlikely that galvanized sheets would prove very serviceable as materials for 
the construction of silage vats. He saw no reason why' galvanized contain~rs 
should not be used for transferring the material from storage to the feeding 
tro,ughs, as the presence of sugars tended to inhibit the action ofthe acids, and 

;,the "troughs were often galvanized in any case. Some cases had occurred 
whe.re pigs had suffered temporarily from excessive amounts of zinc picked 
up from feeding troughs in which acid foodstuffs had been allowed to stand 
for long periods, but in general it could be said that galvanized coatings had 

'.l1P,narmful effects on livestock. ' 
. "'~:~. J.J. S TOR D Y (Stordy Engineering Ltd.) said he was 

.' i!l,t~rested ,in the subject of pig troughs as he thought that the galvanized 
''inild-steel trough suffered from defects in design. It was not heavy enough 
with the result that the pigs easily tipped it over. He thought the troughs 
should, be redesigned to obviate this difficulty. 

M 1\'.. ·k. H. T H 0 M P-S 0 N replied that manufacturers usually com
peted in trying to re.duce the weight of the troughs. He doubted whether any 
addition to their weight to save them from being overturned would be 
appreciated sufficiently for the buyers to be willing to pay more for them. 
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Chapter VI 

THE FUTURE 
OF GENERAL GALVANIZING 

The final session of the Conference was devoted to the consideration of a 
paper on the future outlook of the industry and to the discussion of special 
questions of interest to Members which could not otherwise be accommo,.. 
dated in the comparatively small compass of the four morning sessions. The 
questions dealt with in this chapter are not, therefore, confined solely to the 
subject matter of the paper but also cover the disposal of waste pickling, 
Iiquors~ welfare in the galvanizing shop and the painting of galvanized steel 
surfaces. Mr. A. H. Thompson, V~ce-Chairman of the Association and 
Chairman of its Technical Committee, presided at this last session of the 
Conference. 

Author's Intro~uction 
Introducing his, paper, on the Outlook for General Galvanizing, MR. R • L • 

S TUB B S (Zinc Development Association) suggested that it differed from the 
others presented to the Conference in several respects~ It was ~he last to be 
written, the last to be printed, the last to be distributed, the last to be con
sidered by the Conference, and so, in one sense at least, the last word. Again 
it differed from the other papers in that it was not highly technical, and 
finally it was probably the only paper which, owing to its late arrival, had not 
been read by Members of the Conference. 

Mr. Stubbs said that his paper opened with an optimistic survey of 
statistics. Some new figures had now been given him by one of the repre
sentatives from Holland, showing that comparative figures for that country 
were: consumption of zinc 10,000 tons per year and consumption of steel 
1,600,000 tons per year, giving 14 lb. of zinc per ton of steel, Holland thus 
tied with the U.K. for secohd place in the consumption of zinc for galvanizing 
on a steel consumption basis. Australi~, with its high sheet steel production, 
took first place, the U.S. coming a close fourth. He then turned to the section 
of his paper dealing with the main competitors or galvanized coatings, 
mentioning aluminium coatings as of first importance among these, alu
minium being a cheaper metal than zinc, and of good corrosion resistance. He 
hoped that the discussion would be a very general one, as he wa,s ,conscious 
of the many gaps in the programme which liad been put before the Con
ference. He suggested that some discussion on pickling would be useful, and 
that working techniques and conditions were partic1,llarIy worthy of con
sideration. Attention to methods of handling and dipping could, he tIwuglit, 
produce as spectacular results as researches. into fluxing and additions to 
galvanizing baths. FinaHy, he reviewed briefly the various ways in which 
galvanizing was used in different countries, suggesting that they could each 
learn much from one another. In Switzerland, the railways used a lot ,of 
galvanizing on the permanent way, while in the U.K. some tests were pro
jected to show-how the galvanizing-of railway-wagons cou~d reguse mainten
ance costs. Galvanizing:could withstal!d abrasion in a way paint never could. 
He thought the galvanizi,ng of automo,\:>ile exhaust systems in America an 
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important development, as unless these were protected they corroded rapidly. 
He was sorry that the complete galvanizing of the Land-Rover chassis had 
been discontinued owtgg to incr~singoverall ~osts. Building technique in 
Britain and elsewhere was changing and instead of steelwork being encased 
in cement which prevented rust, the ·steel framework was simply clad inside 
and outside with suitable building materials. Many buildings had been 
erected in which this otherwise unprotected steelwork had been hot dip 
galvanized. Mr. Stubbs concluded by asking particularly for the views of 
people of other countries, since an exchange of information on these and 
similar technical points would be of the utmost value to those attending the 
Conference. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR GENERAL GALVANIZING 
by R. LEWIS SroBBS*, A.R.I.B.A. 

Introduction 
Since galvanizing was first introduced its use has increased all over the world 
and today it is accepted as the most economical long term protection for steel. 
Galvanizing, however, is still not employed to anything like the same extent 
in all industrial countries. Thus in the D.S.A., the largest steel consuming 
country in the world, 11 lb. of zinc are used in galvanizing for every ton of 
steel consumed, whereas in France - the country in which the process was 
invented - only 4 lb. of zinc are used for each ton of steel. 

Consumption in other countries for which data are available falls between 
the figures for Australia (32 lb. of zinc per ton of steel) and those for France 
and Western Germany. The following table gives some other figures for 
comparison: 

GALVANIZING STATlSTIcs-1949 

I Consump- Total Percentage consump-I Pounds of Pounds of 

I tion of Zinc of Total tion of Zinc used Zinc used , Zinc for Consumed Zinc used Steel in ; for Gal- for Gal-
I Galvaniz- for Gal- terms of i ~'anizing . vanizing 

i i 'nel I l'anizing crude per ton of per head of 
ingot I Steel con- population 

i metalt sumed 
I 

i I 

I I 14,400,000 I ;U.K. 89,000 286,000 31 14 3t , I 

:U.S.A. 
I 

64,100,000 ; 311,000 628,000 I 50 11. 5 
; - I 
IF~nce (i~clUd-1 I 

! rng Saar) 15,000 105,000 14 8,300,000 i 4 
I 

!Italy 9,000 27,000 33 2,100,000; 10 t 1 I -. 
!Western Ger- I 
! ·many 16,000 97,000 17 8,400,000; 4 I 1-. 
:Australia I 23,000 44,000 I 52 1,600,0001 32 6t 

I Canada 
I 

18,000 I 41,000 I 44 4,000,000: I 10 3 
I I 

Figures in long tons of 2240 lb. except where otherwise stated. 
t If.expressed in terms of finished. steel, all theJigures would be somewhat smaller. 

* Direc1or, Zinc Development Association 
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The figures given in this table, which are to some extent estimates, cover 
all types of galvanizing, but on the whole the proportion used -in ea~h country 
for general galvanizing, with which this paper is concerned, can be assumed to 
be about the same - roughly a third. Australia is an exception, the sheet 
galvanizing industry being hjghly developed to supply the farming com
munities throughout Australasia. 

The table - a useful summary of the present status of galvanizing - is 
perhaps of value mainly to the galvanizers in each country, since it enables 
them to assess the possibilities of expansion; it is no guide to the future 
prospects of galvanizing all over the world. Whereas it may rightly be inferred 
that there is much room for advance in France and Germany where more 
propaganda is perhaps needed, on the other hand the countries where there 
are many galvanizing works and where the value of the process is already 
appreciated are in a stronger position for an early extension of its application. 
Again, countries with a long coastline and an established shipping industry 
can safely be regarded as big potential users of galvanizing and the same 
applies to countries with highly developed farming industries needing up-to
date builc;lings and equipment, fencing and so on. Most galvanizers would 
agree with these assumptions - there are good prospects for expanding the 
use of galvanizing everywhere, provided the necessary capital is available for 
industrial and agricultural improvement, and provided also that galvanizing 
continues to be the most economical method of rust-proofing. Statistics 
showing the upward surge of galvanizing over the last twenty' years are 
reassuring, but there is always the danger of new protective processes being 
developed. Before considering the steps which the industry should take for its 
own advancement it is well to examine such possibilities. 

I. Possible Rivals to Galvanizing 

Other metallic. zinc coatings. Other types of zinc coating are often errone
ously regarded· as the only real and serious competitors of galva~izing, since 
if applied in equal weights per square foot they afford a similar' measure of 
protection. In prac;tice, however, the cost of applying coatings equal to those 
commonly found on galvanized goods is considerably greater, except in the 
plating of wire and strip for which special plant is available. In many cases, 
too, the processes are not suitable for treating the miscellaneous shapes met 
with in general galvanizing. On the other hand each process has its own 
particular merits and. is unrivalled for certain types of work. 
Zinc spraying, for example, enables a heavy zinc coating to be applieq to 
extensive surfaces such as ships' hulls and to other fabricated items which are 
unsuitable for hot dipping either by reason of their size or the effect of the 
heat. Spraying is also invaluable for coating existing structures such as 
bridges and for repairing damaged. galvanized or other metallic coatjngs 
which cannot be dismantled for dipping. Where a subsequent paint finish is 
important, spraying i.s sometimes preferred to hot dipping on accouhtof the 
good key provided for the paint without any special pretreatment. 
Zinc plating (or el{!ctro-galvanizing), apart from its application on strip 
and wire, is mainly used for small articles, e.g .. radio and telephone com
ponents, for which· a fine f!nish is required .. Since the thickness can be 
-closely controlled, the proc~ss is suitable for mating parts with sm~ll dimen
'sional tolerances. The, coating can be brightened by means of chemical. dips, 

. .and the brightness preserved by clear lacquers. The biggest application of 
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zinc plating is to wire, where the plating sometimes form~ part of the electro
lytic reduction of the zinc ore, the metal never appearing in ingot form. The 
same process is used for coating strip in the U.S.A. under the name of 
Bethanizing, the strip having good properties for deep drawing. 
Sherardizing is a process limited to articles which can be accommodated in 
a sherardizing drum, and is generally used for nails, screws, nuts and bolts, 
brackets and other small fabricated items. Although the coating is thin. 
sherardizing has the advantage over other coating processes of retaining the 
original sharpness of the outline of the parts being treated and producing 
a coat of very high abrasion resistance. 
Zinc metal-pigmentedpaints provide an easy if ~omewhat expensive way of 
applying a metallic zinc coating without the use of special equipment. They 
are used for ships' drinking water tanks, ships' hulls, parts of the frames of 
road vehicles and for maintenance work in the field. New formulations are 
constantly being developed based on different vehicles and improvements are 
to be expected. 
Another method of zinc coating which may perhaps be considered as a 
rival to hot dip galvanizing for the treatment of small parts has been in
vented in America. The work is agitated with granulated zinc in a revolving 
drum heated to a temperature about the same as that used in sherardizing. 
The process enables large tonnages of small articles to be zinc coated quickly 
and easily. 

These other zinc coating processes are, with this one possible exception, 
therefore not competitors to galvanizing, but rather methods of applying 
zinc coatings where hot dip galvanizing is ~nsuitable. Although they have 
made excellent progress recently, it cap be authoritatively stated that the 
zinc consumed in these processes amounts to only a few per cent of that 
used for galvanizing. Furthermore, hot dip galvanizing as done by the 
general galvanizer retains the advantage of being the,. only process which 
ensures a heavy zinc coating. The sheet and wire galvanizing industries have 
at one time or another injured themselves by the production of goods 
with too thin a wiped coating which has not fulfilled the customers' 
expectations. ' 

Aluminium Coatings 
The three facts which every galvanizer must know about aluminium 
are first that it is cheaper by volume than zinc (and at the time of writing 
by weight also); secondly, that when used as a coating it is as effective 
as zinc under many, but not all, conditions; and thirdly that the melting 
point is 660°C. as against 419°C. for zinc. Clearly it is the most dangerou~ 
potential competitor known at present. As generaIly applied now by 
spraying, aluminium is not likely to be an important rival to galvanizing, 
but should methods of hot dipping be developed, it might become so. 
Here it should be noted that steel strip is already being coated by hot 
dipping in molten aluminium in the U.S.A., although it is not yet being put 
forward as a challenge to galvanizing. The process is costly and difficult, 
since all oxide must be removed from the steel before dipping, and care be 
taken to avoid forming the brittle alloy FeAI3 • Another drawback to hot 
dipping in aluminium is the shortness of the bath life and the unpleasantness 
<:>f working near a Iarge'quantity"of metal at the high temperature - almost 
a dull red heat. The aluminium coatings sometimes superimposed on tin or 
zinc are obviously not competitive. 
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Aluminium spraying suffers from the same limitations as zinc spraying,. 
wIllch has already been disciIssed~ and may 6e more properly considered as a 
rival to zinc spraying rather than to- galvanizing. 

Tin 
The only other metal applied by hot dipping on a commercial scale is 
tin. There can however be no, comparison between tin and zinc coatings both 
on account of the price of tin and because it gives a non-sacrificial coating 
which generally allows the underlying metal to rust as soon as the continuity 
of the coating is broken. Tin is also applied to strip steel by electro-plating. 

Paints 
The most effective protective paints; apart from those pigmented with 
zinc powder, which are in fact merely another and somewhat expenSive ,'r 

way of applying a rather thin zinc coating, are those employing the com
paratively expensive rust inhibiting pigments such as red !ead and zinc 
chromate. Although these paints are not so tenacious as a galvanized coat 
and cost about the same to prepare and to apply, they will always, fihdl,pses. 
often complementary to galvanizing. In spite of recent developments in 
paint vehicles, e.g. synthetic resins, silicones, silicates, etc.; which have 
appeared during the last few years, it seems unlikely that paints can ever 
possess the abrasion resistance and general wearing qualities ofga,lvanized 
coats. Ordinary decorative paints ar~ also protective for a time, but-unless 
constantly renewed ·cannot provide long term protection under the s~vere, 
conditions of exposure against which galvanizing is so vall;lable. Am:ore 
elaborate painting procedure is now being used on motorcar bodies,and may 
well find wider applications in the future. The process requires the steel to be 
pickled and phosphate treated before spraying with a synthetic stoving 
enamel. Developments in radiant heating may make it economical to extend 

, the technique to ,heavy gauge steelwork. 

Plastic Coatings 
Great advances have been made in this field in the last few years, and 
while plastic coatings are not yet used to provide permanent protection 
to steel, some of the recent developments should be watched closely, e.g. 
the use of plastic envelopes to preserve large pieces of war equipment, 
and close fitting sheaths to protect steel tools during transport and storage. 
Inside the envelopes an inhibitor such as so.!lium beJ}Zoate may be used 
to counteract the effects of trapped moisture. The paper used for wrapp4Jg 
razor blades is impregnated with a solution of this type. Before such coatings 
are likely to rival galvauizing, much progress will, have to be made in 
imprQving t11ei'r adhesion and hardness. 

Chromium Diffusion 
A cement containing chromium powder is coated on to the steel and 
on heating the chroinium is caused to be diffused into ,the steel surface. 
The process, which has been developed in France, is said to giv~ a heavy 
(effective thickness 0.10 mm.) bright coating. of good corrosion resistance. 

Nllo-Rusting Structural Materials 
So far only coating has been considered as a method ,for rust-proofing. 
There is however, always the possibility of replacing the steel itself by 
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a non-rusting metal, either a stainless steel or a non-ferrous alloy. Among 
recent developments in the latter field, ductile titanium is arousing con
sid~r{lble interest in AJ!!~riC!l.~Jts~s.t~~ngth is be~~n that of steel and 
aluminium and its corrosion resistance is said to be excellent. Aluminium 
alloys are already finding structural applications for roofs, bridges, motor bus 
bodies, etc., and large aluminium alloy castings are being used on ships to 
replace parts previously made of galvanized iron or steel. There is no doubt 
that, as long as aluminium, zinc and steel remain at their present prices, 
aluminium goods will tend to be used in place of galvanized steel articles. It 
is, however, difficult to believe that the present price relationships of the 
three metals will last, and aluminium is likely before long to lose much of its 
present advantage. 

Summary 
Summing up the position, it is evident that while there appears to be no 
immediate threat to the supremacy of galvanizing as a rust-preventing pro
cess, galvanizers .have no grounds for complacency. Much energy is being 
devoted to research into other processes and at any time the work may 
suddenly bear fruit. 

The galvanizing industry, to remain healthy and prosperous, must be;. 
ready to meet any unexpected competition and the very fact of this Confer
en~ being held is welcome evidence of the imaginative outlook of the 
industry today. Until recently the continued expansion of the industry and 
the isolation in which individual firms have operated have given little encour
agement to improving technique, and there has been little change in the 
galvanizing process during the 100 years of its existence. 

Since the prospect of comp.ctition is probably greater now than at any 
time in the past, this change of heart is a very healthy ·sign and it will be 
useful to consider what the industry should do to prepare for the future and to 
insJ.lre itself against surprise developments elsewhere. The situation may 
conveniently b~ surveyed under two headings - the process and its 
applications.-

11. Future Developments 

Improvement in the Process 
As the Conference papers have shown, work to improve the efficiency of 
the galvanizing process is going on actively all over the world. Hall, Fagg and 
Hughes have described the laboratory work done by the B.N.F.M.R.A. and 
B.LS.R.A. covering dipping technique, bath compositiqn, alloying and dross 
formation, as well as corrosion resistance, a subject also dealt with by 
Pellowe. Bailey's second paper describes the beginning of co-operative 
worlcby members of the Hot Dip Galvanizers Association who are examin
ing the behaviour of baths under working conditions. The close co-operation 
now being established between the laboratories and works should bring real 
benefits to the industry before long. The work described in these papers 
covers only a few aspects of the process, and much remains to be done 
elsewhere. A start has been made by the H.D.G.A. with the Research 
Associations on the study of pickling procedure, and practical information 
should soon be available on the efficiency of different inhibitors. More data 
are needed on the disposal of waste pickle liquors and on methods of recover
fug iron salts in a useful form. 
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The B.N.F.M.R.A., in conjunction with the H.D.G.A., has already begun 
to eximiine a wide range of fluxes, with particular referen~e to the use of 
~gher aluminium contents, in the galvanizing bath. Work in this field will 
obviously continue to be done as long as galvanizing is practised, since more 
fi~d. baths and more even coatings could lead to cheaper and better galvaniz
ing. It seems rather straJjge that so little work has been done before now' on 
improving this critical stage' of the process. 

Bablik and Liban have discussed the merits of flux and dry galvanizing, 
anq. both ~ethods have their adherents, each having its advantages for 
particular kinds, of work. Dry galvanizing perhaps enables work to be more 
speedilydoiie, aild this is an aspect ofthe process which is referred to later. 

,With the recent high price of zinc, much attention has been focused on the 
possibility of reducing the formation of zinc ash and dross, and the survey 
described in Bailey's paper has confirmed, as some experts have long believed, 
that on the average only about 60 per cent of the zinc put into the bath 
emerges in the form of a coating. In the best works 84 per cent of the zinc is 
already ,being used effectively, while at the other extreme th.c:;re are works in 
which only 41. per cent of the zinc is applied to the steeCi:~!qJ1e, past there 
havebe.en many misleading statements made on the subject 'ofb~t~~~ffl~iency, 
and unle~s,the methoq of'measl:lrement is clearly explaine!J; all figure's"should 
be treated with res~tve. "ImhOff'has done weIl'to show that dras,s can prob
ably never be eliminated altoget.her, as it arises from so maily dl~ses, but it 
can undoubtedly be reduced.'" j 

Another' aspect of thep-r0blem !S the recovery of the zinc from, tIl:e residues, 
:~'silbject oil wJiich.th:e KN.F:M.R.A., as well as individual galvanizing firms, 
hav<,? carried out research, M~riy firms have now built their own equipment 
for~ilc'rec6veryfrom ash, which does not command as good a price as dross 
in . the open. market. ,Arnason has dealt with the new approach which 
galvanizer-sare making to the, problem of dross formation. While there is a 
limit to the economy that c~n be effected: in reducing residual formation, the 
figures in 'Bailey's paper show that most works could improve their zinc 
economy apprec~ably. . 

Faulty bath heating increases dross formatJon, and Bailey, in his first 
paper, has· described some of the best methods of bath heating am! stressed 
the ,advantages of even heating and close temperature control. 

It will be seen that while much still needs to be done in improving the 
efficiency of the galvanizing process, a good start has. been made. If the 
res~ltsare applied with the same eIi'ergy as has been put into the resea:rch, and 
if the research is continued~ the industry may well soon reach the maximum 
technical efficiency admitted' by the process. 

A-naspecLof galvani~ing not mentioned'in the Conference papers, and yet 
one ,of the utm..9st ~mp()rtance, is working technique - a term used here to 
;cl)v~r handling and dippirigprocedure and works .. organization. Although 
this side of galvanizing has not s6 fat been scientificaIIy investigated. it is not 
unreasonable,toassunie thaUhe formation of residues, for example, depends 
to some extent on the' manner in which the work is manipulated during 
dipping. Thelsurvey described in B,ailey's second paper suggests that the 
most efficient.baths are those with a high throughpJlt of work and a controlled 
rate Qf lmm'ersion and' withdrawa,I. It is 'known that in rulIy mechanized 
plants, such alrthose used for galvanizing metal windows, where these fac~ors 

. -. are not affected by individual workers, the general effi9iency is very 'high. 
During theitvisits t6 IJlants outside Britain, experts from the Association 
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hl!-v~ .9ften n,>u,nd,'the. t~J:tJli81,1 ~fij9ien~y of the plants~inferior to,that of many 
or tIt~~r ;i;>,wJ;l,.,b!f!'jthat,tWSj q~,ftciency was counterbal!incedin varying degrees 
by, t~e~~H'!~!tp' \Vpicp.the wor~ was handled. This seems to be a gocx;lfield 
fo( IDl.ltl;1,al ~J1lprovem~nt by the exchange of visits and information. In 
.P'aii~c~l~r;"ihe forthcoming !visit by a specialist team from the H.D.G.A:. to 

',"i\me!~9~}~ ~xp~ted to throw new Iig~t on t~is subject. ," 
Most galvan~ers are already consclOus.of the need· for well-plann~. and 

w.ell~y'~n.tilqf~ buildings. New works recently erected and those still under 
'·c~i!.stf~~~~(;m in the U.,K. have been designed with much attention to these 
p,oiQt~1,a~ w~iI as.to other matters affecting the workers' welfare, such as the 
,p:r9yi~'9q 9.f, well-equipped changing rooms"canteens, . etc. It is hoped that 
, ~~ihwjnro,a~~. the industry attractive to the best class of worker. 

" I" " >..; r~;.t·' _.' ., , 
: . J:~~ .·~ppli~ti9nsl.of'~alvanizing< 
, AIH19ug~.tlwuselof galvanizing has been' expanding steadily, the position 
< ~l!iIl.C~!tJt~-eildof(th~,war·has not been at all clear owing· to the pent-up demand 
: {Qr>gaI.v!!nj~~.d!goQds and- the slow improvement in the supply of steel. 
.;·.Bo,~.~yer,jfr.the,(e~p;tn~ion. which has taken place is to bemaiIitained .in' the 
:Jl!f~:i~fq9.ro~titJo,!i,:-vjt~ld~her mate.rial~ andiprocesses,. i~ seems Iik~ly that it 
:1'Wl.IJ ,b~, l1ec~$S~t)':IloJttno. neW applIcations for galvanlZmg. A bnef survey 
· !.~,QPW~:tQiH)'~be!p.I'ospects 'lYre.by no means bad; 

Agricultwe. ~he ~urr~nt trend in the mechani~Hoil of agriculture provides 
· <·!rrtany "QPpb'rturime~mfoV' the general galvaniie!",; siQce IllO~~ agricultural 

'eqh!pme'il'i,n!is 18,l~iitfJf'H.a'rd'wear and !ong ~xposure to all ki~ds ofweatber. ' 
\l!!i)ltol~6\v.<s~fprts~Ng~y ~Wniakers of agricliltur~1 equipment seem ~o l1!lve 

""rellllzeat"'(he 'e1fectlveiies~npf' g?lv?hizing fot j:lrotectiop. unger th~e ~on-
· ",ciitioirS:;':I\~~1fawiQttfiel~iil1\~I;lS th~ initial ga~v~nizing <ift~e complete ~hassis 

I. '<on~el ~kii~'1Ro.v~rs!(alB.~1ti's~· all-purpose vehicle re~em~lirig. th~ Je«;p),. Which 
;i1hasiti~efi drop'p'~dTdr':tlYe'1:ff!i~ being in order to reduce the cost of the ve~icle 
,'~!M6stldf1ts' 6'fh'er stgeltpa'ri~:'hb,*ever, are still galvanized, because the makers 

r.ecognize th~ llnsurpassed valu~ of galvanizing for perl!lap.ent p~otection. 
, Bucke,ts; troughs, 'milkiQg \!qliigment an~ m~ny oth~r sl]l~!ler farm item~ .have 

'oF 'course bee'il'jgaiVt\h.iie~ fo·rLy~ars. ,The farmer well knows the :value of 
galv~mizing":a:ntll wotil~;'welcO'rh~'iits 'extension for t{te protectiQQ pfhis 
machinery:' ~", .!!,r, , '.~; (.':.'.111 ~ . , 

,"" 1\ ,:'<"'~ i'; '~;~:~'::'l;:,~";';~.::·/i~~~';:·'/;< .' 
··~gil T.(£lJ!$Rq{~\~:.:f~.I!:U,y(ay~jfinp,i~9~rp~ipn a serious problem,. and iUs .One' to 
which gilvilllizing has not beenJlRRUc:q to any e~tent .. Few countries'seem'to 
,hBY.r;~!l,d,~;(~IJYl:~tu,~~~.f ~~hen~,~it;l,t~.IJ.4nce ,costs f()r t~e ·huge quantities of 

· : PJVpt~9 s~e~!~ ~~.c~~SOfJ'~~Jl\l.~~,g~ ~I9.p'g'J,I)~ trac1c.. 'The, ~WlSS; hqwever,chan.ged 
,'~y'~]i, from" P.ilH.W~,Q..J.Q ,gfl.l~~ng~g §~p'P9rtsfor tbell': overhead power hnes 
,:'~0!Pr, t~n<y:e,~f$}!g.9;'~m-!:,fJJljW),t1Hl_t<Ae~pit~, the .higher initial cost maintenance 
; ,ha,~ ,1;>~~Il, ~HR~t,a·I.H\a:.IlYi.lm~tU.c~9o£~'(g~\Yf;mi.z!ngis ,beipg usedsimilady on the 
,,~,\~Mrifi~~tw\\w~y,s,~n:~\I.~tr!.~:,} ~p9.r:q.th~r ~~i1way ~ut.horities would: do well 
:l~o;~RPsl~.elrfRJIo!\f;~9& ~9.i.~,·.le,aQj·~tl.c:m~elf.c:trjfy.ilJ~JQeir .lines. ' .. 
';, ~I,l,'?,.tJlnrb~cry~~O]Jll~J1,~ ;~f:t.{lJ~r;Y~J Il~j r,a!1 ~~y!e'p'gIJJ~~rs IS th~' galvamzmg. of a 
~, 5,9,\W~lrtcrigrn~~aJ~p~EP.9S,~ ·W.~g91l.; a; lPr~WJ~~\lJtC?~~~1!11~nt ~e1Dg contemplated 

l.!u!i~;.,Udl<;'I.~~ th.~ ,pr.~~y})~ .t!!IJ~~ ~.(i~H~S~~.!l~uh·;~Ql§?~Xperlll~ent may lead to 
~ ~INr gll.!va~iz,1l1g: ,qfrle,xp~~y:<!"~st~,l?]wprkl'()n,~aJl!;I9.n9~J1~(.,rolltng stock where 
~Q.rf.0~lO.n lSrP.ef!()\1~. i ,,'/.; .,. "m;lb~1 ':i-,idlll) . n .. "'f ,'1 



THE OUTLOOK FOR GENERAL GALVANIZING 

Road Transport. In recent years increasing attention has been paid to the 
protection of the chassis of motor vehicles, though only on the Land-Rover 
has the chassis been completely galvanized. Most motor bus and lorry 
chassis are now painted with metal-pigmented paints, some containing zinc 
du~t, but these will clearly not prove so effective as galvanizing would; it may 
be hoped that the makers will decide to go the whole way before very 19n9. 
In the last year news has come from the D.S.A. of the galvanizing of motor 
car exhaust systems, a protective measure long overdue. If it is as successful 
as the reports suggest, the practice should soon become universal. 

Bridge Construction. The use of the Bailey bridge during the war has led 
to an extension of the unit construction principle in bridge building. Many 
of these units are being galvanized for use in the tropics, as were the original 
Bailey bridges, and there is no doubt that the galvanized bridges \Yill stand 
for a long time with little maintenance. Bridge handrails are also being 
galvanized in increasing numbers, and a useful Californian law requires all 
road bridges in the State to be fitted with galvanized steel railipgs~which can 
be readily replaced if damaged in accidents. 1', 

Building Frameworks. The trend in modern building is to provide ,first: qf 
all a skeleton structure of light steel sections, which are then clad '~#~f).l~J;lY, 
and internally. '. Much of the steel is thus hidden and has to be1 perma!1~Q.t1i~,~ 
protected from rusting since it is not encased in concrete, as in older. '~W~:", 
framed buildings. In England the new schools erected by the HertfordshIre 
CO~lDty Council are good examples, and much of their hidden steel work has 
been galvanized. Galvanized light steel trusses are also being introduced into 
hQuses and small buildings. This will obviously be an increasing field for the 
galvanizer in view of the need to develop simpler building techniques to 
reduce site work. 

Rainwater Goods. Galvanized steel rainwater goods, although. wjde,IYl!sed 
in the D.S.A., have not found much favour in Europe, except-perhaps in 
Switzerland and Sweden. These gutters and pipes have in fact excellent 
corrosion resisting properties, and are'superior to the ordinary cast iron goods 
which requ~re freqllent painting. The extra cost of the galvanized article is a 
very small part indeed of the total cost of a building, and most householders 
would support it as a worthwhile expenditure. 

W~ndow Frt;lmes. Before the war the corrosion of steel window frames was 
becoming a severe problem, and Pellowe has described in his paper how 
galvanizing has completely overcome it. It is perhaps strange that the same 
solution has 'not been applied in other'countries, although it is being contem
plated in the D.S.A. There must be many other products for which corrosion 
is an equally serious problem which could be solved just as successfully by 
galvanizing. 

Painting after Galvanizing. In his account of the galvanizing of metal 
windows, Pellowe has referred to the need for treating galvanized coatings 
SQ that they are x:eady for immediate painting. This is an aspect of galvanizing 
which every general galvanizer should consider. Paint applied over phos
phateq galvanized coatings has a remarkably long life, and steel so treated 
can be regarded as everlasting if the paint is renewed every ten or fifteen years. 
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THE FUTURE OF GENERAL GALVANIZING 

The phosphated zinc provides an excellent basis for all kinds of decorative 
finishes which would not by themselves afford adequate rust prevention.·· 

Other Applications. A useful study could certainly be made of all the steel
using industries to see what gaps still remain. In the U.K., engineers are well 
aware of the effectiveness with which galvanizing is used for hopow-ware, 
tanks and drums, ships' fittings, power transmission towers, telegraph pole 
fittings, etc. In other countries, other applications must be equally well known 
to the local engineers, and an exchange of information about such uses coul9 
benefit galvanizers all over the worl,d. This International Conference is 
perhaps a good occasion for the start 'of such an ex«hange. Denmark itself 
is a country from which much can be learned about the galvanizing of 
marine goods, since the sea coast plays so important a part in the national 
economy. 

ID. Conclusion 
The vigorous approach to galvanizing problems shown in the Conference 
papers, is a good augury for the future. General galvanizing is largely a local 
tr~de, and the very fact that there isJittle or no 'competition between Britain 
and Europe, or between the continental countries themselves, has been a 
contributing factor to the very satisfactory international attendance at this 
Conference. If the future prospects outlined in this paper are to be fully 
realized by galvanizers everywhere, a close collaboration on all galvanizing 

, tnatters is essentjal, and must exist not only between the general galvanizing 
firws ill. the U.K., which at present constitute the membership of the Hot Dip 
OalvaIl.Jzers Association, but between firms all over the world and doing all 
'types of-galvanizing. 
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DISCUSSION 

New Uses for Galvanizing _ 
M R: ] • ] • S TOR D Y (Stordy Engineering Ltd.) said he thought there 
were many new uses for hot dip galvanizing which had not yet been exploited 
and that he would like to call attention to one not mentioned in ~he paper. 
He knew that large stocks of Bailey bridges were held by the Government 
and that to prevent them rusting they were being degreased, phosphated, 
dried and painted. He thought tha,t the money could perhaps be better 
spe~t in galvanizing them and asked whether this possibility had been 
explored. He realized that distortion might introduce difficl,llties, as the 
bridges were made to close tolerances for assembly, but he thought that if 
they were jigged and drilled after galv~nizing tliis disadvantage could be 
overcome and a more permanent protection given to the parts tha~ by the 
present procedure of painting. 

MR. c. P. H. 'WED G E (B. E. Wedge- Ltd.) said h~ ~as interested 
to hear Mr. Stordy's views about theBail~y bridge parts, a,she h~d sOqle time 
ago,arranged to galvanize a sample for a Gqyernment Department. Unfor
tunately, he had since ~hen heard nothin~ further about the work. 

Painting Galvanized Steel 
MR. S TUB B S introduced the subject of painting by saying that h~' had 
been very interested to read the reports in Pellowe's paper of the IQng lives 
of up to fifteen years enjoyed by paint films applied to phosphat~d galvan:i..Z~ 
steel. He thought that many new fields would b~openedllp if metal users 
rea,lize'd how good phosphated galvanized coating~ were. as a 9asis for paint. 

MR. S TOR D Y said he had been interested' t9 read the suggestion in 
Mr. Stubbs's paper that more use should be mad~ qf phosphating and painting 
galvanized .materials before dispatch from the factory, and W9tldered 
whether this could not be appUed t(jgalvaniz~d roo~ng sheets. The manu~ 
facturer should, he suggested, consider the customer-more by colouring the 
galvanized sheets to increase their sales appeal. By phosphating and pl!inting, 
the sheets could be mad~ more beautiful as well as given a longer life. 

MR. M. L. H U'G H E S (B.I:S.R.i\.) replied that h~ thought the 
customer for galvanized sheets was, already being consid~red when the sheet 
galvanizer added tin to his baths to increase spangl~. He doubted,whether the 
treatment of galvanized roofing sheets in this way would be a practical 
proposition, as the market for these sheets was a very competitive one. The 
provision of a phosphated and painted finish might wellinake them too 
expensive. He knew that one firm had. already entered the market for 
coloured sheets and was supplying vitreous enamelled ones. . 

MR. E. M. W I L S ON '(Henry Hope & Sons Ltd.) said he doubted 
whether phosphating was Often necessary unless the galvanized surface had 
to be painted immediately; as his C?xperience with galvaniied lIletal windows 
had shown that weathering on the site was, usually quite sufficient t9 en~ur.e 
good adhesion. He remembered some trouble which hadb~e_n experienced 
with B.I.S.F. house parts where condensation occurring between phosphating 
and dip painting had interfered with the durability of tlie paint film. . 

MR. R ~ W. B A I L P Y (Zinc Development Associa,tion) said that .in his 
view in~ufficient ·attention: had been given ~o the virtu~$ of phosPllated and 
painteci galvanized surfaces. It was not of course always ,possible tp allow 

- the gal\Tanized surface to weath-er before painting, but even. when tp.i~ could 
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be done there was evidence to suggest that the phosphated and p~inted 
surface offered the best protective system. Zinc was an expensive metal and 
it was a pity to allow it gradl,lally to waste away unprotected. Ifphosphated 
and painted, as PeIlowe had pointed out, permanent protection could be 
obtained. The paint had a longer life and only needed renewing at infrequent 
intervals. He was sure that phosphated, painted, corrugated galvanized 
sheets could be produced very much more cheaply than vitreous-~n~m~lled 
sheets, and that these sheets would overcome the failure so often experienced 
in the lap-over between roofing sheets, a failure caused by trapped moisture. 

MR. F. C • BRA B Y (Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd.) said· he agreed that roofing 
sheets would fail at the lap-overs if not painted, but that most users of gal-
vanized sheets for roofing already painted the laps. . 

MR. A. E. HAY (Richard Thomas & Baldwins Ltd.) referred to a 
trouble he had experienced with a galvanized hot water tank which had failed 
badly after it had been painted inside with, a proprietary paint. He was 
studying this failure and had put another tank into service painted in this 
way. ,He doubted whether bitumastic paints could reallY'give protection in 
hot water, and considered that under certain conditions some- types Qf paint 
might destroy the underlying galvanized coating. 

MR. BRA B Y said that a survey he had made several years ago revealed 
that no manufacturer of paint would guarantee" complete water resistance at 
higher temperatures, and that in any case rough handling could always 
damage a paint film. 

MR. B A I LE Y expressed his interest in Mr. Hay's tests, as he under
stood a paint of the type referred to was recommended for the treatment of 
ships' hulls. He recalled, however, how the rudder of a well-known liner 
had been finished in this way and had subsequently had to be stripped and 
the heavy corrosion craters filled with zinc by spraying. The whole surface 
of the rudder had finally been zinc sprayed before the ship was put back into 
service, since when no further trouble had been reported. 

Acid Disposal 
MR. G. J. PHI L LIP s (Liver Galvanizing (Manchester) Co. Ltd.) 
asked for some information about the disposal of waste acid and the most 
economical methods of treating it. 

MR. BRA B Y said that the disposal of acids was usually done by 
passing th~ acid through large neutralizing tanks in which lime was held. In 
his Liverpool works it was neutralized with carbide sludge. 

MR. R. S. B ROW N (Rylands Brothers Ltd;) said his firm was a 
large, and perhaps the largest, user of hydrochloric acid for pickling wire 
rods. He \yas particularly fortunate in having a ferric oxide recovery unit 
nearby, and the whole of his spent acid was utilized for this purpose. The 
practice pf neutralizing spent acid with lime and feeding it to the sewer was 
far from satisfactory, and regulations would certainly be tightened up in 
the future to prevent this method of disposal. On this account many big 
users of acid were changing over to the sulphuric process where the iron 
sulphate could be recovered from the spent pickle and the liquor recirculated. 

MR. E. W. MU LeA H Y (John Thompson (Dudley) Ltd.) Mreed 
that the satisfactory. neutrali?3tion of ~ither hydrochloric acid or sulphuric 
acid presented difficulties. If lime was to be effective, it must be used as a 
slurry, and run into a mixing tank with the acid and thoroughly mixed. 
Sludge disposal could, however, be as big a difficulty as acid disposal, 
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particularly if acetylene ~aste lime were used. Satis~act~ry treatment with a 
minimum of sludge called feir the use of the bes~ quality lime. As an example 
of the difficulties he mentioned a plant disposing of 1500 gal. per hour of 
12 per cent sulphuric acid using 90 to 100 tons of lime a week. The plant 
deposited 6000 lb. of sludge per hour, and the quantity would have been 
considerably greater if the best quality lime had not been used to give a 
treatable sludge. The most satisfactory alternative was, of course, the use of 
sulphuric acid pickling and a regenerative recovery process for the iron 
sulphate. He suggested that any plant using 10 tons or more of commercial 
H 2S04 a week would benefit by the use of such a process. 

MR. HUG H E S said his Association had been working at the Sketty Hall 
Laboratory on the recovery of acid and iron from spent sulphuric acid pick
ling liquors. Concentrating the solution by evaporation and subsequent 
cooling allowed ferrous sulphate to be crystallized from a mother liquor of 
increased acid content which could be returned to the pickling vats. Roasting 
the ferrous sulphate gave on the one hand iron oxide which could be returned 
to the blast furnaces, and on the other hand sulphur-dioxide/sulphur
trioxide vapours which could be dissolved in water and oxidized, using a 
specially developed technique, to give sulphuric acid of 20 to 30 per cent 
strength suitable for pickling. 

Competitive Processes 
MR. HUG H E S congratulated Mr. 'Stubbs on his paper which held such a 
fair balance between competitive processes for protecting steel from rust, 
and which looked to the future. He thought it warned the gaivanizers to be 
prepared. He would like to comment on some of the points made in the 
paper, and turned first to the statement that the thickness of electrodeposited 
coatings could be closely controlled. Although this was true for the total 
am()unt of coating applied, it was difficult, if not impossible, for the plater to 
control the distribution of thickness over the surface of the work, except when 
very simple shapes were being processed. Recesses were nearly always com
paratively thinly coated. He thought that the two main fields for plating were 
in the deposition of very thin coatings, as in tin-plate manufacture,. and the 
deposition of very thick coatings, for example on wire. Both these fields were 
outside the coating range of ordinary hot dipping processes. Turning to the 
threat of competition from aluminium coatings, he said that the rate of 
alloying when hot dipping in aluminium 'was very great indeed. It had been 
found, however, that the addition of 6 per cent of silicon to the aluminium 
prevented the thick alloy layer from being built up and gave a thinner coating 
with good bending properties. Hot dipped aluminium coatings had also been 
found very good for prot~cting exhaust systems of motor cars, and to be 
superior to zinc in their corrosion resistance to sulphurous atmospheres. 
Turning to chromium diffusion, he did not think this would ever becompetitive 
with galvanizing. It was very expensive, being done by a batch process at a 
temperature of I 100°C. It was a coating of very high corrosion resistance; 
e.g. if a sample of steel tube chromized on the outside was immersed in a 
strong nitric acid, everything would be d.issolved except the chromized coat
ing. 

DR. R • H A A R M ANN (Rheinische R6hrenwerke) said that in Germany 
aluminium was in good supply and that further outlets were being sought for 
the metal. An interesting development trend-was the use of aluminium sheets 
as a .roofing material, although much trouble from pitting had been ex-
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perienced. He had heard that the addition of small amounts of molybdenum 
to the aluminium seemed to prevent this kind of attack, and special sheets of 
this type were now being tested. 

MR. S TUB B S said that aluminium had also been used on a small scale for 
roofing in England. It was a modern and fashionable metal. MR. HUG H B S 
thought that the competition from aluminiuJ,D was very real. It was used for 
roofing in South Wales, sometimes with a rectangular corrugation. Trouble 
had, however, been experienced with corrosion, particularly from the under
sides of the roofs. Here condensation had caused a·form of white rusting 
which, being non-adherent, fell away from the sheet and contaminated the 
materials peing processed in the building. Electrochemical effects at the 
fixing points had also caused difficulties, and insulating washers had been 
found necessary. 

MR. BROWN said that he had been surprised to read in Mr. Stubbs's paper 
that electrogalvanizing was a competitor of 'galvanizing'. His firm sold 
almost 1,000 tons of wire a week as galvanized wire, all of which was, in fact, 
electrogalvanized. Should not the paragraph have referred to the rival claims 
of electrogalvanizing and 'hot galvanizing', to make the matter quite. clear? 
He was also not at all happy about the statement that damage had been caused 
to the reputation of zinc coatings because wiped wire had been sold i~ which 
much of the zinc coating had been removed. He thought it only fair to point 
out that wiped wire was not sold to specification and was, in fact, only 
supplied when ordered for special purposes. 

MR. M U LeA H Y said his firJ,D had done some work in connection with a 
large plant being erected in the U.K. for the zinc plating of s~eel windows, 
and asked whether the coating of irregular thicknesses which Mr. Hughes 
had descri~ed" w.ould prove satisfactory, or whether specially shaped anodes 
would havet<? .be used to ensure uniform plating. He would like to know 
whether chloride solutions would be more satisfactory than cyanide solutions 
for zinc plating these windows. ' 

MR. HUG H B S agreed that .if a difficult shape was to be .zinc plated, a 
specially shaped anode or a subsidiary anode would have to be used. He 
said acid plating solutions could be operated at very much higher current 
densities than cyanide solutions. 

MR •. B A I L B Y said that the important difference between acid. solutions 
and the cyanide solutions was the high current density which could be used 
with these solutions o( higher conductivity in the plating of simple shapes 
such as wire or strip. The cyanide solutions had the higher throwing power, 
the chloride solutions being very similar in their general properties to sulphate 
solutions, but having a .somewhat higher conductivity. They viere, however, 
naturally more corrosive and greater care had to be taken in protecting the 
plant. 

Welfare 
MR. STORDY said. he had been pleased to read the remarks in Mr. Stubbs's 
paper about t~e ililJwrt~nce of giving more attention to handling and dipping 
procedure. He thoughtthat much more could be done here, and doubted 
whether the problems ~~aised "by mechanical handling in galvanizing plants 
had yet been properly;lfa~ed. . 

MR. J • R 0 U F F (Etablissements Schmid) then described some difficulties 
he had met in satisfying the f~ctory authorities in France, where the molten 
zinc baths were at a height of only 25 centimetres above the ground. It had 
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been proposed that protective rai~ings should be built to prevent the men from 
falling in. Such railings would, however, have prevented the work from being 
done. It was then suggested that the men should be harnessed to pulleys on a 

. monorail running alongside the bath. This idea was, of c.ourse, ridiculous. 
He asked what was done in other countries and what proposals were accept
able from a safety standpoint. 

Turning to protective equipment for the workers, he explained that he 
employed coloured workers from Algeria. He had supplied them with 
asbestos gloves, asbestos leggings and spectacles with good side view and 
good ventilation, but the gloves were too hot, the leggings hampered their 
movements, and the spectacles were a nuisance. The authorities did not know 
how to act in view of these objections from the workers. He asked what 
protective equipment was used in other countries. " 

MR. M. B ROD BEe K - K ELL E R (Verzinkerei Pratteln} referred to 
similar difficulties in Switzerland, where their zinc baths were only 30 centi
metres above the floor. The Municipal Society for the Prevention pf Accidents 
in Factories had asked for a railing as in France, but this was of course un
suitable. He provided his workers with shoes in wood and leather, and the 
workers were quite contented with those. They did not, however, like wellring 
glasses as these fogged over during work. He had declined to meet the 
objections of the Accident Prevention Society in any further way. 

MR. H. T. EAT W ELL (G. A. Harvey & Co. (London) Ltd.) then 
showed some pictures of his new galvanizing works, in which the specially 
designe4 (16) gas heated baths stood 2 ft. 6 in. above the level of the working 
fio9r, which was at loading "bay height. All the services to the baths were 
be19w the floor, so that the galvanizing shop was clear of everything except 

Fig. 1 Gas heated galvanizing bath showing height above floor level in U.K. 
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the control instruments for the bath and the cranes for handling the work. 
Fig. I (p. 153) shows part of the galvanizing shop. In the foreground is a 
bath 10 ft. by 4 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in. deep of patented gas-fired construction (15), 
illustrating the height of the bath above the floor level. Behind this and to the 
right is another bath with heat insulating covers in position. 

Mr. Eatwell continued by referring to two pictures showing the welfare 
facilities at his plant. Fig. 2 shows the changing rooms during construction. 
It will be noticed that each locker is double-compartmented, one for ~ay 
clothes and one for working clothes, and in the foreground is seen a heating 

Fig. 2 Changing rooms during construction showing heated clothes lockers 

coil over which the lockers are erected and these consequently have warm air 
passing through them all the time through perforated bottoms. There are also 
shower baths, although these are not shown in the photographs. Separate 
changing rooms are provided for picklers and galvanizers, the detailed design 
differing to some extent. 

Fig. 3 shows part of the auxiliary canteen provided for the picklers and 
galvanizers, the main feature here being that the table tops, seats and backs 
of chairs are of acid-resisting plastic material. Mr. Eatwell said that this was 
wearing extremely well, and was very easy to keep clean as it only required 
wiping over with a wet cloth instead of intensive scrubbing as with wood. 

MR. BRA B Y said that he had been chairman of a small committee which 
had sent out a questionnaire to the Founder Members of the Association in 
its early days asking fQ[ cOQfig~ntial mformation about practice in their works 
AItho':lgh the Factories Act required that baths containing corrosive liquid 
should be built.or fenced to a height of 3 ft. above the floor or platform used 
by the workers, it allowed some discretion to the ChiefInspector of Factories, 
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to whom it had been pointed out that owing to ~he difficulty of working a bath 
of such height the men were tempted to stand on the edge. He had agreed 
that a height of not less than 2 ft. 3 in. would be acceptable. As Mr. EatweU's 
pictures showed, a height of 2 ft. 3 in. or 2 ft. 6 in. had been generally adopted 
in the U.K. In the case of hydrochloric acid at a normal pickling strength of 
13 per cent, the Chief Inspector had decided that this was. not a corrosive 
liquid within the meaning of the Act, but he had asked that similarprecaut~ons 
should be taken, and in practice the baths were always raised above the floor 
level. 

Fig. 3 Car.tecn with chairs and table tops in acid-resisting plastic 

Turning to protective clothing, he said that the men disliked wearing he1i.Vy 
clothing such as asbestos suits, and in his works it was the practice to supply 
old clothes, sacking and similar coverings. The men wore gloves and rubber 
boots when pickling: some of the galvanizers were supplied with a hinged 
visor of the type used by welders, which they found satisfactory_ Hinnen 
still quite often receh·ed minor injuries from splashes, particularly on arms 
and n~ck, and he thought it important that all burns from this cause should be 
promptly treated. MR. H. BUS CH - J ENS E N (J. Chr. Jensens Galvlm
iserings Etablissement) said that a·special typ~ of perspex visor was in use in 
his works, and that it had been found very satisfactory in use. The visor is 
shown in fig. 4 (p. 156). 

MR. EA :r W ELL said that cold hydrochloric acid pickling was used in his 
works, and he did not think there was anyreal danger to the men working 
with this acid. It did. of course, depend how the work was handled. and he 
had known several cases of men falli.ng into the tank. They were, however. 
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speedily dealt with by being pulled out, stripped, hosed down with particular 
a~ention to the eyes, and then taken to hospital as a precaution. None had 
suffered any ill-effects other than those of minor shock. 

Fig. 4 Perspex l'isor used in Denm.tirk 

Oosure 
Th!? Chairman, MR. T H 0 MPS 0 N , ;then broughr ~e Conference to a close " 

. by thanking all those who had .contribhted so fr~ly from their galval1izing 
experiences and helped to make the meetings so successful. He felt sui"~ that 
the Conference had given them all an opportunity <?ffoqning frie11.qsh~ps and 
getting to understand one another better, and that:eveiyon~ who had attended 
would have' benefited from the Association's work. It was importantlhat in 
times of comparative prosperity, such as now, Members should reorganize 
their works and take the fullest possible advantage o~ the informatio~ they 
had obtained so that they would be ready to meet whatever competition from 

-~ other Coating processes lay ahead, knowing that their ~WI:J i!1dustry 'Yas really. 
efficient and progressive. ;.' 
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